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Harrisonburg, Virginia

TO THE STUDENTS OF
MADISON COLLEGE

•
•

We wish to introduce you to this HANDBooK,
Handbook, hoping that the contents herein will help you appreciate
the values and potentialities of college life.
Madison's campus is a laboratory for citizenship.
Through all its services and facilities, the college
seeks to give each student the tools of knowledge
and a sense of values that will provide for effective
participation in a democratic society.
We welcome you to our campus and sincerely
HANDBOOK will help you quickly adhope that this Handbook
just to the ways of living and working at Madison
College.

DEDICATION
Because we have enjoyed the experiences that
Because
accompany college living. . . . Beca
use we have
faced the baffling problems which are ahead of
you. . . . Because we too needed guidance.
. . .
Because we love Madison
MADISON and deeply cherish her
ideals, we the OLD
DENTS dedicate this OuR
Old STu
Students
Our
HANDBOOK
Handbook to all of you ...
...
TN-COMING STUDENTS
of
of

MADISON COLLEGE
2

Madison student
student will,
will, at
at
It is assumed that aa Madison
all times and in all
all places,
places, uphold
uphold high
high standards
standards
appearance.
of conduct and appearance.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1958
21-Dormitory Assignments for New Students:
September 21—Dormitory
incoming freshmen and transfer students.
/
22-24-0rientation
September 22-2
l—Orientation of New Students: incoming and
transfer students.
September 24-Registration
24—Registration of New Students.
September 25Adjustment of Programs of Spring Registrants.
25—Adjustment
September 26—Beginning
26-Beginning of Classes: 8:00 A.M.
October 1-First
emester Convocation.
1—First SSemester
October 6-Last
day on which changes in class schedules of
6—Last da5'
students may be made.
Mid-Semester ggrades
rades for Freshmen.
November 15IS—Mid-Semester
26-Thanksgiving Vacation Begins;
Begins: 11:50
November 26—Thanksgiving
11:50. A.M.
Thanksgiving Vacation Ends and Classes Begin:
December !1—Thanksgiving
8:00A.M.
8:00 A.M.
December 17-Christm
as Vacation Begins: 11
:50 A.M.
17—Christmas
11:50
1959
January 5-Christmas
E nds and Classes Begin:
5—Christmas Vacation Ends
Begin;
88:00
:00A.M
A.M..
P.M.-J an uary 30, 12:00 Noon—ExaminaNoon-ExaminaJanuary 23, 1:30 P.M.—January
tion Period.
January 30--First
30—First Semester ends: Noon.
ebruary 2—Second
2- Second Semester begins: 8:00
8 :00 A.M.
F
February
February 4—Second
4-Second Semester Convocation.
?\[arch
March 14-Founders'
14—Founders' Day.
March 26-Easter
:50 A.M.
26—Easter Vacation Begins: 11
11:50
April 1-Easter
1—Easter Vacation E
Ends:
nds: 88:00
:00 A.M.
April 4-Mid-Semester
4—Mid-Semester grades for Freshmen.
April 6Apri l 25—Spring
25- Spring Registration.
6—April
).i[ay
2- May Day and Homecoming.
May 2—May
May 22, 11:30
:30 P.M.—May
P.M.-May 29, 12:00
Noon-Examination Period.
12 :00 Noon—Examination
May 31-Baccalaureate
:00 A.M.
31—Baccalaureate Service: 11
11:00
May 31—Commencement;
31- Commencement: 3 :00 P.:M.
P.M.
Intersession Begins.
June 15IS—Intersession
June 22—Summer
22- Summer Session Begins.
6

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
AND SERVICES
Office Hours
The offices of the President, the Dean of the College,
the Dean of Students, the Registrar, and the Directors of
Admissions and Student Aid, Field Services and Placement,
and Public Relations:
Monday through Friday:
8:00
A . M.-12
:00 Noon
8:00'A.
M.—12:00
1
:00 P. M.:00 P
1:00
M.— 44:00
P.. M.

Saturday:
88:00
:00 A. M.
-12 :00 Noon
M.—12:00

The Dean of Women:
Women;
Monday through Friday :
8:00 A. M.—10:30
M.-10 :30 P. M.
Saturday:
8:00 A. M.-11
:00 PP.. M.
M.—11:00

Sunday:
Sunday :
:30 P. M.
9:00 A. M.-10
M.—10:30

The Dean of
o~ Freshman
Freshrpan vVomen:
Women; ..
Saturday:
Monday through Friday:
8:30 A. M.-12
:30 P. M.
8:30 A. M.M.— 4:30 PP.. M.
M.—12:30
The office of the Business Manager:
Monday through Friday:
8:30 A. M.—11:30
M.-11 :30 A. M.
11:30
:30 P.
P . M.—
M.- 3 :00 P
P.. M.

Saturday :
Saturday:
88:30
:30 A. M.-H
:00 A.M.
M.—11:00
A. M.

Note : .The outer office of the Dean of Women is open all
Note:
day and all evening. The office hours kept by the
Dean of Women will be posted on the door of the
outer office. Students are requested to observe those
hours and to make appointments for conferences necessary outside those hours posted.

7

The College Tea Room
Hours
Monday through Friday:
77:30
:30 A. M.—4
M.-4 ;00
:00 P. M.
M.
:00-1 :45 each day)
day )
(Closed from 11 :00—1:45

The College Stationery Store
Hours
Friday::
Monday through Friday
A . M.—12:00
M.-12 :00 Noon
8:00 A.
1
P . M.—
M.- 4:00 .F.
1 :00 P.
P. M.

Saturday :
A . M.—12:00
M.-12 :00 Noon
N oon
8:00 A.

M <mager
Mrs. Annie Garnett, Manager

Dining Halls
No one should bring guests to dining halls without first
buying tickets in the Dietitian's office during the following
hours;
hours:
Monday-Saturday . .. .....8:00
8:00 A. M.—12:00
M.-12 :00 Noon
11:00
:00 P.
P . M.—
M.- 4:00
4 :00 P.
P . M.
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .8:00
8:00 A. M.—12:00
M.-12 :00 Noon
Prices for meal tickets
tickets::
Sunda.y
Sunday dinner, regular school banquets, and special meals,
$1.50;; all other dinners, $1.25; breakfast, 50c;
$1.50
SOc; and lunches,
2Sc.
75c;
75c ; supper bag, 25c.
The Headwaitress in each dining hall is a member of the
Student Government Standards Committee and is responsible
for maintaining good conduct in the dining halls.

8

Infirmary
Office of College Physician
Hours
On Monday through Saturday:
F
rom 1
:00 p.m.-3 ;00
:00 p.m. the College Physician is on duty
From
1:00
in the infirmary. He is on call at other times to treat emergency cases only. A Graduate Nurse is on duty at all times.
Visiting hours:
hours : 4 :00 p.m. to SS :00 p.m.
T
he infirmary
infirma ry is open at all times. Any boarding student
The
unable to attend classes on account of illness must report
Medical
to the infirmary. M
edical excuses will not be given for
dental work which is not an emergency or which has not been
P hysician. Students wishpreviously approved by the College Physician.
zvith
ith the
ing to receive medical cuts due to illness must check w
IInfirmary
nfirmary before leaving campus for home.
E
ach student is urged
u rged to join the group
g roup accident insurance
Each
This
ffered at a very reasonable
rea sonable cost. T
his covers
cover s costs of x-rays,
ooffered
consulta
tion w
ith specialists and treatments made necessary by
consultation
with
accidents incurred
incu rred during
dur ing the twelve months period. A group
g roup
cove1·ing sickness hospitalizationhealth and sickness policy covering
surgical and miscellaneous hospita
hospitall charges is also offered.
Both types of insurance may be obtained at
a t a very reasonable
1·ate.
rate. The
T he combination coverage is recommended.
-ray unit has
F
or some time
ti me the service of the mobile xx-ray
For
been available ffor
or Madison students. It is compulsory ffor
or
students over 18 years of age to have a chest x-ray
x -ray annually.
Students under 18 years of age are not permitted to have an
-ray made on campus, but are urged to take advantage of
xx-ray
x-ray services of the Rockingham H
ealth Center. Those over
Health
18 who do not take advantage of this unit will be required to
have an x-ray taken at their own expense. T
he unit for
fo r the
The
1958-59 session will
w ill be on campus September 25 and 26.
9
9

Library
Hours
Weekdays:
Weekdays;

Morning:
Morning:

Afternoon:
Eveni ng :
Afternoon:
Evening:
I :30-5 :00 7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
Noon 1:30-5:00
Noon 1:30-5:00
I :30-5 :00
Saturdays:
8:00-12:00
8 :00-I2 :00 Noon
library opens
opens at
at 22 :00
:00 p.m.
p.m. It
It isis closed
closed
On Wednesdays the library
during vacation periods.

88:00-12:00
:OO-I2 :00

Money
Students deposit personal money
money at
at the
the office
office of
of the
the BusiBusisafekeeping and
and quick
quick accessibility.
accessibility.
ness Manager for safekeeping

The Post Office
The college sub-station of
of the
the United
United States
States Post
Post Office,
Office,
kwated
floor of
of Harrison
Harrison Hall,
Hall, isis under
under the
the
located on the first floor
supervision
of the Postmaster,
~nperv1s10n
Postmaster, aa Federal
Federal employee.
employee.
Both day students (men and
and women)
women) and
and boarding
boarding students
students
post office
office boxes.
boxes. Applications
Applications must
must be
be
are required to rent post
made at this office. Charges
Charges for
for the
the entire
entire regular
regular session
session
($1.00), payable
payable at
at the
the opening
opening of
of school.
school.
will be one dollar ($1.00),
The student's box
box number
number should
should be
be plainly
plainly marked
marked on
em each
each
outgoing mail.
mail.
article of incoming and outgoing
There are three mails
mails Monday
Monday through
through Friday,
Friday, one
one mornmorning and two afternoon; there
there are
are two
two mails
mails on
on Saturday,
Saturday, one
one
morning and one noon.
noon. First-class
First-class mail
mail isis. put
put in
in the
the boxes
boxes
Sunday between
b~tween the hours of
of 33 :00
:00 p.m.
p.m. and
and 4:00
4:00 p.m.
p.m. Special
Special
delivery letters are delivered to
to the
the dormitories.
dormitories.

Registration
Students in registering must
must use
use their
their proper
proper legal
legal names,
names,
and students who are married while
while in
in college
college must
must immediately
immediately
register under their married names.
names.

IO
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A change of legal name or home address is to be made
known promptly to the Registrar, the Dean of Freshman
\Vomen, the Business Manager, and
Women or the Dean of Women,
the Post Office.
1. Freshmen report to the office of the Dean of Freshman
Women.
Women.
2. Transfers report to the office of the Dean of Women.
'vV omen.
3. Old students report with room assignment slips to their
respective housemothers.

Room Key
A room key for each student is secured in the College
Stationery Store.
St"re. A deposit of twenty-five (25c), which
will be refunded when the key is returned, is required.

Weekday Bells
H
ours
Hours
Rising bell ... .. .. 6:4S
6:45 A.M.
AJvi.
Sixth period
11:30
:30 P.M.
P.M .
A.M .
Seventh period ... 2:30 P.M.
Breakfast .. . . ... 7:15 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
... . 3 :30 P.M.
Eighth period ....
First period . . ...8:00
Second period ... 99:00
;00 A.M. Ninth period .... . 4:30 P.M.
Third period ....10:00
... . 10:00 A.M.
A.M . Dinner ........ .. 6:00
6 :00 P.M.
P .M.
Fourth period ...11:00
... 11 :00 A.M.
Study hour begins 7:00 P.M.
Fifth period .....12:00
12:00 Noon
Study hour ends .10:00
. 10:00 P.M.
P .M.
Lunch . ... . .. . . . .12:30
12 :30 P.M.
Quiet period begins 11
:00 P.M.
11:00
Note: On Wednesday afternoon lunch and classes are thirty
minutes later than on other days. On Sunday break8 :00 A.M. and dinner at 11 :00 P.M.
P.2VI.
fast is at 8:00

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
Attendances and Absences
Students are expected to be present at their classes and
other scheduled appointments. Absence from class is obviously
detrimental to the student's progress in academic work.
11
11

Absences for professional
professional purposes,
purposes, field
field trips,
trips, conventions,
conventions,
athletic and music groups,
groups, and
and the
the like,
like, are
are handled
handled by
by the
the
Dean of the College.
College.
The College Physician
Physician takes
takes care
care of
of excuses
excuses for
for absences
absences
due to illness of aa student.
student.
In case of illness in
in the
the family,
family, an
an excuse
excuse may
may be
be given
given
statement is
is presented.
presented.
provided a doctor's statement
All women students must secure
secure excuses
excuses for
for other
other absences
absences
from the Dean of Women;
\Nomen; all
all men
men students,
students, from
from Dr.
Dr. E.
E . L.
L.
Tolhe1·t,
Students. In
In order
order to
to be
be valid,
valid, excuses
excuses must
must
Tolbert, Dean of Students.
their offices
oAices within
within one
one week
week after
after the
the student
student
he presented to their
returns to school.
Students are urged to use
use their
their cuts
cuts sparingly
sparingly and
and to
to save
save
them for emergencies. The
The Committee
Committee on
on Attendance
Attendance rereserves the right to
to deny
deny additional
additional absences
absences to
to students
students who
who
cuts. For
For every
every occasion
occasion that
that aa student
student
have used their class cuts.
the number
number allowed,
allowed, cuts
cuts may
may be
be lost
lost
takes a cut beyond the
for the following semester.
semester. If
If excessive
excessive cuts
cuts continue,
continue, the
the
student may be recommended
recommended for
for probation
probation or
or suspension.
suspension.
Cuts may be taken
taken as follows
follows::
Students whose scholastic indices
indices in
in the
the previous
previous semester
semester
are 3.25, or better, may
may take
take as
as many
many class
class cuts
cuts as
as inin
their judgment it is
is wise
wise to
to take.
take. Any
Any student
student may,
may,
credit in
in aa course
course if
if he
he or
or she
she
however, fail to receive credit
has excessive absences, regardless
regardless of
of whether
whether the
the ababpersonal or
or professional
professional reasons,
reasons, or
or
sences are due to personal
both. This regulation applies
applies to
to those
those students
students on
on the
the
Dean's list as well as those
those not
not on
on it.
it.
First semester freshmen will
will have
have one
one cut
cut in
in each
each class.
class.
The number of cuts
cuts for
for all
all other
other students
students for
for each
each
correspond to
to the
the number
number of
of class
class meetings
meetings
course shall correspond
per week; however, in
in no
no case
case will
will more
more than
than three
three cuts
cuts
course.
be allowed in any course.
the last
last session
session of
of aa class
class prior
prior to
to aa
Students who miss the
holiday, or the first
first session
session of
of aa class
class following
following aa holiday,
holiday,
12

including the holiday between semesters,
seme ste rs, must
mu st furnish
f urni sh reasons for absences, except:
except : (a) thise
thi se students whose absences
a bsences
f un erals; or (b) for illness (1) if stuare due to attendance at funerals;
wh o miss
mi ss sessions
session s of classes prior to a holiday are exdents who
cused by the College Physician or (2) if resident students who
mi
ss class sessions following a holidaj'
holiday present doctor's
doctor 's statesta temiss
Physician ; and
ments and have them approved by the College Physician;
(c) for students
stud ents who use double
doubl e class cuts for the last meeting
mee ting
fir st meeting
meetin g of a class
cl ass
of a class before a holiday or for the first
after a holiday.

Cuts taken before examinations are counted as single cuts.
Instructors are not responsible for giving make-up tests
th e tests have been announced.
to absentees when the
No shifting of students from section to section in order
allowed.
to extend a class cut is allowed.
The cut system is not applicable
a pplicable to the summer term.

Assemblies
Allll women students
A
student s except waitresses and student teachers
teacher s
teachin g conflicts with assemblies are required to atwhose teaching
tend assemblies.
assemblies. These assemblies
assembli es are dismissed
di smi ssed with seniors
leaving first,
fir st, after
afte r the faculty. Good conduct is expected of all
students in Assemblies. This means there is to be no talking,
writing, or reading
readin g during Assembly time. The Friday
F riday assembly is a chapel service conducted
co nducted by
hy the Y.W.C.A.
Y.'vV.C.A. or Y.M.C.A,
Y.M .C.A.
whi ch attendance
attend ance is voluntary.
vo luntary.
at which

Intoxicants
Students are not permitted to use or have in their possession
intoxicating liquors of any kind while
w hile under college jurisdiction. Conduct while absent from the campus which reflects
tion.
reflect s
discredit on the college subjects the person to disciplinary
di sci plin ary
action.
action.
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Participation in Community
Community Activities
Activities
The College is genuinely interested
interested in
in serving
serving the
the communcommunity in which
wh ich it is located;
located; therefore,
therefore, the
the Administration
Administration isis inin
favor of participation by
by the
the faculty
faculty and
and students
students in
in apappropriate community activities.
activities. It
It is
is felt
felt that
that such
such participaparticipation is beneficial to
to all concerned—the
concerned-the faculty,
faculty, the
the students,
students,
and community organizations.
organizations. However,
However, experience
experience indicates
indicates
of aa policy
policy governing
governing the
the participation
participation
that, in the absence of
of students in community activities,
activities, many
many students
students might
might give
give
community projects
projects than
than they
they could
could afafmuch more time to community
ford without detriment to
to their
their studies.
studies. The
The following
following statestatement sets forth the conditions
conditions for
for student
student participation
participation inin
such activities:
1.

individually, in
in groups,
groups, or
or as
as
Students may perform individually,
directed by
by aa member
member of
of
members of an organization directed
the college staff at
at any
any banquet
banquet or
or meeting
meeting of
of aa civic
civic
Such participation
participation must
must be
be cleared
cleared
club or organization. Such
through designated channels and
and must
must have
have the
the approval
approval
of the President or of the
the Dean
Dean of
of the
the College.
College.

2.

may not
not perform
perform in
in minstrels,
minstrels, variety
variety
Boarding students may
the like
like which
which are
are held
held inin
shows, fashion shows, and the
order to raise money for
for any
any organization,
organization, regardless
regardless
of the worthiness of the
the cause.
cause. This
This requirement
requirement does
does
or to
to women
women day
day students
students
not apply to men students
students or
for whom the parents have the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for making
making
studecisions concerning such
such requests:
requests : however,
however, such
such students, student groups, or
or organizations
organizations who
who participate
participate
in performances for which
which admission
admission isis charged
charged shall
shall
do so without use
use of the
the name
name of
of Madison
Madison College
College in
in
or in
in any
any other
other way
way that
that
programs, or
publicity, in the programs,
they are
are participating
participating as
as Madison
Madison
would indicate that they
students.

3.

organizations-musical, dance
dance groups,
groups, and
and the
the
College organizations—musical,
like-composed
like—composed entirely or partially
partially of
of boarding
boarding stustu-
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dents may not perform at any event open to the public
to which admission is charged. If such organizations
desire to participate at private functions, they may apply
for permission to do so through designated channels and
the approval of the President or of the Dean of the
College must be secured.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
Principles of Self-Government
Every student who matriculates at Madison becomes a
member of a community which enjoys a considerable degree
of self-government. Truth ;~nd
and honesty are the basis of such
community life. Only where there is a deep sense of personal
integrity can there be the mutual trust and self-respect upon
which any system of self-government must rest.
All members of the Student Government Association and
the Men Students Organization share its obligations as well
as its privileges. They must be willing to place the standards
of the community above their own. They must accept responsibility not only for themselves, but for their fellow
students as well. It is presumed that every student who enrolls at Madison is a person of honor who will act honorably
in all relationships.
The Honor System is established for the purpose of fosterf 0 ~ter
ing and preserving these cherished ideals. Lying, cheating,
stealing, and failure to report one of these breaches of honor
are considered violations of the
th e Honor System, whose effective operation is dependent upon each individual student.
All students are equally responsible and should conduct themselves so as to be free of reproach or suspicion, and should
also be prompt to prosecute dishonorable acts of others.
inj'Ures the integrity
F
ailure to subscribe to these practices injures
Failure
of the ggroup
roup and reflects upon the entire college bod5'.
body.
1~

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Preamble
We, the women students of Madison College, recognize that
every community has laws which in the interest of the whole
the individual must respect; believing that through self-government the members of such a community may grow in
character and power and desiring to assume this responsibility
individually and collectively, we have organized ourselves into
an association.

Article I.

Name

This organization shall be called the WOMEN'S STUDENT
GOVER
NMENT ASSOCIATION OF MADISON COLGOVERNMENT
LEGE, AT HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA,

Article II.

General Association

SECTION
Section 1. All women students of Madison College shall be
members of the STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION.
SECTION
Section 2. The Women's Student Government Association
shall be financed by an appropriation from the campus fee.

Article III.

Offices and Organization

SECTION
Section 1. There shall be six officers of the association
association:: a
President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, a Treasurer, a ReHandbook.
corder of Points, and an Editor of the HANDBOOK.
SECTION
Section 2. The President of the College shall appoint from
the faculty each year a Student Government advisory committee of five. This committee, together with the six officers of
the association, shall constitute the Executive Council.
SECTION
Section 3. There shall be a Student Council which shall
consist of the President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,
16

the Editor
Editor of
of the
the Handbook
HANDBOOK of
of the
the
Recorder of Points, the
association, and
and Chairman
Chairman of
of Standards
Standards Committee,
Committee, together
together
of each
each of
of the
the four
four classes.
classes.
with three representatives of
SECTION
shall be
be an
an Inter-Dormitory
Inter-Dormitory Council
Council
Section 4. There shall
the presidents
presidents from
from each
each of
of the
the dormidormiwhich shall consist of the
tories.
SECTION 5. Each dormitory shall
shall have
have aa president,
president, vice-presivice-presiSection
to six
six proctors.
proctors.
dent, and from two to

Article IV. Powers and
and Duties
Duties
SECTION
legislative power
power of
of this
this association
association shall
shall be
be
Section 1. The legislative
Government Association.
Association.
vested in the Student Government
SECTION 2.
2. Duties of
of the
the Officers
Officers of
of the
the Women's
Women's Student
Student
Section
Government Association.
be the
the chief
chief executive
executive officer
officer of
of the
the
(a) The President shall be
association and shall exercise
exercise the
the general
general duties
duties of
of such
such an
an
act as chairman
chairman of
of the
the Student
Student Council
Council and
and
office. She shall act
the Executive Council.
(b) The Vice-President of
of Student
Student Government
Government Association
Association
of the
the president,
president, shall
shall keep
keep aa rereshall serve in the
the absence
absence of
cord of all attendance
attendance at assembly,
assembly, shall
shall be
be the
the chairman
chairman of
of the
the
Inter-Dormitory Council, chairman
chairman of
of the
the Electoral
E lectoral Board,
Board,
assistance of
of the
the college
college dietitian
dietitian work
work out
out
and shall, with the assistance
all dining
dining halls.
halls.
the seating arrangements for all
(c) The Secretary shall
shall preserve
preserve written
written records
records of
of meetmeetS.G.A., the
the Student
Student Council,
Council, and
and the
the Executive
Execntive
ings of the S.G.A,,
Council, attend to
to the
the correspondence,
correspondence, and
and report
report in
in writing
writing
to the Dean of Women,
Women, Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women,
Women, and
and to
to the
the
all penalties
penalties of
of discipline
di scipline administered
administered
P
resident of the College all
President
by the Student Council, except
except call-downs,
call-downs, which
which shall
shall be
be rereported only to the dean
of women
women or
or dean
dean of
of freshman
freshman womwomdean of
en.... She shall report in
en
in writing
writing to
to the
the dean
dean of
of women
women the
the names
names
committees of
of the
the women's
women's S.G.A.
S.G.A. and
and shall
shall
of all officers and committees
to the
the secretary
secretary of
of the
the faculty
faculty all
all proposed
proposed
report in writing to
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amendments to the constitution
constitution and
and by-laws
by-laws adopted
adopted by
by the
the
women's S.G.A.
S.G.A.
(d) The Treasurer shall receive
receive and
and keep
keep account
account of
of funds
fund s
()f
proposed annual
annual budget
budget for
for presentation
presentation
of the S.G.A., draft a proposed
to the Executive
Executiv e Council, and
and make
make all
all authorized
authorized disbursedisbursements.
(e) The Recorder of Points,
Points, shall
shall act
act as
as chairman
chairman of
of the
the
Student Organizations and Activities
Activities Committee
Committee and
and she,
she, along
along
nominated by
by the
the chairman
chairman and
and approved
approved
with four assistants nominated
shall keep
keep aa permanent
permanent record
record of
of all
all
by the Student Council, shall
honor points held by each student,
student, and
and explain
explain to
to all
all students
students
each fall.
fall. (See
(See p.p. 103).
103).
the Honor Points System each
(f) The Editor of the Handbook
Handbook shall
shall be
be responsible
responsible for
for
editing and publishing the
the Student
Student Handbook.
Handbook. She
She shall
shall have
have
her staff
staff subject
subject to
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
the power to appoint her
Student Council. She shall
shall be
be an
an ex
EX offigio
OFFICIO member
member of
of the
the
Joint Student-Faculty
STUDENT-FACULTY Relations
Relations Committee.
Committee.
SECTION
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the Executive
Executive Council
Council to
to
Section 3. It shall be
advise and assist the Student
Student Government
Government Association
Association in
in its
its
work.
SECTION
4. The Student Council
Council shall
shall have
have
Section 4.
(a) Judicial power with
with authority
authority to
to have
have investigations
investigations
violations of
of regulations,
regulations, and
and to
to imimmade of all charges of violations
pose all necessary penalties
that may
may come
come within
within the
the jurisjurispenalties that
diction of the Student Government
Government Association,
Association, and
and to
to keep
keep
the records
recorcfs open to
to the members
members of
of the
the Student
Student Government
Government
and faculty
faculty of
of the
the College,
College, and
and to
to
Association, the President and
officer or
or member
member of
of the
the Student
Student
remove for cause any officer
Council by a majority vote
vote of
of the
the entire
entire Student
Student Council.
Council.
(b) Policy-forming power, with
with the
the authority
authority to
to initiate
initiate
legislation.
legislation.
SECTION
Section 5. The Inter-Dormitory
Inter-Dormitory Council
Council shall
shall study
study probprobthe dormitory groups
groups and
and may
may make
make recomrecomlems common to the
mendations to the house councils,
councils, Student
Student Council,
Council, Dean
Dean of
of
Freshman Women.
Women.
Women, and Dean of Freshman
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SECTION 6. Each dormitory council
council shall
shall have
have the
the power
power to
to
Section
share in governing the
the students
students residing
residing in
in the
the respective
respective
good dormitory
dormitory living
living shall
shall be
be iningroups. Any violation of good
subjet:t to
to appeal
appeal as
as
vestigated and appropriate decision
decision made,
made, subject
V. B.,
B., Section
Section 2,2, By-Laws.
By-Laws.
provided for in Article V.

Article V.

Meetings

SECTION
of the
the Women's
Women's Student
Student GovGovSection 1. Regular meetings of
ernment Association shall ·be
held the
the first
first Monday
Monday of
of each
each
be held
month.
the Association,
Association, and
and in
in her
her absence
absence
(a) The President of the
the Vice-President and/or
and/or the
the Secretary
Secretary or
or the
the Treasurer,
Treasurer,
shall have the right to
to call
call meetings
meetings whenever
whenever necessary.
necessary.
(b) Two-thirds of the
the membership
membership of
of the
the Association
Association
shall constitute a quorum.

Section 2. The Student Council
SECTION
Council shall
shall meet
meet not
not less
less than
than
call of
of the
the President.
President.
once a month at the call
Section 3. The Inter-Dormitory
SECTION
Inter-Dormitory Council
Council shall
shall consist
consist of
of
the House Presidents and the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of Inter-Dormitory
Inter-Dormitory
Council which meet to work
work out
out common
common problems
problems at
at the
the
discretion of the Chairman.
Chairman.
Section 4. Each dormitory president
SECTION
president shall
shall call
call aa meeting
meeti11g
of the residents of
of the
the building
building at
at least
least once
once aa month.
month.
Section
SECTION 5. The Executive Council
Council shall
shall meet
meet the
the third
third ThursThursday in September, November, January,
January, March,
March, and
and May,
May, and
and
at other times necessary
necessa ry as
as called
called by
by the
the President.
President.

Article VI. Amendments
Amendments
The Constitution may
may be
be amended
amended by
by aa vote
vote of
of two-thirds
two-thirds
of the Association present at
at aa meeting
meeting held
held for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
The proposed amendment shall have
have been
been posted
posted at
at least
least one
one
week before
bef(}re being voted upon.
upon. On
On approval
approval by
by the
the faculty,
faculty,
such amendment shall become
become aa part
part of
of the
the constitution.
constitution. (See
(See
Article VIII, for procedure
procedure to
to secure
secure faculty
faculty approval.)
app roval.)
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BY-LAWS
Article I. Honor System
System
Section 1. Organization
Honor Council
Council composed
composed of
of aa PresiPresi(a) There shall be an Honor
dent, Vice-President, three
three (3)
(3) seniors,
seniors, three
three (3)
( 3) juniors,
juniors,
two (2)
(2) freshmen,
freshmen, and
and two
two (2)
(2) reprepthree (3) sophomores, two
resentatives from the men's
men's organization
organization for
for the
the first
first one
one
hundred (100)
( 100) men
men students,
students, together
together with
with an
an additional
additional
each additional
additional one
one hundred
hundred (100)
( 100) men
men
representative for each
or major fraction thereof.
thereof.
(b) The members of the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council shall
shall be
be elected
elected
during the spring semester
semester by
by the
the incoming
incoming sophomore,
sophomore, junjunior, and senior classes and
and men's
men's organization
organization to
to take
take office
office at
at
the beginning of the
the fall semester
semester and
and to
to serve
serve for
for one
one year.
yea r.
During the period following their
their election
election they
they shall
shall serve
serve as
as
ex officio members of the
the Honor
Honor Council.
Council. The
The freshmen
freshmen shall
shall
fa ll semester
semester to
to take
take office
office not
not later
later than
than
be elected during the fall
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the year.
year. All
All class
class
November 11 to serve the
Honor Council
Council shall
shall be,
be chosen
chosen by
by
representatives on the Honor
their respective classes.
(c) Members of the Honor
Honor Council
Council shall
shall be
be eligible
eligible for
for
re-election.
(d) There shall be
be aa Secretary
Secretary chosen
chosen by
by the
the Council
Council
ffrom
rom its membership, and itit shall
shall be
be her
her duty
duty to
to keep
keep aa comcomall the
the proceedings
proceedings of
of the
the Council,
Council.
plete record of all
(e) It shall be the duty of
of the
the Plonor
Honor Council
Council
(1) To investigate all
all suspected
suspected violations
violations of
of the
the Honor
Honor
Code and to
to impose any
any penalties
penalties for
for violation
violation thereof.
thereof.
(2) To see that the Honor
Honor System
System is
is explained
explained to
to all
all
students, particularly to
to the
the incoming
incoming freshmen.
freshmen.
faculty advisory
advisory committee
committee of
of three
three
(f) There shall be a faculty
(3) for the Honor Council. Its
Its members
members shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen by
by the
the
Honor Council, and the
the terms
terms shall
shall be
be staggered
staggered so
so that
that not
not
members will
will be
be chosen
chosen at
at aa time.
time. This
Thi s comcommore than two members
SECTION
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mittee shall be purely advisory
advisory and
and shall
shall not
not have
have power
power toto
the Honor Council.
Council.
veto decisions of the

Section 2. Meetings
(a) The Honor
H onor Council shall
shall meet
meet at
at least
least once
once aa month
month
aand
nd at any other times
times deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by
by the
the President,
President,
or in her absence by the
the Vice-President.
Vice-President.
(b) The President,
President, or in
in her
her absence
absence the
the Vice-President,
V ice-President,
the request
request of
of aa majority
majority of
of
shall also call a meeting
meeting upon
upon the
the members of the Council.
Council.
SECTION

of the
the Honor
Houor System
System
Section 3. Scope of
(a) The jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council shall
shall extend
extend to
to
lying, stealing,
stealing, or
or failure
failure to
to report
report
all cases involving cheating,
cheating, lying,
one of the above breaches
breaches of honor.
honor. The
The jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
Honor Council shall not extend
extend to
to violations
violations of
of administraa dministrarules and
and regulations,
regulations, unless
unless they
they
tive and student government rules
stealing, and
and failure
failure to
to report
report one
one of
of
involve cheating, lying,
lying, stealing,
honor.
these breaches of honor.
SECTION

scholastic work, whether
whether in
in the
the classroom
classroom or
or out,
out,
(b) All scholastic
own, and
and shall
shall be
be done
done in
in accordance
accordance
shall be the student's own,
with the requirements of the
the professor.
professor. Students
Students may
may work
work
together if the professor
professor permits
permits it.
it. Otherwise,
Otherwise, all
all papers,
papers,
and tests
tests shall
shall be
be each
each individindividparallel reading, experiments, and
shall explain
explain his
his requirerequireual student's work. Each professor shall
ments to each class, and
and a copy of
of this
this shall
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the
the
Honor Council. If
If there is
is any
any doubt,
doubt, the
the student
student should
should
consult the professor.
The student who gives illegal
illegal aid
aid is
is as
as responsible
responsible as
as isI S
the student who receives
receives it. A
A student's
student's signature
signature on
on aa paper
paper
shall be his pledge.
(c) The Honor System has
has been
been violated
violated ifif aa student
student isis
referred to the Honor
Honor Council by
by the
the Student
Sttident Council
Council as
as
having intentionally falsified any
any record,
record, or
or deliberately
deliberately fails
fails
to tell the truth when
when questioned
questioned by
by campus
campus authorities,
authorities,
members of the faculty, or
or members
members of
of the
the Student
Student or
or Honor
Honor
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Councils during an investigation,
investigation, hearing
hearing or
or trial.
trial. A
A statestatement of a libelous
libelous nature
nature circulated
circulated by
by one
one student
student about
about
another shall be regarded as a violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor System.
System.
Lying during an investigation,
investigation, hearing
hearing or
or trial
trial in
in connecconnecof a social
social rule
rule or
or college
college regulation
regulation
tion with the violation of
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Honor
Honor Council,
Council,
shall come under the
rule or regulation
regulation shall
shall not
not come
come under
under
but the breaking of a rule
its jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
(d) Deliberate appropriation
appropriation of
of another's
another's property
property of
or
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor System.
System.
money constitutes a violation
(e) Failure to report an
an offense
offense constitutes
constitutes aa violation
violation of
of
the Honor System.
System.
SECTION 4. Procedure
Section
conscious that
that he
he has
has violated
violated the
the Honor
Honor
(a) Any student, conscious
System, should report himself
himself to
to aa member
member of
of the
the Honor
Honor
Council.
(b) Any student who observes
observes aa violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor
possible, solicit
solicit the
the aid
aid of
of aa witness
witness to
to the
the
System, shall, if possible,
promptly investigate
investigate the
the violation.
violation. If
If
act and the two must promptly
they feel they have sufficient
sufficient evidence,
evidence, they
they shall
shall ask
ask the
the acacexplanation.
cused for an explanation.
If it is unsatisfactory, they
they shall
shall request
request the
the accused
accused to
to rereCouncil within
within two
two days.
days. When
When he
he
port himself to the Honor Council
the names
names of
of his
his accusers,
accusers,
reports himself he shall also
also give
give the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council that
that he
he has
has rerewho shall be notified by the
accused does
does not
not report
report himself
himself withwithported himself. If the accused
in two days, the accusers shall
shall report
report the
the violation
violation to
to any
any
Council.
member of the Honor Council.
observing aa violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor
(c) A faculty member observing
student recommending
recommending that
that he
he report
report
System will speak to the student
Honor Council.
Council. If
If he
he fails
fails to
to do
do
himself to a member of the Honor
so within the two-day period,
period, the
the faculty
faculty member
member shall
shall then
then
the Honor
Honor Council.
Council.
report the offense to the
(d) If any student observes
observes aa violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor SysSystem and fails to report it, he
he too
too has
has violated
violated the
the principles
principles of
of
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an offense
offense is
is preserving
preserving the
the integrity
integrity of
of the
the
honor. Reporting an
group.
(e) Any student who reports
reports himself
himself or
or who
who isis reported
reported
shall have
have the
the right
right to
to aa full
full and
and imimto the Honor Council shall
by that
that body,
body, and
and any
any conviction
conviction shall
shall be
be based
based
partial hearing by
vote of
of the
the full
full membership
membership of
of the
the Honor
Honor
on a two-thirds vote
Council. If the charges
charges are
are not
not upheld,
upheld, the
the details
details of
of the
the
hearing shall be
be deleted from
from the
the minutes.
minutes.

Section 5. Penalties
(a) In determining penalties
penalties the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council shall
shall take
take
into consideration whether
whether aa person
pe~son (1)
( 1) reported
reported himself
himself withwith(2) reported
reported himself
himself after
after being
being spoken
spoken
out being spoken to, (2)
to, or (3)
( 3) had to
to be
be reported
reported by
by others.
others.
(b) Failure to report
report aa breach
breach of
of honor
honor shall
shall carry
carry the
the
same range of penalty as
as other
other violations
violations of
of the
the Honor
Honor System.
System.
(c) Penalties may range
range from
from probation
probation to
to expulsion.
expulsion.
(d) In all cases, except
except those
those involving
invo)ving suspension
suspension and
and
expulsion, the decision of
of the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council shall
shall be
be final.
final.
In all cases involving suspension
suspension and
and expulsion,
expulsion, the
the recomrecomCouncil shall
shall be
be submitted
submitted to
to the
the
mendation of the Honor Council
Committee of
of the
the College
College for
for review
review and
and
Faculty Judiciary Committee
recommendation to the
the President,
President, who
who may
may suspend
suspend or
or disdismiss students for such violations.
violations.
for any
any violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor
(e) A second conviction for
in recommendation
recommendation for
for dismissal
dismissal from
from the
the
System may result in
college.
SECTION

SECTION 6.
6. Pledge
Section
who matriculates
matriculates at
at Madison
Madison College
College
(a) Every student who
of the
the Honor
Honor System.
System. After
After the
the
thereby becomes a member of
an understanding
understanding of
of the
the Honor
Honor Code,
Code, he
he
student has gained an
must sign this pledge.
pledge.
"I understand the privileges
privileges and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
of self-govself-government in group living, and
and II realize
realize that
that II am
am pledging
pledging my
my
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mamtammg our
our Honor
Honor System.
System. 1I promise
promise
full cooperation in maintaining
uphoJ.d the
the
actions and
and attitudes,
attitudes, II will
will uphold
that, by personal actions
Code of
of Madison
Madison College."
College."
principles of the Honor Code

Article II. General
General Election
Election Rules
Rules
SECTION
membership shall
shall elect
elect the
the major
major
Section 1. The student membership
and minor officers of six
six major
major organizations:
organizations: Student
Student GovGovY.W.C.A. (a
(a separate
separate ballot),
ballot), the
the
ernment, Honor Council, Y.W.C.A.
Schoolma'am, the Breeze, and
and the
the Athletic
Athletic Association.
Association. The
The
major officers, i.e., the
the executive
executive heads,
heads, shall
shall be
be elected
elected at
at the
the
first election which shall be
be held
held on
on Tuesday
Tuesday of
of the
the fourth
fourth
Two weeks
weeks later,
later, at
at the
the second
second
week of second semester. Two
election, the minor officers
officer s shall
shall be
be elected.
elected. The
The following
following
the election
election of
of these
th ese officers:
officers:
observed in
in the
regulations shall be observed
(a) There shall be an Electoral
Electoral Board
Board which
which shall
shall conconVice-Presidents of
of the
the Student
Student Government
Government AssoAssosist of the Vice-Presidents
Y.\IV.C.A., and
and Athletic
Athletic Association,
Association,
ciation, Honor Council, Y.W.C.A.,
and the Business Managers of
of the
the Breeze
Breeze and
and Schoolma'am,
Schoolma'am,
together with two members
members of
of the
the faculty
faculty appointed
appointed by
by the
the
President of the College.
College.
E lectoral Board shall
shall meet
meet on
on Wednesday,
\IVednesday, followfollow((1)
1) The Electoral
Nominating Convention
Convention on
on Tuesday,
Tuesday, to
to
ing the meeting of the Nominating
scholastic eligibility
eligibility of
of all
all candidates
candidates submitted
submitted to
to
verify the scholastic
them by this convention.
(2) The Electoral
E lectoral Board
Board shall
shall supervise
supervise the
the printing
printing or
or
mimeographing of all ballots for
fo r each
each election
election and
and shall
shall also
also
make all arrangements
arrangements for conducting
conducting the
the election,
election, counting
counting
the ballots and announcing results.
results.
(b) There shall be a Nominating
Nominating Convention
Convention held
held on
on TuesTuesday of the second week
week of second
second semester,
semester, which
which shall
shall consist
consist
of five delegates from each
each of
of the
the six
six major
maj or organizations.
organizations.
the Student Government
Government Association
Association shall
shall
T
he President of the
The
automatically become head of
of the
the Nominating
Nominating Convention.
Convention.
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At the convention for the
the nomination
nomination of
of minor
minor officers
officers the
the
above delegates plus
plus the
the old
old minor
minor officers
officers of
of the
the six
six major
major
organizations shall be present.
present. Newly
Newly elected
elected major
major officers
officers
automatically become members of
of the
the Nominating
Nominating Convention.
Convention.
the Nominating
Nominating Convention
Convention shall
shall have
have aa
All members of the
cumulative rating of 2.00
2.00 or
or higher.
higher.
(1) For all offices,
offices, the
the Nominating
Nominating Convention
Convention shall
shall nominomicandidates. These
These shall
shall be
be presented
presented in
in writwritnate at least two candidates.
ing to the Electoral
Electoral Board on
on the
the Wednesday
·wednesday following
following their
their
Additional names
names may
may be
be added
added to
to the
the
convention meeting. Additional
Such aa petition
petition must
must be
be signed
signed by
by 10%
10% of
of
ballot by petition. Such
the student membership. The
The petition
petition must
must be
be presented
presented to
to
N ominating Convention within
within one
one week
week after
after nominations
nominations
the Nominating
are announced.
(2) A candidate must
must receive
receive aa majority
majority of
of the
the votes
votes
cast in order to be
be elected.
elected. In
In case
case no
no candidate
candidate receives
receives aa
votes there
there shall
shall be
be aa run-off
run-off election
election to
to be
be
majority of the votes
held on Thursday following the
the regular
regular election
election on
on Tuesday.
Tuesday.
(3) Should a vacancy occur
occur in
in the
the presidency
presidency of
of the
the
Student Government
Government Association,
Association, the
the Vice-President
Vice-President of
of said
said
organization shall automatically
automatically fill
fill the
the office
office of
of President.
President.
(4) If any other
other officer
officer of
of the
the Women's
\Vomen's Student
Student GovernGovernment Association does not return
return to
to school,
school, resigns,
resigns, or
or for
for any
any
other reason is unable to
to continue
continue her
her duties
duties as
as an
an officer,
officer, aa
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by immediate
immediate action
action of
of
temporary officer shall
the members of the Executive
Executive Council,
Council, after
after which
which there
there will
will
permanent officer
officer by
by the
the student
student body.
body.
be an election of the permanent

Election of
of Members
i\Iembers to
to Student
Student ·Council
C01mcil
Section 2. The Election
(a) The nominating committee of
of each
each class,
class, elected
elected at
at
the beginning of each year
year by
by the
the class,
class, shall
shall submit
submit to
to the
the
class a list of not less
less than
than six
six nominations.
nominations. Any
Any additional
additional
shall require
require aa majority
majority vote
vote
nominations made from the floor shall
member s present.
of the class members
(b) From these nominations the
the class
class shall
shall elect
elect its
its three
three
SECTION
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representatives during the month of May for the following
year.
(c) The council members elected to represent the Senior,
fo r two semesters.
Junior, or Sophomore Class shall serve for
The Council members elected to represent the Freshman Class
shall observe until December first, when they shall take office
for the rest of the academic year.
(d) In case of a vacancy, the class shall follow the procedure stated in Article II, Section 2, (a).

cil
Section 3. The Election of Members to Dormitory Coun
Council
(a) The following procedure shall be followed ,in
in electing
the officers of the Dormitory Council:
Council :
(1) A Nominating
N aminating Committee of five appointed from
the Student Council shall nominate two candidates for each
office of each dormitory.
(2) Nominations may also be made from the floor.
(3) Ability, interest, grades, and honor points are to be
considered in determining eligibility for dormitory positions.
4) Officers are elected by a majority vote of the pro((4)
spective residents present at the meeting.
(b) In September the proctors shall be nominated by the
dormitory President and Vice-President and approved by the
Student Council. Election shall be by a majority of the hall
where ea.ch
each shall serve.
(c) The President and Vice-President of the Dormitory
Council may serve for the entire year. The other members
are subject to re-election each semester. IItt shall be within
the power of the Council to remove for cause any of its
the entire Council.
members by a majority vote of the
(d) Freshman dormitory officers and proctors shall be
elected at the end of the first four weeks of the fall term in
the manner outlined in (a) and (b) above.
(e) A vacancy in a dormitory position shall be filled in the
manner outlined in (a) and (b) above.
SECTION
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Article III.
Ill. Qualifications
Qualifications of
of Officers
Officers
SECTION
minor officers
officers of
of the
the Student
Student
Section 1. The major and minor
Government Association
Association and the
the President
President and
and Vice-President
Vice-President
of the Honor Council
Council shall
shall be
be elected
elected from
from the
the incoming
incoming
Senior Class.
Class.
scholastic requirements
requirements for
for the
the major
maj or and
and
SECTION
Section 2. The scholastic
minor officers, the
the Student
Student Council,
Council, members
members of
of the
the Honor
Honor
Council, and members of
of the Dormitory
Dormitory Council
Council shall
shall be
be placed
placed
at a minimum rating of
of 2.00
2.00 for
for the
the preceding
preceding semester,
semester, as
as
well as a cumulative rating
rating of
of 2.00
2.00 or
or higher.
higher. These
These standstandards shall be maintained
maintained throughout
throughout the
the tenure
tenure of
of office.
office. If
If aa
student's semester average falls below
below 2.00,
2.00, this
this average
average may
may
attendance at
at summer
summe r school,
school, which
which isis oneonenot be raised by attendance
half a semester only.

Article IV. Committees
SECTION.
shall be
be aa Student-Faculty
Student-Faculty Relations
Relations
Section. 11 There shall
shall be
be to
to consider
consider responsibilities
responsibilities
Committee whose function shall
and privileges of the
the students
students and
and to
to present
present its
its findings
findings to
to the
the
President of the College.
College.
(a) The student representatives
representatives shall
shall consist
consist of
of three
three
students elected by each of
of the
the four
four classes
classes by
by the
the procedure
procedure
stated in Article II, Section
Section 2,
2, (a),
(a), and
and the
the President
President of
of StuStudent Government Association, ex
ex officio.
officio. In
In the
the second
second semessemester, both the retired and
and active
active presidents
presidents of
of Student
Student GovernGovernment Association shall be
be members,
members.
(b) The faculty representatives
representatives shall
shall consist
consist of
of eleven
eleven facfacthe President
President of
of the
the College
College and
and
ulty members appointed
appointed by
by the
week of
of October.
October.
shall be chosen by the last week
(c) The chairman of
of the
the joint
joint Student-Faculty
Student-Faculty Committee
Committee
shall be appointed by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the College
College and
and the
the
Secretary shall be
be chosen by
by the
the committee
committee from
from its
its membermembership.
ship.
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SECTION
promote high
high
Section 2. The Standards Committee shall promote
standards of conduct and appearance at
at all
all times.
times.
(a) The Standards Committee shall consist
consist of
of aa ChairChair( 4) juniors,
juniors, four
four (4)
( 4) sophomores,
sophomores,
man, three (3) seniors, four (4)
and three (3) freshmen. The head waitress in
in the
the dining
dining halls
halls
this committee.
committee.
shall automatically become members of this
(b) The members of the Standards Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be
elected during the spring semester by
by the
the incoming
incoming sophomore,
sophomore,
to take office
office at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of
junior, and senior classes to
for one
one year.
year. The
The freshmen
freshmen
the fall semester and to serve for
than February
February 15
15 to
to ,serve
serve for
for the
the
shall be elected not later than
remainder of the year.
shall be
be eligible
eligible
(c) Members of the Standards Committee shall
and are recommended on basis of merit, for
for re-election.
re-election.
(d) The Chairman of the Standards Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be
the Student
Student Government
Government AsAsconsidered a minor officer of the
sociation.
(e) A vacancy shall be filled as stated in
in Article
Article II,
II, Section
Section
2, (a).
(f) The faculty adviser to
to the Standards
Standards Committee
Committee shall
shall
\;v'omen and if desired one
one or
or more
more additional
additional
be the Dean of Women
by the
the Committee.
Committee.
faculty members may be selected by
SECTION
serve as
as an
an advisory
advisory
Section 3. The Social Committee shall serve
group to student organizations in the
the arrangement
arrangement for
for all
all social
social
independent of
of
activities and shall sponsor social functions independent
student organizations.

(a) The Social Committee shall consist
consist of
of aa Chairman,
Chairman,
three (3)
( 3) seniors, four (4)
( 4) juniors,
juniors, four
fo ur (4)
( 4) sophomores,
sophomores,
and three (3) freshmen.
(b) The members of the Social Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be elected
elected
during the spring semester by the incoming sophomore,
sophomore, junior,
junior.
and senior classes to take office at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the fall
fall
The freshmen
freshmen shall
shall be
be
semester and to serve for one year. The
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late r than
than February
February IS
15 to
to serve
serve for
for the
the remainder
rem ainder
elected not later
of the year.
Member s of the
the Social
Social Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be eligible
eligibl e
(c) Members
on basis
basis of
of merit
merit for
for re-election.
re-election.
and are recommended on
(d) The Chairman of
of Social
Social Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be considered
considered
the Student
Student Government
Government Association.
Association.
min or officer of the
a minor
(e) A vacancy on
on the
the Social
Social Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be filled
fill ed as
as
II.
A rticle II.
stated in Article
(f) The faculty adviser
adviser to
to the
the Social
Social Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be
and if
if desired,
desired, one
one or
or more
more additional
additional
the Dean of Women, and
faculty members may be
be selected
selected by
by the
the Social
Soci<~l Committee,
Committee.
SECTION
M<~rshal s Committee
Com~1ittee shall
shall be
be on
on
Section 4. The Junior Marshals
hours and
and commencement
commencement to
to conduct
conduct
duty during the assembly hours
the direction
direction of
of the
the secretary
secretary of
of the
the faculty
faculty
processions under the
the college.
college.
and the president of the
(a) The Junior Marshals
Marshals Committee
Committee shall
shall consist
consist of
of ten
ten
(10) junior girls
gi rl s and
and six (6)
(6) alternate
alternate members
members recommended
recommended
by the junior class officers
officers and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Student
S tuden t
Council.
(b) The Committee shall
shall elect
elect aa chairman
chairman from
from its
its memmembership.

Section
SECTION 5. There shall be
be aa Fire-Safety
Fire-Safety Committee
Committee to
to proprostudents in
in all
all phases
phases of
of campus
campus life.
li fe.
mote the safety of students
(a) The Fire-Safety Committee
Committee shall
shall consist
consist of
of aa FireFireSafety Campus Chief, who
who shall
shall act
act as
as chairman,
chairman, and
and aa dordormitory chief from each
each of
of the
the buildings
buildings housing
hou sing students.
students.
(b) The Fire-Safety Chief
Ch ief shall
shall be
be nominated
nominated by
by the
the
and approved
approved by
by the
the Student
Student Council.
Council.
Committee in the spring and
shall be
be nominated
nominated by
by the
the FireFire(c) The Dormitory Chief shall
Safety Committee, and
and elected
elected by
by the
the respective
respective dormitory.
dormitory.
(d) The Fire-Safety Committee
Committee shall
shall appoint
appoint as
as many
many
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dormitory as
as are
are necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out
assistants in each dormitory
the program therein.
shall be
be the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women and
and
(e) The faculty advisers shall
Council.
a member of the Health Council.
SECTION
There shall
shall be
be aa Recreation
Recreation Committee
Committee to
to serve
serve
Section 6. There
as a steering committee to
to promote
promote recreational
recreational activities
activities and
and
provide some facilities for
for all
all students.
students.
Committee shall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one member
member
(a) The Recreation Committee
elected in April from
from each
each of
of the
the following
following organizations:
organizations :
Men's Organization, Athletic
Athletic Association,
Association, Social
Social Committee,
Committee,
Y.W.C.A., S.G.A., each dormitory.
dormitory.
(b) The Chairman shall be
be considered
considered aa member
member of
of the
the
Student Government Association.
Association
advisers shall
shall be
be the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women and
and
(c) The faculty advisers
by the
the committee.
committee.
two faculty members elected by
(d) There shall be
be aa regular
regular meeting
meeting of
of the
the Recreation
Recreati on
month with
with the
the president
president authorized
authorized to
to
Committee twice a month
necessary.
call other meetings whenever necessary.
Committee shall
shall be
be financed
financed by
by apap(e) The Recreation Committee
proved student projects.
SECTION 7. There shall
shall be
be aa Fact
Fact Finding
Finding Committee
Committee which
which
Section
reported violations
violations and
and report
report its
its findings
findings to
to
shall investigate reported
Student Government.
Government. "The
"The accused
accused shall
shall
the President of Student
of choosing
choosing aa hearing
hearing before
before the
the Student
Student
have the privilege of
by jury."
jury." (See
(See By-Laws,
By-Laws, Article
Article V,
V, B,
B, SecSecCouncil or a trial by
tion 1.)

Section 8. The scholastic
SEcTION
scholastic average
average for
for the
the student
.student members
members
of the foregoing committees
committees shall
shall be
be placed
placed at
at aa minimum
minimum
rating of 2.00 for the
the preceding
preceding semester
semester plus
plus aa cumulative
cumulative
rating of 2.00. These
These standards
standards shall
shall be
be maintained
maintained throughthroughout the tenure of office.
Section 9.
SECTION

The foregoing committee
comm ittee shall
shall serve
serve for
for aa year.
year.
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SEcrroN
vested with
with authoritj'
authority to
to
Section 10. The Student Council isis vested
deem advisable
advisable in
in the
the memmemmake any changes that it may deem
bership of any committee within its
its jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.

Article V. Judicial Procedure
Procedure

A. Jury System
SECTION
of Jurors.
Jurors.
Section 1. Appointment of
(a) At the beginning of each
each school
school year
year the
the Student
Student
Council shall appoint two
two members
members from
f rom each
each class
class to
to the
the
designate one
one of
of the
the senior
senior memmemImpaneling Board, and shall designate
bers to act as chairman.
chairman.
shall draw
draw up
up aa list
list of
of eligieligi(b) The Impaneling Board shall
class. From
From this
this list
list the
the chairchairble jurors representing each class.
man shall choose three members of
of each
each class
class to
to form
form aa jury.
jury.
(c) To be eligible to serve
serve on
on aa jury,
jury, aa student
student must
must
qualifications:
possess the following qualifications:
(1) general good character.
(2) unbiased opinions about the
the case
case at
at hand.
hand.
average.
(3) cumulative 2.00 average.
(d) A jury shall not be discharged
discha rged until
until aa definite
definite decision
decision
are assigned
assigned to
to it,
it, the
the jury
jury to
to
is reached in the cases that are
change as the Student Council deems
deems necessary.
necessary.
SECTION
jurors.
Section 2. Duties of the jurors.
(a) The jury shall sit with the
the Student
Student Council
Council and
and shall
shall
meet in private sessions
sessions for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
o f discussing
discussing and
and
drawing up recommendations
recommendations concerning
concerning the
the action
act ion to
to be
be
taken on the case.
case.
(b) A three-fourths majority
majority is
IS necessary
necessary for
ior aa recomrecomjury.
mendation of the jury.
(c) The recommendation of the
the jury
jury shall
shall be
be presented
presented
to the Student Council by
by the
the foreman
foreman of
of the
the jury,
jury, who
who has
has
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previously been elected by that body. This recommendation
recomm endat ion
shall be considered and action shall be taken on the case by
the Student Council.

B.

Trial Rights

SECTION
o f choosing
Section 1. The accused shall have the privilege of
t rial by jury.
a hearing before the Student Council or a trial
SECTION
fro m the
Section 2. Any student has the right to appeal from
Dormitory Council to tthe
he Student Council or from
f rom the Student Council to the
th e Faculty Judiciary Committee.
Committee, by filing
notice with the respective council which shall submit to the
higher council
coun cil a written statement of the case.
SECTION
Section 3. A recommendation from the Stadent
Stndent Council to
the Faculty .T
udicia1·y \Committee
ommittee for
fo r the suspension of a stuJudicial"}'
dent shall require a three-fourths majority of the Student
Council. If such recommendation fails to meet with the aappproval of the Facultv Judiciary Committee, it shall be refer
r ed back to the Student Council with a recommendation for
fo r
ferred
reconsideration of the penalty proposed. If the two Councils
should not reach agreement on the penalty to be given, then
the case with the recommendations from both Councils shall
be submitted to the President who is vested with
w ith the authority
to make the final decision.

Article VI. Relation to Faculty and
Administration
The Sturlent
P resiStudent Government Association recognizes the Presiano Faculty
F aculty of the College to be the final authority
dent and
upon all matters and questions
question s pertaining to student governgovern ment and its administration.
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Article YII.
VII. Parliamentary Procedure
Procedure
T he rules contained in
in Roberts'
Roberts' Rules
Rules of
of Order
Order shall
shall govgovThe
all cases
cases in
in which
which they
they are
are not
not inconinconern the Association in all
con stitution and
and the
the by-laws
by-laws of
of the
the AssociaAssociasistent with the constitution
tion.
ti
on.

Article VIII.

Amendments
Amendments
be amended
amended by
by aa vote
vote of
of two-thirds
two-thirds of
of
The by-laws may be
the Association present
present at
at the
the meeting
meeting held
held for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
Proposed amendments
amendments shall
shall have
have been
been posted
posted at
at least
least one
one
upon. Such
Su ch amendments
amendments must
must also
also be
be
week before being voted upon.
Faculty. The
The proposed
proposed changes
changes must
must be
be
approved by the Faculty.
F~culty in
in writing
writing at
at aa faculty
faculty meeting,
meeting, after
after
presented to the Faculty
subm
ission to each
each member
member of
of the
the faculty
facu lty in
in aa mimeographed
mimeographed
submission
week prior
prior to
to the
the meeting
meeting in
in which
which
communication at least one week
the changes are to
to be
be considered.
considered. On
On approval
approval by
by the
the Faculty,
Faculty,
part of
of the
the by-laws.
by-laws.
such amendments shall
shall become
become aa part

SUMMER SESSION
The Student Council
Council
The members of the
the Student
Student Council
Council shall
shall consist
consist of
of the
the
the Secretary-Treasurer
Secretary-Treasurer
Vice-P resident, and
and the
President, the Vice-President,
of the Association, together
together with
with aa representative
representative from
from each
each
dormitory rooming less than
than fifty
fifty students,
students, and
and two
two reprerepredormitory rooming
rooming fifty
fifty or
or more
more students.
students.
sentatives from each dormitory

Election of Officers for
for the
the Student
Student
Government Association
Association
A nominating committee shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen by
by the
the Student
Student
Council at least two
two weeks
weeks before
before the
the end
end of
of the
the summer
summer sessession to submit at least
least two
two names
names for
for each
each office
office for
for the
the folfol.33
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lowing summer. These names must
must be
be approved
approved by
by the
the Dean
Dean
of the Summer School and the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women and
and voted
voted
week before
before the
the end
end of
of the
the summer
summer session.
session.
upon by ballot one week
In the event that any elected
elected officer
officer does
does not
not return
return the
the folfolsummer, a nominating
nominating committee
committee shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen by
by the
the
lowing summer,
returning officer or officers,
officers, or,
or, in
in the
the event
event that
that no
no elected
elected ofofficer returns, the Dean of
of Women,
Women, as
as soon
soon as
as the
the summer
summer
session begins, shall submit
submit at
at least
least two
two names
names to
to the
the student
student
vacancy. The
The scholastic
scholastic eligibility
eligibility of
of
body for each existing vacancy.
these candidates will
will be
be passed
passed upon
upon by
by the
the Dean
Dean of
of the
the
Summer School and the Dean
Dean of
of Women.
\ Nomen. The
The candidates
candidates
will be voted upon by
by the
the student
student body
body at
at its
its first
first regular
regular
meeting.
required for
for election.
election.
meeting. A plurality vote isis required
The Summer Session is one
one half
half aa semester:
semester : therefore
therefore grades
grades
earned during summer school
school may
may not
not be
be used
used to
to raise
raise aa
student's semester average. Such
Such grades
g rades do
do raise
raise aa student's
student's
·
cumulative average.

Procedure under Constitution
Constitution
The constitution, regulations, ·and
and procedures
procedures followed
followed in
in the
the
regular session apply during the
the summer
summer session.
session.
Dormitory assignments and social
social centers
centers are
are designated
designated by
by
the Dean of Women according
according to
to the
the needs
needs of
of the
the students
students
and the availability of rooms.

Honor System for the
the Summer
Summer Session
Session
Organization
Section 1. Organisation

SECTION

(a) There shall be a summer
summer Honor
Honor Council
Council composed
composed of
of .
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be elected
elected by
by the
the winter
winter
twelve students, six of
Council with the remaining six,
six, not
not more
more than
than one
one from
f rom each
each
dormitory in use and including
including two
two men
men students,
students, elected
elected by
by
the students within the first two
two weeks
weeks of
of summer
summer school.
school.
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(b) The 1957 chairman
chairman shall
shall be
be recommended
recom mended by
by the
the
to be
be voted
voted upon
upon by
by the
th e student
student body
body
present Honor Council to
of the summer session.
session.
(c
session.
(c)) Same as for winter session.
session.
(d) Same as for winter session.
(e) Same as for winter
winter session.
session.
(f) There shall be
be a faculty
faculty advisory
advisory committee
committee of
of three
three
Council. Its
Its members
members shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen
for the summer Honor Council.
Council. This
This committee
committee shall
shall be
be
by the summer Honor Council.
not have
have power
power to
to veto
veto decisions,
decisions of
of
purely advisory and shall not
the Honor Council.

Section 2. Meetings
(a) The Council shall meet
meet at
at least
least three
three times
times during
during
the summer session, two
tw o of
of which
which shall
shall be
be regular
regular meetings
meetings
and one called.
(b) The Chairman
Chairrhan or, in
in his
his absence,
absence, the
the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
shall
when deemed
deemed necessary
necessary or
or when
when requested
requested by
by
call a meeting when
a majority of the members of
of the
the Council.
Council.
SECTION

Sco pe of
iJf the Manor
!donor System
S ystem
Section 3. Scope
(a) Same as for winter
winter session.
session.
(b) Same as for winter session.
session.
(c
has been
been violated
violated ifif aa student
student isis
(c)) The Honor System has
Council by
by the
the Student
Student Council
Council as
as
referred to the Honor Council
having intentionally falsified any
any record,
record, or
or deliberately
deliberately fails
fails
to tell the truth when
when questioned
questioned by
by campus
campus authorities,
authorities, memmemor members
members of
of the
the Student
Student or
or Honor
Honor
bers of the faculty, or
Council during an investigation,
investigation, hearing
hearing or
or trial.
trial. A
A statestatenature circulated
circulated by
by one
one student
student about
about
ment of a libelous nature
another shall be regarded as
as aa violation
violation of
of the
the Honor
Honor System.
System .
Lying during an investigation,
investigation, hearing
hearing or
or trial
tri al in
in connecconnection with the violation of
of aa social
social rule
rule or
or college
college regulation
regulation
jurisdiction of
of the
the Honor
H onor Council,
Council, but
but
shall come under the jurisdiction
SECTION
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the breaking of a rule
rule or
or regulation
regulation shall
shall not
not come
come under
under
its jurisdiction.
(d) Same as for winter
wiater session.
session.
(e) Same as for winter session.
session.
4. Procedure
Procedu1·e
Section 4.

SECTION

Same as for
fo r winter session.
session.

Penalt-ies
Section 5.5. Penalties

SECTION

Same as for winter session.
session.

Section 6. Pledge

SEcTION

Same as for winter session.

STUDENT-FACULTY STANDING
STANDING
COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES
Assembly Programs
P1·ogra-ms Committee:
Committee: This
This is
is composed
composed of
of five
five
(5) members of the faculty
facu lty and
and the
the vice-presidents
vice-presidents of
of the
the
four classes. Its purpose is
is to
to arrange
arrange programs
programs for
for the
the
Wednesday assemblies at
at 12
12 :00
:00 noon.
noon.
Cmnpus
C01mnittee: This
This is
is composed
composed of
of the
the President
President
Campus Fee Committee:
of the Student Government
Government Association,
Association, the
the President
President of
of
the Men's Student
Student Organization,
Organization, the
the Presidents
Presidents of
of the
the Classes,
Classes,
the President of the College,
College, or
or someone
someone designated
designated by
by him,
him,
and the Business
Business Manager.
Manager. The
The President
President of
of the
the Student
Student
Government Association shall act
act as
as the
the chairman.
chairman.
Committee on Public Exercises
Exercises and
and Entertainments:
Entertainments: This
This
members of
of the
the faculty
faculty appointed
appointed by
by
consists of eight (8) members
the President
P resident of the
the College,
College, aa representative
representative from
from each
each class
class
and a representative of the
the men's
men's organization.
organization. It
It arranges
arranges
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pr 0 grams for
for the
the entertainment
entertainm ent of
of the
the
musical and other programs
College and community.
communi ty.

SStudent-Faculty
tudent-Faculty Relations
R ela•tions Committee:
Co·m mittee: See
See By-Laws,
By-Laws, ArArticle IV, Section I.
SStudent
tudent Organisation
Organi.~at·ion and Activities
A ctivit·ies Committee:
Comm·ittee: See
See GenGeneral Regulations For Organizations.
Organizations.

SOCIAL REGULATIONS
Student activities are designed
designed to
to develop
develop the
the poise,
poise, selfselfconfidence, and graciousness
g raciousness that
that are
are essential
essential to
to aa young
young
woman's success in aa home-making,
home-making, professional,
professional, or
or business
business
career. The Dean
Dean of
of Women,
Women, Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women,
Women,
chaperones, hostesses, the
the Social
Social Committee,
Committee, and
and the
the Standards
Standards
Committee exercise general
gene1·al supervision
supervision over
over all
all the
the social
social
activities of the
the students,
students, and
and encourage
encourage every
every means
means for
fo r
wholesome enjoyment and increase
increase of
of self-responsibility.
self- responsibility.
In order that more responsibility
responsibility may
may be
be placed
placed upon
upon the
the
individual
promote qualities
qualities of
of resourcefulness,
resourcefulness,
individual student to promote
self-discipline, the
the general
general social
social regulations
regulations
self-reliance, and self-discipline,
in recent
recent years.
years. The
The continuance
continuance of
of the
the
have been liberalized in
will be determined
determined by
by the
the attitude
attitude and
and conconpresent regulations will
duct of students.
students. If
If the
the privileges
privileges extended
extended under
under these
t hese regularegulations should be abused, the
t he Administration
Administration of
of the
the College
College
reserves the right to
to revise
revise or
or reinstate
reinstate any
any regulation
regulation or
or to
to
apply restrictions at any
any time
time during
during the
the school
school session.
session.
It is hoped that students
students will
will cooperate
cooperate in
in following
fol lowing regulations
regulations
so that such action will
will not
not be
be necessary.
necessary.
the student body
body individually
individually observe
observe the
the
The members of the
fo llowing regulations and report
report to
to the
the Student
Student Council
Council any
any
following
that would
would be
be harmful
harm ful to
to the
the ininviolation by any members that
College.
dividual or to the College.
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General Conduct
If there is any question as to the appropriateness and good
good
taste of a girl's conduct anywhere, the Student
Student Council isis justified in questioning the student and taking appropriate
appropriate action.
action.

Class Privileges
We believe that the Student Government A
ssociation at
Association
at
Madison College covers all phases of living. With this conconviction we have established a system
system of signing
signing out, which
which
gives each girl the responsibility of abiding by the standards
standards
of the college and signing out accurately.

10:30
All students must be in their dormitories by 10
:30 PP.M.
.M.
.M. on Saturday nights unless
on week nights and 11 :00 PP.M.
unless
special privileges state otherwise. (See senior
senior privileges.)
privileges.)
No student may open aa dormitory door after it has
has been
been
closed for the night without permission from
from the housemother. Late permission for important college activities
activities may
may
be secured by upperclass students from
from the Dean of Women
and by freshmen from the Dean
Dean of Freshman Women.
Women.
In each upperclass dormitory there will be
he aa book
book for
for
signing out for dates. The date book
book will be under the supersupervision of the housemother and Standards Committee who
who will
will
check the date book at intervals.

Freshman Privileges
1.

week
A freshman may have a total of three nights per week
off campus, not including Sunday church services.
services. Choir
Choir
practice and other church services are included in these
these
three nights off campus. She may be with one or more
more
students or a date. She signs an off-campus slip in
in her
her
dormitory.

freshman
can
2. A fresh
man may date four nights aa week. Since she can
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only have a total of three nights
nights per
per week
week off
off campus,
campus, one
one
of these dates must be on campus.
campus. She
She signs
signs aa date
date slip
slip in
in
Alumnae Hall and an off-campus slip
slip in
in her
her dormitory.
dormitory.
time with
with adult
adult friends
friends
3. A freshman may ride at any free time
(not dates), or relatives by
by signing
signing out
out in
in her
her dormitory
dormitory
according to her Permission
P ermission Card
provided she
she returns
returns to
to
Card provided
Sunday through
through Friday
Friday and
and by
by
campus by 10:30 P.M. on Sunday
11
:00 P.M. on Saturday. If
If a freshman is
is to
to be
be off
off campus
campus
11:00
without a date after 6:00
6:00 P.M.
P.M. she
she signs
signs an
an off-campus
off-campus
signs an
an off
off campus
campus
slip in her dormitory. A freshman signs
slip in her dormitory when going
going on
on church
church or
or college
college
sponsored trips, or when going with
with students
students (not
(not dates)
dates)
on picnics or similar type day trips.
trips.

~
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4. A freshman may ride
ride with a date
date as
as far
far south
south as
as Belle
Belle
Meade, as far north as the Harrisonburg
Harrisonburg Drive-in,
Drive-In, as
as far
far
east as the Copper Kettle, or as
as far
far west
west as
as City
City Park
Park
one night during the week between
between the
the hours
hours of
of S5:30
:30 P.M.
P.M.
and 10:30 P.M.,
P .M., Monday through
through Friday.
Friday. On
On Saturday,
Saturday,
a fre,shman
date from
from noon
noon to
to 8:00
8:00 P.M.
P.M.
freshman may ride with a date
Between 5 :30 P.M. and 8:00
8:00 P.M.
P.M. on
on Saturday
Saturday she
she signs
signs
may ride
ride as
as far
far as
as Belle
Belle
in at Alumnae Hall and then may
Harrisonburg Drive-in
Drive-In until
until 11:00
11 :00 P.M.
P .M.
Meade or the Harrisonburg
On Sunday a freshman may ride with aa date
date to
to church
church
services within 25 miles of Harrisonburg
Harrisonb1ug and
and to
to Sunday
Sunday
dinner and on Sunday afternoon until
until 8:00
8 :00 P.M.
P .M. After
After
the 8:00 P.M. check-in in Alumnae
Alumnae Hall
Hall on
on Sunday,
Sunday, aa
freshman may ride, within riding limits
limits as
as stated
stated above,
above,
P.M. A freshman may
may ride
ride to
to and
and from
from
until 10:30 P.M.
dances at other colleges with a date
date provided
provided she
she reaches
reaches
her destination before 8:00
8:00 P.M.,
P.M., and
and provided
provided the
th e Dean
Dean
of Freshman Women has a letter on
on file
file from
from her
her parents
parents
for each trip.
5.

A first semester freshman must
must be
be at
at college
college for
for aa month
month
before she has any overnight
overnight leaves.
leaves. However,
However, during
during the
the
ffirst
irst month, in the case of
of unusual
unusual circumstances,
circumstances, an
an
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application may be
be submitted
submitted to
to the
the Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman
Women for a week end Or
or overnight
overnight absence.
absence.
6.

f reshman to
to leave
leave the
the College
College for
for an
an overoverIn order for a freshman
night trip which
which entails her
her arriving
arriving at
at her
her destination
destination
after midnight, the
the Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women
Women must
must have
have
written permission
pe·rmission from the
the parent
pa rent or
or guardian.
g uardian. This
This
ruling does not apply to
to travel
travel home
home for
for holidays
holidays ifif stustudents are traveling in groups.
groups.

Freshmen Day Trips
Trips
1. Pre-planned DAY TRIPS, with
with aa date,
elate, should
should be
be approved
approved
in the office of the Dean of
of Freshmen
F r eshmen before
before the
th e day
clay of
of
the trip.
2.

I n event of emergencies
emergencies concerning
concerning long
long day
day trips,
trips, with
with aa
In
be made
made to
to parents
parents by
by the
the
date, telephone calls should
should be
freshman to secure parental
parental permission,
permi ssion, . provided
provided aa letter
letter
of permission is not on file.
f ile.

A ll freshmen,
f r eshmen, with dates,
dates, who
who have
have been
been on
on any
any day
day trip
trip
3. All
return to campus by 8:00 P.M.
P .M.
4. A freshman going to
to her
her home,
home, with
with aa date,
date, within
within aa SO
50
mile radius may leave campus
campus according
according to
to her
her parental
parental
permission card, provided she
she returns
returns to
to campus
campus by
by 8:00
8 :00
P.M.
S. A freshman
f r eshm an who is going
going on
on aa day
day trip
tJ·ip not
not with
with aa date
elate
5.
may sign out in her dormitory only.
only.

Upperclass Privileges
1. An upperclass student
student may
may leave
leave campus
campus any
any evening
evening ifif
she is accompanied by one or
or more
more women
women students
students or
or aa
date.
2.

student may
may ride
ride at
at any
any free
free time
time by
by signsignAn upperclass student
ing out according to parental approval.
approval.
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3.

!
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An upperclass student may
may date
date according
according to
to parental
parental apapclass rank
rank based
based on
on her
her academic
academic standstandproval and her class
ing.
ing.
date any
any five
five nights
nights during
during the
the
(a) A sophomore may date
week until 10:30 P.M.
P .M. and
and on
on Saturday
Saturday until
until 11:00
11 :00
P.M.
(b ) A sophomore may
may have
have late
late permission
perm iss ion once
once aa month
month
(h)
fo r an appropriate
appropriate reason.
reason. She
She obobuntil 12 midnight for
from the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women.
\Nomen.
tains this permission from
(c) A junior may
may date
date any
any evening
evening until
until 10:30
10:30 P.M.
P.:VJ. and
and
on Saturday until 11 :00 P.M.
P.M .
((d)
cl) A junior
junior may
may have
have late
late permission
permission twice
twice aa month
month
M . for an
an appropriate
appropriate reason.
reason. She
She obtains
obtains
until 12 :00 M.
from the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women.
Women.
this permission from
(e) A senior may
may date
elate any
any evening
evening during
during the
the week
week until
until
11 :00 P.M. and on Saturday
Saturday until
until 12
12 midnight.
midnight. She
She
. may have late permissions
permissions twice
twice aa month
month until
until 11:00
:00
A.M. for an appropriate
appropriate reason.
reason. : She
She obtains
obtain s this
this
permission from the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women.
Women.
(f) Students, 21
21 5'ears
yea rs of
of age
age or
or older,
older, regardless
regardles s of
of
classification, shall receive
receive senior
senior privileges
privileges proprovided they have parental approval,
approval, and
and that
that they
they
seniors do.
do. Every
Every student
student becoming
becoming
sign out just as seniors
21 during a semester will
will report
report her
her birthday
birthday to
to
office before
before she
she may
may receive
receive
the Dean of Women's office
senior privileges. Students
Students 21
21 years
years of
of age
age and
and over
over
approved list
list ((see
page 46).
46 ).
may date only men on the approved
see page
(g-)
marri ed student
st udent going
going out
out with
with her
her husband
hu sband at
at
(g) A married
date book.
book
any time signs the date
( h ) Juniors and seniors are
are permitted
permitted to
to secure
secure late
late perper(h)
week to
to attend
attend the
the late
late movie
movie with
with
mission twice a week
a date;
date ; sophomores
sophQrnores may
may secure
secure such
such permission
permission once
once
regulations must
must be
be observed:
observed:
week The following regulations
a week.
1. A student must obtain aa late
late permission
permission slip
slip from
from
D ean of Women's
Women's office. This
This slip
slip will
will perperthe Dean
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(i)

mit a student to have 20 minutes to get back
from the State or Virginia theaters. Students
must come straight back to campus after leaving
the movie. These permissions do not apply to
theaters out of town.
wh o has a late permission slip is
2. A student who
responsible for giving the slip to her house
president and for signing her slip when she returns to her dormitory to which she will be admitted by the vice-president of the dormitory.
dormitory,
Every student is responsible for familiarizing herself with the regulations on signi
ng out. This insigning
fo
rmation may be obta
ined ffrom
rom the hostesses of
formation
obtained
th
thee dormitories.

Back Campus
Back campus is considered to be the area behind the tennis
courts, extending to the stream. A · woman student is not to
cross the stream or railroad tracks, unless with college approved groups and is not permitted on back campus after clark
dark
except in connection with approved group activities.

Campus Calendar
The campus calendar is in the office of the Dean of Women.
'vVomen.
Information to be put on the calendar or received from the
calendar should
should be given to or secured ffrom
the Secretary of
of
rom the
the Dean of Women.
Organizations
Organi zations are not to schedule meetings in recreation
Alumnae
lumnae Hall without permission from the
rooms, parlors or A
omen.
office of the Dean of VIT
Women.

Campus Movies
Students may attend the campus
campus movies on
on the presentation
1. Students
of their lyceum tickets.
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2.

Resident students having out-of-town guests on the campus
may get complimentary guest tickets from the office
of the Dean of Women or from the hostesses in the social
centers before the movie.

3.

Day students living outside of the corporate limits of
Harrisonburg will be entitled to season complimentary
movie guests tickets. Women day students living in Harrisonburg who are too fa
farr from campus to attend movies
unaccompanied by another person may secure special
escort tickets from the business office upon payment of
the amusement tax.

4.

Persons other than students, special guests, and employees
a re not permitted to attend the College
of the College are
movies since the College is a non-commercial user of films.

Cars on Campus
1. Day students may use cars to come to and from
f rom campus,
but must park them in designated areas.
2. For approximately the last month before graduation,
seniors, except those who may be restricted because of
a re permitted to bring automobiles to Madi.
s on
penalties, are
Madison
and keep them on campus in an approved parking area.
Seniors who avail themselves of this privilege must meet
the following requirements:
a. All such cars must be registered in the Business
Manager's office and permits and decals must be secured
at the time of registration, which must be done within
24 hours
hour s after bringing the car to the campus.
b. There must be strict compliance with the Parking
and Traffic Regulations for motor vehicles on the
campus of Madison College. Seniors who bring cars
to the campus must assume the responsibility of
familiarizing
regulations. Failure
fami
liarizing themselves with these regulations.
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to comply with them will
w ill jeopardize continuance of
the privilege to keep a car on campus.

c. Seniors who bring cars to the campus will be permitted to use them for week-end trips approved by
the Dean of Women. Such cars may not be used
generally for
fo r trips to and from town, or for other
unapprov ed trips.
trips.
unapproved
3.

yea rs of age and over may keep
Students who are 23 years
cars on campus. They must be parked in places designated
by the President. These students may use their cars at
di scretion .
their own discretion.

4.

Students, other than those
th ose indicated above, may not bring
cars to the campus except temporarily for emergency
r equests must
mu st be submitted through
throt~gh the office
situations; requests
of the Dean of Women or the Dean
D ean of Freshman
Women and have approval
ap prov o! in advance
adv ance by the President,
or in
111 his absence, by the Dean of the College.

5. With written permission of their parents, filed in die
the
office of the Dean of Women or Dean of Freshman
Women, students may, on week-ends immediately prior
to and at the end of scheduled holidays at Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Easter, and in May, the week-end before school
closes, bring cars to the campus for transportation to and
ffrom
rom their homes.
homes. Such cars must be taken home not later
period.
than the week-end immediatley after the holiday period.
Students may also bring cars to college in September but
must take them home the week-end following the opening
of school. It is not necessary to register · such cars in the
Business Manager's office. However,
Howe ver, they must be parked
on the campus
campu s and cannot be
in approved parking places on,
home$ at the beused except for trips to and from their homes
ginning and end of the holiday periods.
6. All students—day
students- day and resident—must
resident- must register
regi ste1· in the office
6.
of the Business Manager any cars that they use regularly
regula rly
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f r om campus
campus or
or that
that are
are kept
kept on
on campus.
campus.
in coming to or from
regi strat ion for
fo r day students
students and
and those
those 23
23 years
years of
of
Car registration
shoul d be completed
completed when
when registering
registering for
fo r
age or over should
classes.
classes.
7.
7.

students in
in their
their automobiles
automobiles have
have
Stud ents carrying other students
Students
a tremendous responsibility
r esponsibility to
to themselves,
themselves, guest
guest passengers,
passengers,
fam ilies, and to Madison College.
College.
their families,
travel in g expenses
ex penses does
does not
not void
void StandStandReimbursement for traveling
V irginia Automobile
A utomobile policies;
policies ; but
but the
the law
law requires
requires
ard Virginia
g reater caution oh
011 the part
par t of
of the
the vehicle
vehicle owner
owner and/or
and/or
greater
driver when this
thi s is done.
clone.
If a student carries
ca rries a passenger in
in his
hi s (or
(or her)
her) car
ca r and
and
1makes
'1Wk es any monetary
mo11elary charge
rharge whatever
w hatever to
to the
t he passenger
passe11ger
(direct charge or
o r re-imbursement
r e-imbu rsement of
of expenses),
expenses ), then
then itit isis
longet· necessary
necessa ry for
f or the
the passenger
passenger to
to prove
pro ve the
the student
student
no longer
g r oss negligence
negligence if an
an accident
accident occurs,
occurs, and
and suit
sui t
guilty of gross
broug ht by the
the passenger.
passenger. (All
(All that
t hat has
has to
to be
be proved
proved
is brought
that the
the student
student was
was guilty
g ui lty of
of ordinary
ordi11ary
in such a case is that
usuall y easy
easy to
to prove.)
prove.)
negligence, which isis usually
In addition,
addition, under certain conditions,
conditions, itit isis possible
possible for
fo r aa
vi olation of
of the
th e State
State Corporation
Corpor ation ComComstudent to be in violation
mi ssion laws concerning "for
"for hire"
hire" transportation,
transportation, ifif paspasmission
carri ed for
fo r aa monetary
m oneta ry charge.
charge.
sengers are carried
Accordingly, it is
is imperative
imperati ve that
that any
any student
student operating
opera ting aa
Accordingly,
mo to1· vehicle be sure that
that the
the insurance
insurance carried
carried on
on the
the
motor
vehicle is properly written
written and
and that
that the
th e limits
li mits of
of liability
lia bility
are adequately high.
high.

8.

permission from
from the
th e Dean
Dean of
of Women
'N omen
Students must secure permission
oorr Dean
D ean of Freshman to
to drive
d ri ve cars
ca rs of
of other
oth er persons.
persons.

Coffee Hours
Hours
Co
ffee hours are
a re held for all
all classes,
classes, following
foll owing aa formal
formal
Coffee
dance,
u sed for
for aa dating
dating center.
center .. . These
T hese are
a re
dance, in each dormitory used
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scheduled between 12:15
12:15 and
and 1:15
1 :1j A.M.
A .M. Any
Any student
student not
not
attending a coffee hour must
must be
be in
in her
her dormitory
dormitory by
by 12:15
12 :1j
A.M. Any student who attends
attends aa coffee
coffee hour
hour must
must plan
plan to
to
12 :1j A.M.
A.M. and
and must
must remain
remain at
at the
the coffee
coffee hour
hour
be there by 12:15
for the entire period and be
be in
in her
her own
own dormitory
dormitory by
by 1:20
1 :20
A.M.

Dancing
A boarding student is permitted
permitted to
to dance
dance in
in HarrisonHarrisonburg only at the
the college,
college, in
in private
private homes
homes and
and other
other places
places
approved by the Dean of Women
Women or
or the
the Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman
Women for a special occasion.
occasion. Dancing
Dancing either
either on
on campus
campus or
or
in public places is not permitted
permitted on
on Sunday.
Sunday.
Formal dances close at midnight,
midnight, and
and students
students do
do not
not
should be
be familiar
familiar with
with the
the social
social
leave until then. They should
week end;
end; these
these regulations
regulations will
will
regulations for each dance week
be posted in all dormitories
dormitories and
and dating
dating centers.
centers.
A student may leave campus
campus following
following aa dance
dance with
with special
special
written permission for each
each occasion
occasion from
from her
her parents
parents and
and
with the approval of the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women or
or the
the Dean
Dean of
of
Freshman Women.
vVomen.
Dating
1. A student may have dates
dates with
with out-of-town
out- of -town men
men ifif her
her
have given
given their
their permission
permi ssion on
on the
the
parents or guardian have
Parental Approval Form.
2.
elate men
men in
111 Harrisonburg
Harrisonburg ifif they
they
2, A student may date
aare
re on
011 the "Approved
List of
of Callers"
Callers" in
in the
the office
office
List
of the Dean of Women. To
T o be
be eligible
eligible to
to date
elate at
at
Madison College a man must have
have at
at least
least the
the rating
rating of
of aa
high school senior or if out
out of
of high
high school,
school, be
be at
at least
least 18
18
years of age; and he must
must obtain
obtain aa letter
letter of
of recommendarecommendation from a faculty
f aculty member and
and the
the approval
a pproval of
of the
the PresiPresi46

dent in order that his name
name be
be placed
placed on
on the
the "Approved
" Approved
List." Local high school seniors
seniors may
may date
date freshmen
freshmen only.
only.
and sons
sons of
of faculty
faculty members
members (over
(over 18
18
3.
A ll men students
students and
3. All
years of age) of Madison
Madison College
College are
are on
on the
the approved
approved
thoroughly familiarize
fam iliarize themthemlist. The men students will thoroughly
selves with and abide by
by all
all of
of the
the social
social regulations
regulations
and standards of the
the college.
college. In
In case
case any
any member
member of
of
the men's student organization abuses
abuses the
the dating
elating privilege,
privilege,
will take
take appropriate
appropriate action.
action.
the Men's Student Court will
\ i\fomen students may not date
elate former
former men
men students
students who
who
Women
expelled by
by action
action of
of Student
Student GovGovhave been suspended or expelled
and the
the College
College Administration.
Administration.
ernment or Honor Council and
4.

I.

:Yien are received by
by the
the students
students in
in the
the social
social centers
centers
Men
designated by the Dean of
of Women
\Vqmen during
during the
the guest
guest hours
hours
At other
other hours
hours they
they are
are received
received
of these dating
elating centers.
centers. At
in Alumnae Hall.
Hall. Dates
Dates may
may be
be received
received at
at the
the sorority
sorority
houses within the hours set
set up
up by
by the
the Panhellenic
Panhellenic CounCouncil. Freshmen will meet
meet their
their dates
elates in
in Alumnae
Alumnae Hall.
Hall. After
After
Hall, dates
dates may
may accompany
accompany stustuchecking-in at Alumnae Hall,
dents to the front entrances
entrances of
of their
their respective
respective dormitories.
dormitories.
Dates are not to
to come anj'
any closer
closer to
to the
the dormitory
clonnitory than
than
the sidewalk in front
front of
of and
and behind
behind the
the dormitories.
dormitories.
meals between
between 12
12:30
:30 P.M.
P.M.
All dating centers are closed for meals
and 1:30
1 :30 P.M.
P .M. and between
between 6:00
6:00 P.M.
P.M. and
and 7:00
7 :00 P.M.
P.M.
During these hours, men guests
guests not
not wishing
wishing to
to go
go to
to the
the
remain in,
in, the
the reception
reception room
room at
at
dining hall may go to, or remain
A
lumnae Hall,
Hall. The guest hours
hours of
of the
the dating
dating centers
centers
Alumnae
(excluding Alumnae) are:
5 :00 p.m.-10:30
p.m.-10 :30 p.m.
p.m. Monday
Monday and
and Tuesday
Tuesday
(a) 5:00
(Senior Hall only)
(b) 5:00 p.m.-10:30
p.m.-10 :30 p.m.
p.m. Wednesday
Wednesday and
and Thursday
Thursday
(All except Senior Hall)
(c) 2:00
2 :00 p.m.-10:30
p.m.-10 :30 p.m.
p.m. Friday
Friday
} Cleveland
(d) 9:00 a.m.-11 :00
:00 p.m.
p.m. Saturday
Saturday
Logan
(e) 9:00
9 :00 a.m,-10:30
a.m.-10 :30 p.m.
p.m. Sunday
Sunday
Converse
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(f)

may be entertained
enter tained at
at Ashby
Ashby Recreation
Recreation
Dates may
R
oom:
Room:
((1)
l ) Monday, Tuesday, and
and Friday
F riday from
from 7:00
7 :00 P.M.
P.M.
to 10:30
10 :30 P.M.
P .M.
(2) Saturday from 2:00
2:00 P.M.
P.M. to
to 11:00
11 :00 P.M.
P.M.
(3) Sunday from
f r om 22:00
P.M . to
to 10
10 :30
:30 P.M.
P.M.
:00 P.M.

(g)

be entertained
entertained in
in Spotswood
Spotswood Recreation
Recreation
Dates may be
Room:
((1)
1) Wednesday,
vVednesday, Thursday,
T hursday, and
and Fridaj'
Friday from
from 7:00
7 :00
P.M. to 10:30
10 :30 P.M.
P .M.

(2) Saturday
Saturd ay from 2:00
2 :00 P.M.
P.M. to
to 11:00
11 :00 P.M.
P.M.
(3) Sunday from 2:00
2 :00 P.M.
P.M. to
to 10:30
10:30 P.M.
P .M .
. Logan and
ar>d Cleveland will
will be
be open
open until
unti l 11
11 :00
:00 p.m.
p.m. each
each
nig-ht
with the
th e exception of
of Monday
Monday and
and Tuesday,
Tuesday, and
and until
until
night with,
12
:00 M. on Saturday,
Saturday. for
for those
those students
students with
with senior
senior
12:00
will be
be open
open until
unti l 11
11 :00
:00 p.m.
p. m. each
each
privileges. Converse Hall will
ht with the exception of
o f Wednesday
Wednesday and
and Thursday,
T hursday,
nig
night
12 :00 M.
M . on Saturday,
Saturd ay, for
for those
those students
students with
with
and until 12:00
senior privileges.
:J.

6.

A
dates are
are church
church dates,
dates, early
early or
or
Allll Sunday morning dates
late. Sunday afternoon dates
dates may
may be
be received
received as
as early
ea rly
as 2:00 p. m. unless they
they are
are dinner
dinner dates
dates after
after church,
church,
or unless special permission
perm ission is
is obtained
obtained from
f rom the
the house
house
mother. Church
Ch urch dates before
before 99:00
m. must
must be
be approved
approved
:00 a.a. m.
on Saturday.
Saturday.
Certain establishments in
in and
and around
around Harrisonburg
Harrisonburg have
have
limits" for
fo r Madison
Madison students.
students. The
The
been declared "off limits"
names of these establishments
establishments are
are posted
posted in
in Alumnae,
Alumnae, for
for
Freshmen, and in the date
date books
book s for
for upper
upper classmen.
classmen.
S
tudents are
ar e responsible for
for knowing
knowing those
those places
places declared
declared
Students
off limits" and are expected
expected to
to refrain
refrain from
from patronizing
patronizin g
them.
them.
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7.
cabin parties
parties is
is not
not allowed
allowed by
by the
the College.
College.
7. Attendance at cabin

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.
5.
6.

Day Trips
(For Upper-class Students)
Students)
without aa date
date in
in aa car
car beyond
beyond city
city limits
limits isis
Any trip without
and must
must be
be signed
signed for
for by
by upperupperconsidered a day trip,
trip, and
class students in the latter
latter one-half
one-half of
~f the
the date
date book.
book.
This does not include Howard
Howard Johnson's,
Johnson's, Belle
Belle Meade,
Meade,
or Pye's, unless
unless- the
the student
stude~t has
has aa date.
date. Students
Students sign
sign for
for
a day trip when going out
out with
with parents
parents arid
i tlii friends
friends for
for
any length of time.
-'
only the
the date
date book
book when
when attending
attending aa movie,
movie,
Students sign only
dinner, or when riding with
with a date.
dilte. Students
Students should
should give
give
destinations.
homes in
in town,
town, even
even though
though walking,
walking,
Students going to homes
mutt
trip. If
If invited
invited by
by anyone,
anyone, not
not her
her
must sign for a day trip.
student should
should call
call the
the office
office of
of
date, when off campus, a student
the Dean of Women, or the hostess
hostess of
of her
her dormitory,
dormitory, or
or
her dormitory floor. (ALL DATES
DATES MUST
MUST BE
BE SIGNED
SIGNED
FOR IN DATE BOOKS.)
going on
on aa day
day trip
trip alone
alone must
must have
have her
her trip
trip
A student going
approved by her hostess or
or by
by someone
someone in
in the
the office
office of
of
the Dean of Women.
responsible for
for knowing
knowing what
what permission
permission
Students are responsible
parental forms.
forms.
they have on their parental
trips with
with dates
dates which
which involve
involve long
long hours
hours of
of
Sunday day trips
driving do not require church attendance
attendance first.
first.

Out-of-Town Dances
Dances and
and Engagements
Engagements
A student is allowed to
to attend
attend dances
dances and
and have
have other
other enengagements at other colleges
colleges under
under such
such conditions
conditions as
'lS the
the Dean
Dean
of Women and Dean
Dean of Freshman
Freshman Women
Women may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
· provided.
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parental approval.
approval.
(a) She has parental
with whom
whom she
she has
has aa date
date notifies
notifies the
the
(b) The young man with
or the
the Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women,
Women,
Dean of Women, or
and address
address of
of the
the place
place at
at which
which
giving the name and
she will stay.
not return
return to
to the
the campus
campus following
following aa dance
dance
(c) She does not
college chaperoned
chaperoned group,
group, or
or unununless she is with aa college
permission.
less she has special permission.
other conditions
conditions which
which may
may be
be established
established
(d) She meets other
by the Dean of
of Women
Women or
or Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women
'vVomen
the President.
President.
with the approval of the

Overnight Absences On
On Or
Or Off
Off The
The Campus
Campus
may leave
leave her
her dormitory
dormitory for
for the
the night
night with
with
A student may
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women or
or the
the Dean
Dean of
of
permission of the
Freshman Women.
inter-dormitory visitation
visitation isis permitted
permitted for
for sophsoph2. Overnight inter-dormitory
seniors on
on Friday
Friday and
and Saturday
Saturday
omores, juniors, and seniors
visitation isis permitted
permitted for
for freshmen
freshmen on
on
nights. Overnight visitation
with visitation
visitation by
by students
students in
in the
the
Saturday nights, with
Hpper classes in freshman dormitories
dormitories also
also limited
limited to
to SatSatupper
Inter-dormitory visitation
visitation isis not
not permitted
permitted
urday nights. Inter-dormitory
in a room where a student
student isis on
on "strict
"strict campus,"
campus," except
except
guest has
has made
made previous
previous plans
plans for
for
when an off-campus guest
visiting the campus.
3. Overnight absences
absences off
off campus
campus may
may be
be made
made inin accordaccordance with the Parental Approval
Approval Form.
Form.
4. All upperclass students
students should
should sign
sign out
out for
for aa week
week end
end
trip on Wednesday night
night or
or Thursday
Thursday before
before 3:00
3:00 P.M.
P.M.
with their respective
respective full-time
fu ll-time dormitory
dormitory hostess
hostess or
or social
social
center hostess, or ifif desired
desired in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the Dean
Dean of
of
Women on Thursday,
Thursday, between
between 8:00
8:00 A.M.
A.M. and
and 3:00
3:00 P.M.
P.M.
Any change of plan must
must be
be made
made known
known at
at the
the office
office of
of
Women. Freshmen
Freshmen sign
sign out
out at
at the
the office
office of
of
the Dean of Women.
1.
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the Dean of Freshman
Freshman Women,
Women, Thursday
Thursday between
between 8:30
8 :30
3 :00 P.M.
P.M. If
If aa student
student signs
signs out
out late
late three
three
A.M. and 3:00
semester, she
she isis automatically
automatically given
given aa
times during a semester,
call-down.
call-down.
::>. A student
student is
is to
to leave
leave campus
campus and
and return
return to
to campus
campus at
at
5.
signed to
to do
do so.
so. A
A student
student isis not
not permitted
permitted
the time she signed
the college
college at
at night
night except
except under
under extenuatextenuatto travel from the
ing circumstances.
circumstances. If
If an
an emergency
emergency arises
arises and
and plans
plans
changed, aa student
student must
must wire
wire or
or telephone
telephone the
the
must be changed,
of Women
Women (Telephone
(Telephone 4-6757).
4-6757). A
A stustuoffice of the Dean of
eight or
or nine
nine o'clock
o'clock class
class shall
shall sign
sign in
in by
by
dent having an eight
11
:00 P.M.
P.M. the night
night before,
before, unless
unless she
she lives
lives within
within rearea11:00
distance from the
the College
College or
or isis accompanied
accompanied by
by aa
sonable distance
close relative,
relative, or
or by
by aa mature
mature person
person
parent, by another close
with written approval
approval of
of aa parent.
parent.
6. After a week end
end or
or holiday
holiday off
off campus,
campus, aa student
student isis to
to
be in her dormitory by
by 10:30
10 :30 P.M.
P.M. ifif returning
returning by
by car,
car,
and not later than
than 11
11 :00
:00 P.M.
P.M. if
if returning
returning by
by bus.
bus. She
She
dormitory without
without undue
undue delay
delay upon
upon her
her reresigns in her dormitory
turn to campus.
campus. If
If special
special permission
permission isis needed
needed to
to sign
sign
in for a later time,
time, permission
permission must
must be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the
of Women
Women or
or the
the Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman
office of the Dean of
Women.
7. For visiting in
in town,
town, an
an upperclass
upperclass student
student need
need have
have
only one letter
letter of
of invitation
invitation from
from her
her hostess.
hostess. When
When aa
letter has been filed in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Womenaa
visit in
in the
the home
home of
of the
the writer
writer without
without aa
student may visit
letter for each visit.
visit. A
A freshman
freshman may
may spend
spend the
the night
night
with parents or close
close relatives
relatives in
in town
town and
and she
she may
may stay
stay
when an
an invitation
invitation isis extended
extended
in faculty homes only when
of the
the Dean
Dean of
of Freshman
Freshman Women.
Women.
through the office of

Plain Campus Regulations
Regulations
A student under plain
plain campus
campus regulations
regulations must
must forfeit
forfeit
trips to restaurants, tea
tea rooms
rooms and
and other
other commercial
commercial establishestablish51
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campus and
and trips
trips to
to town
town and
and out
out of
of town;
town ;
ments just off campus
remains on
on campus.
campus. She
She does
does not
not have
have
she may date if she remains
to the
the college
college tea
tea room.
room.
to forfeit trips to

Strict Campus Regulations
Regulations
strict campus
campus regulations
regulations must
must forfeit
forfeit
A student under strict
other than
than her
her own,
own, parties
parties in
in dormidormivisits in dormitories other
of clubs
clubs and
and organizations,
organizations, dates,
dates, sunsuntories, social affairs of
to establishments
establishments just
just off
off campus,
campus, and
and trips
trip s
bathing, trips to
to town and out of town.
Students on
qn strict campus
campus may
may not
not be
be excused
excused for:
for: (1)
( 1)
singspirations; (2) movies;
movies; (3)
(3) lyceum
lyceum programs;
programs; (4)
( 4)
social functions
f unctions of
of campus
campus organizations;
organizations; (5)
( 5) concerts
concerts and
and
attendance is
is required
required for
for class;
class; (6)
(6) athletic
athletic
recitals unless attendance
events (spectator)
(.spectator) ;; and
and (7)
(7) campus
campus dance
dance week-ends.
week-ends.
pre-planned week-ends
weekLends at
at other
other colleges
colleges and
and
In the event of pre-planned
which the
the student
student isis aa participant,
participant, the
the
athletic events in which
left up
up to
to the
the President
President of
of the
the Student
Student
decision will be left
Government Association.
Students excused from plain
plain or
or strict
st rict campus
campus will
will make
make up
up
clay they
they are
are excused
excused for
for aa wedding.
wedding.
two days for every day

Room Restriction
A student under
und er room
room restriction
restriction will
will be
be under
under the
the same
same
strict campus.
campus. In
In addition,
addition, she
she will
will be
be
restrictions as under strict
room except
except for
for classes,
classes, meals,
meals, work
work in
in
restricted to her room
and church.
church. She
She will
will not
not be
be excused
excused from
from
the college library, and
circumstances other
other than
than death,
death, serious
serious
restriction under any circumstances
her family, or
or in
in the
the case
case of
of aa wedding
wedding in
in which
which
illness in her
she is a participant. Students
Students under
under room
room restriction
restriction who
who are
are
excused for family illness
illness or
or death
death will
will be
be required
required to
to make
make
day missed.
missed.
up one day for every day
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"Riverwood"
owns aa camp
camp thirteen
thirteen miles
miles from
from HarrisonHarrisonThe college owns
Shenandoah River,
River, where
where groups
groups of
of 15
15 to
to 25
25
burg on the Shenandoah
may arrange
arrange to
to spend
spend week
week ends.
ends. ItIt isis imperative
imperative
students may
information governing
governing the
the use
use of
of the
the camp
camp be
be obtained
obtained
that information
of the
the Dean
Dean of
of Women
Women by
by the
the groups
groups before
before
from the office of
leaving the campus.

Children
Sitting With Children
"Baby-sitting" isis permitted
permitted only
only in
in faculty
fac ulty homes.
homes. The
The stustu be brought
brought back
back to
to her
her dormitory
dormitory by
by 12:15
12:15 A.M.
A.M.
dent must be
following a formal
or by
by 11:30
11 :30 P.M.
P.M. on
on other
other nights.
nights.
fo rmal dance,
dance, or
obtained for
for this
this from
fro m the
the office
office of
of the
the Dean
Dean of
of
Permission is obtained
vVomen. Permission to
to "baby-sit"
"baby-sit" must
must be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the
Women.
the Dean of
of Women.
Women.
office of the
Sunbathing
Sunbathing
the tennis
ten ni s courts
courts isis the
the only
only place
place where
where
The area behind the
permitted. College
College blankets
blankets are
are not
not to
to be
be taken
taken
su nbathing is
is permitted.
sunbathing
to the sunbathing area.
area. Trash
Trash isis to
to be
be put
put in
in the
the trash
trash can
can
Any soft drink
drin k or
or lotion
lotion bottles
bottles taken
taken back
back campus
campus
provided. Any
to the
the dormitories,
dormitories. BATHING
BATHING SUITS
SUITS OR
OR
must be returned to
HALT ER may
may be
be worn
worn ifif concealed
concealed by
by aa
SHORTS AND HALTER
go ing to
to and
and from
from the
the sunbathing
sunbathing area.
area. On
On Sunday,
Sunday,
long coat going
sunbathin g is
is not
not permitted
permitted before
before 2:30
2:30 P.M.
P .M.
sunbathing

THE STANDARDS
STANDARDS
GUIDES FROM THE
of the
the
COMMITTEE of
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION
The STANDARDS COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE aims
aims to
to promote
promote high
high
standards of conduct
conduct and
and appearance.
appearance. The
The conduct
conduct of
of aa
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all of
of her
her activities
activities both
both on
on and
and
Madison student embraces all
away from campus. This information
information has
has been
been compiled
compiled by
by the
the
be included
included in
in the
the Student
Student
STANDARDS COMMITTEE to be
are urged
urged to
to acquaint
acquaint themselves
themselves with
with
Handbook. Students are
conduct and
and to
to comply
comply with
with them.
them.
these standards of conduct

Dining Halls
Halls and Tea
Tea Room
Room
which are
are to
to be
be observed
observed in
in Harrison
Harrison
These are a few rules which
Hall:

1.
1.

Reverence druing grace isis the
the proper
proper attitude.
attitude. Students
Students
time in
in the
the dining
dining halls
halls except
except for
for
do not sing at any time
grace.

2.

Students serve family style
style at
at all
all evening
evening meals
meal s and
and
at Sunday dinner.
dinner.

3.

Students are not to
to take
take food
food or
or dining
dining hall
hall property
property
from the dining halls, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of fruit;
fruit; prepreto breakfast,
breakfast, but
but are
are not
not to
to be
be
serves may be brought to
left there.
there.

books and
and wraps
wraps are
are put
put in
in the
the places
places
4. At meal times, books
provided for them in the
the lobbies
lobbies of
of the
the respective
respective dining
dining
halls.

5. Students push their
their chairs
chairs back
back to
to
their respective tables
tables as
as aa group,
group,
of breakfast), and do not
of
not stop
stop at
at
way out of the dining hall.

J.

the
the table
table and
and leave
leave
(with
(with the
the exception
exception
other
other tables
tables on
on the
the

6.

Students are required to
to eat
eat at
at their
their own
own table
table ifif itit is1s
open.

7.

TRAYS AND DISHES ARE
ARE TO
TO BE
BE RETURNED
RETURNED
TO THE COUNTER IN THE
THE TEA
TEA ROOM.
ROOM.
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Dances
There are occasional
occasional informal
informal dances
dances and
and big
big ones
ones too.
too.
In the fall, the opening
opening dance,
dance, sponsored
sponsored by
by Student
Student GovernGovernment, starts the ball
ball rolling.
rolling. There
There are
are the
the Panhellenic
Panhellenic Dance
Dance
and Cotillion
Cotillion dances,
da.nces, the
the May
May
before Christmas, German and
Day dance, and the
the Commencement
Commencement dance.
dance.
Be on your best behavior. Here
Here are
are aa few
few reminders:
reminders:
1.

begin at
at 8:30
8:30 P.M.
P.M. and
and end
end at
at 12:00
12 :00 M.
M.
Formal dances begin
THE DANCE
DANCE UNTIL
UNTIL IT
IT
NO ONE IS TO LEAVE THE
IS OVER.

2. NO DRINKING IS
2.
IS ALLOWED.
ALLOWED.
3.

At all formal dances
dances girls
girls wear
wear formal
formal dress
dress and
and dates
dates
wear tuxedos, tails, or
or military
military uniforms.
uniforms.

4.

dances must
must wear
wear Sunday
Sunday dress.
dress.
Spectators at formal dances

Governing Rules
The following rules have
have been
been drawn
drawn up
up for
for clarification
clarification
violations pertaining
pertaining to
to STANDARDS
STANDARDS that
that
as to specific violations
will be punishable by call
call downs
downs or
or more
more severe
severe punishment
punishment
without warning.
warning.
D
RESS :
DRESS:
1.

Hair should not be
be worn
worn rolled
rolled up
up outside
outside the
the dormitory,
dormitory,
with two exceptions:
exceptions: at breakfast
breakfast when
when aa scarf
scarf may
may be
be
and when
when returning
returning from
from swimming
swimming
worn turban style, and
immediately afterward.
afterward.
unless attending classes immediately

2.

Sunday dress is worn
worn to
to all
all lyceum
lyceum programs
programs and
and to
to SunSunday dinner. For Sunday morning
morning church,
church, conservative
conservative
(not plain
plain head
head band),
band), heels
heels and
and gloves
gloves
dress and HAT, (not
are to be worn.
worn. Socks may
may not
not be
be worn
worn off
off campus
campus on
on
Sunday or with a date.
date.
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3.

must be
be worn
worn on
on chartered
chartered or
or
Heels or dressy flats must
commercial buses.

ONLY in
in the
the dorm.
dorm. Girls
Girls may
may wear
wear
44.. . Pajamas are worn ONLY
slacks, jeans, or Bermuda
Bermuda shorts
shorts for
for picnics
picnics and
and hikes.
hikes.
This attire is not worn to
to the
the social
social centers,
centers, recreation
recreation
rooms during dating
<;lating hours,
hours, CLASSROOMS,
CLASSROOMS, PRACTICE
PRACTICE
ROOMS, the tea room, the
the post
post office,
office, or
or library.
library.
Sports attire may be worn
worn with
with aa ' long
long coat
coat to
to the
the post
post
office during the week, BUT NOT
NOT ON
ON SUNDAY.
SUNDAY. This
This
attire is never worn to
to · Doc's,
Doc's, Dairy-Rite,
Dairy-Rite, Kile's,
Kile's, or
or
off campus.
5.

shorts and
and halters
halters are
are to
to be
be worn
worn when
when
Bathing suits, or shorts
sunbathing.
sunbathing.

6.

inside skirts
skirts unless
unless definitely
definitely made
made
Blouses are to be worn inside
to be worn outside.

girls may
may wear
wear either
either slacks,
slacks, peddle
peddle
7. For riding a bicycle, girls
pushers, jeans or riding pants.
pants. Skirts
Skirts and
and bermudas
bermudas may
may
be worn when riding a girls'
girls' bicycle.
bicycle.

CONDUCT;
CONDUCT:
1. Students are not to
to talk
talk out
out of
of windows
windows or
or from
from upper
upper
story porches to passers-by.
passers-by.
2.

Students are not to
to cut
cut campus
campus except
except in
in front
front and
and back
back
of Cleveland and the lot in front
fron t of
of the
the library
library unless
unless
otherwise informed.

3.

Students are not to walk
walk in
in driveways
driveways where
where parallel
parallel sidesidewalks are provided.

4.

Clothes are not to be
be hung
hung in
in windows
windows to
to dry.
dry.

in parked
parked cars
cars with
with dates
dates after
after dark.
dark.
5. Girls are not to sit in
6.

Smoking is not permitted
permitted in
in the
the following
following places:
places :
a. Dining Hall
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b.
c.
d.
e.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11
11..
12.

Post Office
Room s
Class Rooms
Drug Stores
Dx-ug
places, except
except in
m restaurants
restaurants
Downtown in public places,
and theater lounges.
f. Music practice rooms
taken and
and assembly
assembly has
has started,
started, students
students
After roll is taken
out of
of their
their seats,
seats, or
or leave
leave. assembly.
assembly.
aare
re not to get out
not to
to sit
si t or
or stand
stand in
in dormitory
dormitory windows
w indows
Students are not
in front of
of the
the college.
college.
nor on the walls in
Dates are not to
to walk
walk on
on sidewalks
sidewalks behind
behind sorority
sorority
houses.
sit on porches
porches of
of Alumnae,
Alumnae, Junior,
J unior,
houses. Dates may sit
Logan, and sorority houses.
be given
given for
for failing
failing to
to sign
sign out
out correctly
correctly
Penalties will be
and completely.
N OT TO
TO DANCE
DANCE ON
ON CAMPUS
CAMPUS
STUDENTS ARE NOT
ON SUNDAY.
T O LEAVE
LEAVE HER
HER DORMITORY
DORMITORY BEBENO GIRL IS TO
6 :00 A.M.
FORE 6:00

Dormitory Personnel
P ersonnel
1. The Dormitory Council
Council is
is aa self-contained
self-contained unit
unit consistconsistby the
the college
college administration,
administration, aa
ing of a hostess provided by
president, and
and from
from two
two to
to six
six
president, an assistant president,
of all regulations
regulations affecting
affecting the
the living
living
proctors, in charge of
of the resident group. This
This group
g roup meets
meets every
every two
two weeks
weeks
of group
group living.
living.
to discuss problems of
2.

E ach member of
of the
the dormitory
dormitory isis responsible
responsible for
for cocoEach
Dormitory Council,
Council, the
the Dean
Dean of
of FreshF reshoperation with the Dormitory
man Women,
\Vomen, the Dean
D ean of Women,
\Vomen, and
and the
the President
President of
of
the College to promote the
the wholesome
wholesome welfare
welfare of
of all
all
women in her dormitory.
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l3. Each dormitory hostess
hostess isis aa counselor
counselor working
working in
in cocoD ormitory Council,
Council, the
the Dean
Dean of
of FreshFreshoperation with the Dormitory
Dean of
of Women,
\>\!omen, and
and the
the President
President of
of
man Women, the Dean
promote the
the wholesome
wholesome welfare
welfare of
of all
all
the College to promote
dormitory.
women in her dormitory.
Council may
may give
give call-downs
call-clowns and
and plain
plain
4. The Dormitory Council
campus as penalties for
fo r violations.
violations. If
If the
the case
case isis serious
serious
penalty by
by strict
strict campus,
campus, itit should
should be
be
enough to warrant a penalty
referred to the Student
Student Council.
Council.
administered to
to students
students who
wh o are
are late
late rere5. Penalties are administered
turining to dormitories,
dormitories, (less
(less than
than 15
15 minutes
minutes by
by the
the
House Council; over IS
15 minutes
minutes by
by Student
Student Council).
Council) .

Fire Drills
The Fire Department
Department officers
officers and
and their
their duties
duties are
are set
set forth
forth
Government Constitution.
Constitution. Fire
Fire drill
drill instrucinstrucin the Student Government
posted in each
each dormitory.
dormitory. In
In dormitory
dormitory meetings
meetings
tions are posted
instructions are
are discussed
discussed for
for clear
clear understanding
understanding
fire drill instructions
performance. Fire
F ire drills
drills are
are held
held in
in each
each dormidormiand correct performance.
tory at irregular
irregula r times.
is sounded,
sounded, each
each student
student shall:
shall :
When the alarm is

1. Close windows, leave
leave shades
shades up,
up, turn
turn on
on the
the light,
light, put
put
leave door
door open.
open.
on coat and shoes, leave

2. Go quickly, using proper
proper exit.
exi t.
3.

answering roll
roll call.
call.
Be prompt in answering

4. Refrain from laughing
laughing or
or talking
talking during
during fire
fire drill.
drill.
at proper
proper signal.
signal.
5. Return to room at

Only the appointed fireman
fi reman shall
shall sound
sound the
the alarm,
alarm, except
except
in case of fire.
f ire. No
No one
one may
may be
be excused
excused from
from aa fire
f ire drill.
drill.
.SR
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Housekeeping Standards
High standards of care and management in dormitory rooms
protect health, make efficent study possible, encourage good
friendships, and create a desirable atmosphere for self-respecting members of a group. MARRING OF WALLS OR
MISUSE OR DAMAGE OF EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
BY THE COLLEGE IS NOT PERMITTED. FINES ARE
COLLECTED FOR DAMAGES.
1. Rooms are subject to inspection at any time by the dormitory hostess or director of dormitories.
2. Sub-standard housekeeping brings a call-down from the
House Council or director of dormitories.
3. Pictures are to be hung from the molding. No tacks or
scotch tape is to be used on the walls. Scotch tape, rather
than tacks or nails, should be used on the doors. Students
may not paint or redecorate walls or furniture without
permission from the Business Manager.
4. Students are not permitted to move furniture from one
room to another. Rearrangement of furniture within a
room is permitted.
5. Students are not to put soft drink bottles, boxes, trash,
or other debris in the halls.
6.

Students using the kitchenettes must leave them clean and
neat.
7. Students must not leave wet clothing to dry in comthere ..
munity baths and laundry supplies are not stored there.

8.
8. Students may not use in their rooms inflammable substances or any electrical appliances except radios and
hand hair dryers.
9.

On leaving school, students are expected to leave their
rooms clear of clothing, furnishings, and trash.
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10. Washing machines are provided
provided for
for students
studen ts to
to use.
use. StuStudents are urged to
to use
use them
them properly.
prope rl y.

Pets
Pets
perm itted on the
the campus.
campus.
No pets are permitted
Quiet Hours
Hours for study and personal
personal work
work in
in the
the dormitories
dormitories are
are
observed from 7:00
7 :00 P.M.
P .M. to
to 10:00
10:00 P.M.
P .M. daily
daily except
except Saturday
Saturday
use of
of musical
musical instruments
instruments which
which
and Sunday evenings. The use
disturb others is
is not
not permitted
permitted during
during study
study hours.
hours. Lights
Lights
must be turned out by
by 12
12 ;00
:00 midnight
midnight in
in dormitories
dormitories for
for
11 :00 P.M.
P.M. in
in dormitories
dormitories for
for freshfreshupperclassmen and by 11:00
men, except on Saturday nights
nights when
when all
all lights
lights must
m ust be
be
turned out by 12:30
12 :30 A.M.
A.M. On
On nights
nights of
of formal
fo rmal dances
dances at
at
Madison, regulations
regulation s for lights
lights will
will be
be posted
posted in
in the
the dormidormito rie s.
tories.

Smoking
Smoking is permitted in dormitories,
dormit ories, social
social centers,
centers, recreation
recreation
room s, halls
hall s of
of Reed
Reed during
during intermission
intermi ssion
rooms, campus rest rooms,
of formal
forma l dances,
dances, and in restaurants.
restaurants.

Vacations
Allll dormitories are closed during
A
during the
the Thanksgiving,
Thanksgiving, ChristChristmas, and Easter vacations.
vacations. Students
Students must
must be
he out
out of
of the
the
dormitories by 3:50
3 :50 P.M.

MISCELLANEOUS
Laundry
Each article sent to
Each
to the
the laundry
laundry must
must be
be marked
marked with
with
stud
student's
ei1t's name. Clothes having
having collars
collars should
should have
have owner's
owner's
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name on underside of collar or collar band. Garments which
do not have collars must be marked where owner's name can
be readily seen by employees in College
College, laundry. "Iron-on"
name tapes may not be used, as they come off in laundering
process. The College laundry will refuse any article sent to
the laundry if improperly marked by owner in any waj'.
way.

Lost And Found
r ticles are turned in to the office of the
Lost and found aarticles
Dean of Women. Losses are to be reported promptly to the
Chairman of the Honor Council.

Tennis

~

Tennis courts of the college are open daily in appropriate
:30 P.M.
weather (except on Sundays, when the hours are 22:30
to 7:00
7 :00 P
.M.)
P.M.)
Reservations for specific hours may be made on the main
mam
bulletin board in Reed Hall.
Students and guests may play tennis if proper tennis attire
;~ttire
is worn.

I

Visitors On Campus
1.

Overnight guests
guest s are welcome on week ends. They aare
re
registered with the dormitory hostess who will notify the
office of the Dean of vVomen.
he same
Women. Guests will observe tthe
regulations as students. A charge of $1.50 a night for
f or an
overnight guest is paid to the dormitory hostess or the director of dormitories.

2. Alumnae
2.
A lumnae of the college are always welcome and are
not charged for room accommodations for a period not
exceeding two days. Those who remain for a longer period
will be charged the regular rate of $1.50 per day.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS
I.

ASSOCIATIONS
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS

Student Government Association
Association

Helen Warren

HELEN WARREN

Helen Warren
President
President
Barbara Cooley
CooLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
Vice-President
Winnie
WI NNIE Brown
BROWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Secretary
Secre tm·y
Sharon Keith
SHARON
KEITH ... . .. ..• . ... •...... .. . . . . . .... . .. Treasurer
Treasurer
}Judy
UDY Vought
VouGHT .... . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . Recorder
R ecorde1· of
of Points
Points
Joan Lambert
}OAN
LAMBERT .... .. • . . . . . . . .. .• . . .... Editor
Editor of
of Handbook
Handbook
Stuart Brooks
STUART
BROOKS . . . . . . . . . . Chairman
Chairman of
of Standards
Standards Committee
Committee
Beth Morris
BETH
MoRRIS .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chairman
Chairman of
of Social
Social Committee
Co111mittee
Nancy
NANCY Sydnor
SYDNOR ... .... . .. Chairman
Chairman of
of Recreation
Recreation Committee
Committee
Nora
NoRA Jane
}ANE Roberts
RoBERTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . ... . • Fire
Fire Chief
Chief
Winifred Jones
WINIFRED
}ONES . . . . . . ....• . . . . . . . . . . . Chairman
Cha irman of
of Ushers
Ushers
Dean E. L. Tolbert,
DEAN
ToLBEin, Dean
DEAN Ruth
RuTH Jones
}oNEs Wilkins,
vVILKINs, Dean
DEA N
Dorothy Garber,
DoROTHY
GARBER, Dr.
DR. Charles
CHARLES G.
G . Caldwell,
CALDWELL, and
AND Miss
Mis s
Annette Wilcox
ANNETTE
vVJLCOX .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Advisers
Advisers
HELEN WARREN ... . .. • . . . . • . . . . .• . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
BARBARA
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The Honor Council
Council

President
Harriet Harnsberger

HARRIET HARNSBERGER

Vice-President

Allene Cross

ALLENE CROSS

Secretary
Betty Hundley

BETTY HUNDLEY

Advisers
DINGLEDINE
Dr. Raymond C. Dingledine
DR.
WILLIAM L. Mengebier
MENGEBIER
Dr. William

DR. RAYMOND

Harriet
HARRIET Harnsberger
HARNSJlERGER

\Vhat does the word
word "honor"
"honor" mean
mean on
on the
the Madison
l\Iadison College
College
What
campus??
campus
The Honor System was created
created by
by Madison
Madison College
College stustudents to foster high ideals
ideals of
of integrity
integrity and
and straightforwardstraightforwardness in conduct, thought,
thought, and
and speech.
speech. Since
Since itit isis the
the work
work of
of
students, they believe
believe that
that every
every person
person who
who enrolls
enrolls at
at MadiMadison will be proud to belong
belong to
to an
an organization
organization which
which will
will not
not
tolerate lying, cheating, and
and stealing.
stealing. Each
Each new
new student
student comes
comes
into possession of aa coveted
coveted heritage—something
heritage-something that
that grows
grows
stronger with the years.
years. In
In order
order to
to strengthen
strengthen it,
it, and
and to
to
leave to those that follow
follow aa mighty
mighty tradition
tradition of
of honest
honest dealdealing with one another, each
ing
each student
student must
must give
give his
his full
full coopcooperation to those elected
elected representatives
representatives of
of the
the student
student body
body
responsibility of
of enforcing
enforcing the
the Honor
Honor Code.
Code.
who have the responsibility
To do otherwise would
would be
be to
to violate
violate one's
one's personal
personal integrity.
integrity.
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Athletic Association
?<resident
President
Martha Talman

MARTHA TALMAN

Vice-President
Vice-Presideni
Ellen Ashton

ELLEN AsHTON

Secretary
Joan Flora

JoAN FLORA

Treasurer
Treast.t?'er
Gail Matthews

GAIL MATTHEWS

Martha Talman

MARTHA TALMAN

The purpose of this
this organization,
organization, founded
founded in
in March,
March, 1910,
1910,
is to encourage and stimulate
stimulate the
the students'
students' interests
interests as
as parparticipants in athletic
athletic games
games and
and sports,
sports, to
to promote
promote good
good
sportsmanship, and to cultivate
cultivate aa spirit
spirit of
of cooperation
cooperation and
and
fellowship
fellowship..
Under the new constitution, th,e
the members
members of
of the
the council
council
are officers of the
the A.A.; class
class representatives;
representatives; student
student intraintramural coordinator; student
student extramural
extramural coordinator;
coordinator; intraintramural committee composed of
of sports
sports leaders
leaders inin basketball,
basketball,
hockey, water sports,
sports, softball,
Softball, badminton,
badminton, archery,
archery, table
table
tennis, volleyball, tennis, dance,
dance, fencing,
fencing, and
and golf;
golf; extramural
extramural
committee composed · of club presidents
presidents in
in fencing,
fencing, modern
modern
dance, Porpoise, and Mercury
Mercury Clubs,
Clubs, and
and the
the managers
managers of
of
the extramural teams. The council's
council's regular
regular meeting
meeting hours
hours
are every other Tuesday
Tuesday night
night at
at 6:45
6:45 P.M.
P.M. inin the
the A.A.
A.A.
room in Alumnae Hall.
There are intramural
intramural and
and extramural
extramural sports
sports programs
programs
which afford each girl
girl an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to take
take part
part inin the
the
various athletic activities
activities on
on campus.
campus. These
These programs
programs ininclude hockey, basketball,
basketball, volleyball,
volleyball, archery,
archery, badminton,
badminton,
s, golf,
tennis, swimming, softball,
Softball, table
table tenni
tennis,
golf, and
and fencing.
fencing.
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Association
Young Women's Christian Association
President
VIRGINIA MOFFETT
Virginia
Moffett
Vice-President
BARBARA BISHOP
Barbara
Bishop
Secretary
5"
ecretary
MARY Ton
Mary
Tod

Treasurer
T1·eOJSttrer
Jo Artz
ARTZ
Advisers
1f
RS. Agness
AG NESS DINGLEDIN
Mrs.
DingledineE
AXD MRS.
M
R. and
Mr.
Mrs. BENJAMIN
Benjamin .
'vV. Partlow
PARTLOW
W.
Virginia MOFFETT
Moffett
VIRGINIA
MR. Clyde
C LYDE P. SHORTS
Mr.
Shorts
The Y. W
W.. C. A
A.. endeavors
endeavors to
to lead
lead students
students into
into aa richer
richer
college life by helping
d more
helping them
them fin
find
more adequate
adequate relationrelationand their
their fellow
fellow students.
students. ItIt isis the
the aim
aim ofof
ships with God and
the "Y" to promote
promote growth
growth in
in Christian
Christian faith
faith and
and character
character
and in the realization
realization of
of one's
one's responsibilities
responsibilities toto society.
society.
To help carry this
this out,
out, the
the YY undertakes
undertakes aa program
program ofof
a wide variety of
of activities
activities each
each year,
year, some
some of
of which
which are
are
the Big Sister-Little
Sister-Little Sister
Sister program,
program, Candlelight
Candlelight Service
Service inin
the early fall,
fall. Freshman
Freshman "Y",
"Y", HHalloween
Party, Kid
Kid Party
Party atat
alloween Party,
Christmas, Christmas
Christmas Pageant,
Pageant, Easter
Easter Sunrise
Sunrise Service,
Service, Dorm
Dorm
Devotion s, Saturday night
spiration, and
igious emphasis
Devotions,
night sing
singspiration,
and rel
religious
emphasis
and Sunday
Sunday nvespers
are two
two ofof the
the
week. Friday Chapel and
spers are
highlights of the
the week
week for
for students
students and
and faculty
faculty alike.
alike.
It is the goal of
of the
the "Y"
"Y" to
to he
help
each student
student find
find the
the
lp each
and, somewhat,
somewhat, to
to her
her social
social needs
needs inin
answer to her spiritual and,
may lead
lead the
the most
most abundant
abundant life
life possible
possible bot
both
order that she may
h
while in college and
and thereafter.
thereafter.
meeting time
time ffor
the Y.
Y. W
W.. C.C. A.
A. Cabinet
Cabinet
The scheduled meeting
or the
is each Wednesday
:45 P.
~1. , in
Wednesday night
night at
at 66:45
P.M.,
in the
the "Y"
"Y" room
room inin
Alumnae Hall.
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II.

MEN'S ASSOCIATIONS

Men's Student
Student Government Organization
President
JoHN
John BucHANAN
Buchanan

Vice-President
LARRY
Larry BOHNERT
Bohnert

Con·espon.dino
Corresponding Secretary
GENE
Gene PFOUTZ
Pfoutz

Reco1·ding
Recording Secretary
GENE
DRIVER
Gene Driver

Treasure1'
Treasurer
Bon
Bob MrLLER
Miller

Reco1·der of Points
Recorder
ELBERT
Elbert STRICKLER
Strickler
Adviser
A dviser
DR.
Dr. EE.. L. TOLBERT,
Tolbert, Dean
of Students

]OHN
BUCHANAN
John Buchanan

CONSTITUTION OF THE MEN'S STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION
PREAMBLE
Preamble
We, the Men Students of :'viadison
Madison College, in order to form
a more representatiYe
representative union, to promote the welfare of the
student body and the college as a whole, and to insure the
democratic right of self government, do hereby ordain and
establish this Constitution of the Men's Student Government
Coll ege, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
Virg inia.
Organization of Madison College,
A.

ARTICLE
Article I
A ll Executive power herein ggranted
ranted shall be under the
All
direction of the Executive Committee, which shall be
composed of the officers of the Organization, elected as
hereinafter provided.
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Committee shall
shall be
be composed
composed of:
of:
B. The Executive Committee
1. A President
2. A Vice-President
3. A Secretary of Correspondence
Correspondence
4. A Recording Secretary
Secretary
5. A Treasurer
C. The annual elections
elections for the
the officers
officers of
of the
the Executive
Executive
Committee shall be held no later
later than
than the
the first
first week
week in
in
by secret
secret ballot,
ballot, aa candidate
candidate being
being
April. Voting shall be by
elected to each office upon
upon aa plurality
plurality by
by the
the students
students
present and voting in the
the election.
election. There
There must
must be
be at
at
least a quorum voting in the
the election.
election.
N aminating Committee:
Committee:
D. The Nominating
1. Shall be composed of not
not less
less than
than three
three (3)
( 3) seniors
seniors
President of
of the
the Organization.
Organization.
appointed by the President
2. Shall nominate at least
least two
two (2)
(2) candidates
candidates for
for each
each
office of the Executive Committee.
Committee.
3. Shall present the names
names of
of the
the candidates
candidates at
at the
the
regular meeting prior to
to the
the election
election of
of new
new officers.
officers.
presented by
by the
the Nominating
Nominating ComCom4. Any candidate presented
mittee must have an academic average
average of
of not
not less
less than
than
2.00.
5.
presented by
by the
the Nominating
Nominating ComCom5. Any candidate presented
mittee and not elected
elected to
to the
the office
office for
for which
which nomnomfrom the
the floor
floor for
for any
any
inated, may be nominated from
other office.
6. Any other nominations
nominations from
from the
the floor
floor must
must be
be prepresented in petition form by
by one-tenth
one-tenth (1/10)
( 1/10) of
of the
the
men students.
students. This petition
petition shall
shall be
be presented
presented to
to the
the
nominating committee at least
least five
five (5)
(5) days
days before
before
election.
E. Any member of the
the Executive
Executive Committee,
Committee, except
except the
the
President and the
the Vice-President
Vice-President of
of the
the Organization,
Organization,
may be removed from
f rom office
office upon
upon aa decision
decision of
of the
the
Student Court,
Court. Charges may
may be
be preferred
preferred by
by any
any niemniem-
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ber of the Organization. The President and/or the VicePresident of the
th e Organization may be removed from office
two-thi rd s (2/3) of the men students.
upon the vote of two-thirds
F.

In the event the
th e office of the President be vacated, the
Vice-President shall succeed to that office, becoming
President and assuming
a ssuming all the powers and responsibilities
of that office. If the office of the President and the
Vice-President become vacated, there shall be a general
election to fill those offices vacated. In cases of emergency during the absence of the President and the VicePresident of the Organization, the Secretary of CorresOrgani zapondence shall be the presiding officer of the Organization
t ion;; if the Secretary of Correspondence be also absent,
Reco rdin g
the Recording Secretary shall preside; if the Recording
Secretary be also absent, the Treasurer shall
~ hall preside.

G.
T he nominees for the offices of President and ViceG. The
O rganization shall be academic Juniors
Juni ors
President of the Organization
r esidence.
with at least one year's residence.

1.

duties :
Officers and their duties:
President
a. To call and preside over all meetings of the
Organiza
tion.
Organization.
t he men singly or as a group in
b. To represent the
any grievance or desire
de sire which would demand the
a dministrative group.
attention of any administrative
c. To appoint such committees as might be necessary
c.
to carry out projects set forth by the men students organization,
organization.
m the handling of all
d. To take an unbiased view in
situations.
e. To attend, upon
upon- request, any trial or
o r meeting of
any faculty council
counci l or group of the Student
Government, or of the honor council.
f. To be chairman of the Men's Student Court.
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Vice-President
a. To carry out the duties
duties of
of the
the President
President in
in case
case
of his absence, resignation, or
or removal
removal from
from office.
office.
T o attend to matters
matters requested
requested by
by the
the President
President
b. To
of the Organization.
Secretary of Correspondence
Correspondence
meetings of
of the
the Organization
Organization in
in
a. To preside over meetings
case of the absence of
of the
the President
President and
and the
the
Vice-President.
b. To send out all
all notices
notices and
and news
news letters
letters conconcerning the men students.
students.
c. To provide for all correspondence
correspondence pertaining
pertaining to
to
the Organization upon request
request of
of the
the President.
President.
Recording Secretary
a. To preside over the
the meetings
meetings of
of the
the Organization
Organization
in case of the absence
absence of
of the
_the President,
President, the
the ViceVicePresident, and the Secretary
Secretary of
of Correspondence.
Correspondence.
b. To record the minutes of
of all
all meetings.
meetings.
c. To attend, upon request
request of
of the
the President,
P resident, any
any
meetings the President
President has
has to
to attend
attend to
to take
take notes
notes
on action taken at such meetings.
meetings.
Treasurer
a. To
T o preside over meetings
meetings of
of the
the Organization
O rganization in
in
case of the absence of the
the President,
President, the
th e ViceVicePresident, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Correspondence,
Correspondence, and
and
tthe
he Recording Secretary.
Secretary.
b. To handle all
a ll money
money for the
th e Organization.
Organization.
c. To pay all authorized
a uthori zed bills
bills incurred
incurred by
by the
the OrOrganization.
d. To see to the collection
collection of
of all
all bills
bills for
for the
the OrOrganization.
ganization,
e. To assist the President
P resident in
in the
the handling
handling of
of any
any
business arrangements for the
the Organization.
Organization.
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f.

financial statement
statement to
to the
the OrganizaOrganizaTo submit a financial
tion within forty-eight (48)
( 48 ) hours
hours of
of request
request for
for
such statement.
g. To see to the auditing
auditing of
of the
the books
books at
a t the
the close
close
of the winter school
school year.
year.
h. To
T o be chairman of the
the Financial
Financial Committee.
Committee.
H.

Before any officer of the
the Organization
Organization can
can exercise
exercise any
any
of the powers or duties
duties of
of his
his office,
office, he
he shall
shall take
take the
the
office, to
to be
be administered
administered by
by the
the outoutfollowing oath of office,
going respective officer at
at the
the meetings
meetings provided
provided for
for
this purpose.
"I (state name), do hereby
hereby affirm
affirm that
that II will
will execute
execute
the duties of the office of
of (state
(state office),
office) , of
of the
the Men's
Men's
Student Government Organization
Organization to
to the
the best
best of
of my
my
preserve and
and uphold
uphoid the
the ConConability, and will protect, preserve
Student Government
Government Organization
Organization
stitution of the Men's Student
of Madison College."

ARTICLE
Article II
The Student Court
E lection, Powers,
Powers, Duties
Duties and
and Vacancies;
Vacancies:
A. Composition, Election,
1. There shall be a Student
Student Court
Court composed
composed of
of nine
nine
(9) members: the President
President of
of the
the Organization,
Organization,
the Senior
Senior class,
class,
Chairman, three (3) members from the
two (2) members from the
the Junior
Junior class,
class, two
two (2)
( 2)
f rom the Sophomore class,
class, and
and one
one (1)
(1)
members from
member from the Freshman class.
2. Members other than the
the Chairman
Chairman shall
sha ll be
be elected
elected
by the members of their respective
respective classes
classes within
within
two (2) weeks after the
the installation
installation of
of the
the officers
officers
of the Organization, except
except the
the Freshman
Freshman representarepresentative shall be elected within
within four
four (4)
( 4) weeks
weeks after
after
the beginning of the Fall Session.
3. Members shall serve for
fo t· a term
term of
of one
one calendar
calendar year
year
unless re-elected.
re-elected.
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B.

4.

The court shall meet within
with in one week after its
election to designate the
th e time and place of its meetings.

5.

owing powers
The Student Court shall have the foll
following
and duties;
duties:
aa.. It shall consider cases of infringements of college
tradition, breaches of social etiquette, and all
matters contrary
contra ry to the best interest of the
college.
inal judgement as to the interinter b. It shall have ffinal
pretation of this Constitution.
air trial,
t rial, to
c. It shall have the power, after a ffair
affix such punishment as it may deem justifiable
j ustifiable
upon any member of the Organization found
guilty. A vote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Court
shall be required for conviction.
sha ll have the power of rendering
r endering decisions
d. It shall
on the constitutionality of any act or prospective
act covered
cover ed by this
thi s Constitution.
Constituti on.
Tt shall have the power to establish its own proe. It
cedu
r e, except that any hearing must be open,
cedure,
if the defendant desires.
f. All
.-\11 decisions of the Court are subject to approval
of the
t he College Administration. If a decision by
the Court is not satisfactory to the defendant,
an appeal may be taken to the F
aculty Judiciary
Faculty
Committee w
hose recommendation
r ecomm endation shall be subwhose
mitted to the P
r esident of the College for final
fi nal
President
decision.

6.

Special election fo
forr vacancies in the Student Court:
Upon the withdrawal
withdr awal or graduation
g raduation of a member of
the Court prior to the expiration of his term of
sen·ice,
service, a new member from the same academic
r espective class to serve
class shall be elected by l1is
his respective
the remainder of the unexpired
un expired term.

All faculty members and all students aare
re privileged
pr ivileged to
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charges, submit
submit reports,
reports, or
or request
request decisions
decisions or
or
prefer charges,
opinions before the
the Student
Student Court
Court concerning
concerning any
any matter
matter
within its jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
cooperate with
with the
the Women's
\Vomen's Student
Student
C. The Court will cooperate
Government Association and coordinated
coordinated punishment
punishment will
will
w hen the case
case involves
involves both
both male
male and
and female
f emale
be given when
students at Madison
l\[adi son College.
College.

A.

ARTICLE
Article III
All
A ll Legislative power herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall be
be under
under the
the
direction of the
the Student Council.
Council.

Council shall
shall be
be composed
composed of;
of :
B. The Student Council
1. The Executive Committee
Committee
2. The Student Court

C. The Student Council
Council shall
shall have
have the
the following
follo\\·ing powers
powers
and duties:
duties :
1. To engage in fund-raising
f und-raising activities
activities off
off campus
campus for
f or
the purpose
pu rpose of gaining
gaining revenue
r evenue for
fo r the
the maintenance
maintenance
of the Organization and
and to
to provide
provide for
fo r the
the general
general
welfare of the Organization.
Organization.
2. To enact rules and regulations
2.
regulations in
in all
a ll non-academic
non-academic
matters pertaining to men
men student
student activity,
activity, and
and shall
shall
have further powers to
to enact
enact such
such rules
rul es as
as may
may be
be
necessary to carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this ConConstitution,, subject to
stitution
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Organization.
O rgani zation.
3. To attend any
a ny meetings
m eetings called
called by
by the
the President.
P resident.

D. It
the duty
duty of
of each
each student
student to
to report
r eport to
to the
the
I t shall be
be the
Council any violation of
of the
t he regulations
regulations of
of the
the Men's
Men's
Student Government Organization.
Organization.
ARTICLE
Article IV
A. Membership
M embership
1. All
1.
A ll full-time
full -time men students
students (or
(or men
men students
students registered
registered
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for at least ten (10) hours
hours credit),
credit), shall
shall become
become
members of the Organization
Organization upon
upon registration.
registration.
2. All men ·Students
required to
to attend
attend all
all regular
regular
students are required
meetings of the Organization.
Organization.
a. All men will be allowed
allowed two
two cuts
cuts from
from the
the
regular-meetings
semester.
regular meetings each semester.
· b. Excuses for absences
absences must
must be
be presented
presented to
to the
the
President of the Organization in
in written
written form
fo rm
within one week of absence
absence or
or the
the absence
absence will
will
be recorded as a cut.
c. Men who have jobs that
that conflict
conflict "with
the regular
regular
with the
meeting hour will be excused
excused from
from attendance
attendance
the Men's
Meri's Student
Student GovernGovernby the President of the
ment Organization if the
the reason
reason is
is presented
presented in
in
written form.
d. All cases of overcutting
overcutting and
and unexcused
unexcused absences
absences
before the
the Men's
Men's Student
Student Court.
Court.
will be brought before
3. Regular meetings of the
the Organization
Organization shall
shall be
be held
held
at 12
:00 Noon on the first
first and
and third
third Mondays
Mondays of
of
12:00
each month, unless otherwise
otherwise directed
directed by
by the
the PresiP resimay be
be called
called by
by the
the PresiPresident. Special meetings may
dent at any time.
time. The record of
of actions
actions taken
taken at
at all
all
meetings shall be available
available to
to the
the entire
entire membership.
membership.

Article V

ARTICLE

Committees
A. Committees shall
A.
shall consist
consist of
of an
an odd
odd number
number of
of not
not less
less
than three (3) members.

B. There shall be a Constitutional
B.
Constitutional Committee
Committee appointed
appointed by
by
the President each year to
to read
read the
the Constitution
Constitution and
and
committee shall
shall handle
handle rererecommend revisions. This committee
the Organization
Organization for
for changes
changes in
in
quests of members of the
the Constitution.
C. There shall be the
the following standing
standing committees:
committees:
1. Activities Committee:
1.
Committee: to
to include
include those
those activities
activities not
not
concerned with athletics.
athletics.
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2.

to handle
handle all
all physical
physical education
ed ucation
Athletic Committee: to
softball, bowlbowlactivities, such as baseball,
baseball, basketball,
basketball, Softball,
ing, and any other athletic activities
activities which
which might
might
be requested.
3. A Financial Committee: to
to be
be composed
composed of
of two
two
(2) members of the Activities
Activities Committee,
Committee, two
two (2)
(2)
members of the Athletic Committee,
Committee, and
and the
the Treasurer
Treasurer
of the Men's Student Government Organization,
Organi zation, who
who
will act as Chairman of this
this committee.
committee.
D.

shall be
be elected
elected within
within two
two (2)
(2)
Standing Committees shall
weeks after the installation of
of the
the officers
officers of
of the
the OrOrthose Committees
Committees shall
shall be
be
ganization. Nominations for those
made from the floor.

Article VI

ARTICLE

Fi
nance
Finance
The Finance Committee is
is responsible
responsible for
for disbursements
disbur sements of
of
funds which are allotted to
to the
the Men's
Men's Student
Student Government
Government
Fee Committee.
Committee. A
A record
record of
of
Organization by the Campus Fee
these funds and disbursements shall
shall be
be kept
kept by
by the
the Treasurer
Treasurer
of the Organization in a separate
sepa rate account
account from
from other
other money
money
Government Organization.
Organization. All
All
collected by the Men's Student Government
expenditures of said other money
money shall
shall be
be made
made only
only upon
upon the
the
approval of the Finance Committee.
Committee.
ARTICLE
Article VII
Honor Council
A.. All members of the
A
the Organization
Organiza tion automatically
automatically belong
belong
and are expected
expected to
to live
live up
up to
to its
its
to the Honor System, and
principles.
principles.

B.

The men students are represented
represented on
on the
the Honor
Honor Council,
Council,
and these representatives are
are to
to be
be elected
elected within
within two
two
(2) weeks after
a f ter the installation
installation of
of the
the officers
officers of
of the
the
made by
by the
the nominatnominatOrganization. Nominations shall
shall be
be made
ing committee submitting twice
twice the
the number
number of
of candidates
candidates
as there are positions to
to be
be filled.
filled. Further
Further nominations
nominations
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must be presented in
in petition
petitiOn form,
form, by
by one-tenth
one-tenth (1/10)
( 1/10)
This petition
petition shall
shall be
be presented
presented to
to
of the men students. This
at least
least five
five (5)
( 5) days
days before
before
the nominating
n ominating committee at
the election.
L
Fo r further information
information about
about representation
representation and
and
1. · For
Council, refer
refer to
to the
the By-Laws
By-Laws
powers of the Honor Council,
HANDBOOK.
in the Handbook.
2.
Code shall
shall be
be read
read to
to the
the members
members of
of
2. The Honor Code
the Organization at the beginning
beginning of
of each
each school
school year
year
by a representative to
to the
the Honor
Honor Council
Council from
from the
the
:>.len's
Organization.
Men's Student Government Organization.
ARTICLE VI11
VIII
Article

Amendments and By-Laws
A. Recommendations and requests
requests for
for amendments
amendments to
to the
the
presented to
to the
the Constitutional
Constitutional
Constitution may be presented
Committee as provided for in
in Article
Article V,
V, B.
B.
B.

to this
this Constitution
Constitution shall
shall become
become valid
valid and
and
Amendments to
of this
this Constitution
Constitution through
through ratification
ratification
integral parts of
(2/3) majority
majori ty of
of the
the men
men students
students
by a two-thirds (2/3)
voting in an election
election called
called for
for that
that purpose.
purpose. Ratification
Ratification
shall not be valid unless
unless at
at least
least seventy-five
seventy-five (75)
(75) perperof the
the Organization
Organization vote
vote in
m the
the
cent of the members of
election.
C. In handling business,
business, decisions
decisions shall
shall be
be carried
carried by
by the
the
majority vote of members
members at the
the meeting.
meeting.
D. By-Laws: The order
order of
of the
the day
clay for
for aa meeting
meeting of
of the
the
Gove rnment Organization
Organization shall
shall be
be as
as
Men's Student Government
foll
ows:
follows:
1. Call to order.
2. Minutes
::>.1inutes of previous meeting.
meeting.
3. Corrections and approval
app roval of
of minutes.
minutes.
3.
business.
4. Old business.
5. Committee reports.
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6. New business.
7. Motion to adjourn.
adjourn.
8. Adjournment.
dispute concerning procedure
procedure of
of aa meeting,
meeting, the
the
In case of dispute
issue should be
be decided
decided by
by the
the rules
rules of
of Parlimentary
Parlimentary Law
Law
as set down in Robert's Rules
Rules of
of Order,
Order, revised
revised edition,
edition, ununby aa majority
majority of
of present
present members
members
less otherwise stipulated hy
of the Student Council.

Young Men's Christian
Christian Association
Association
President
Sonny Spinks
Vice-President
GENE
PFOUTZ
Gene Pfoutz
Secretm·y
Secretary
AL
Al Strickler
STRICKLER
TTeaszwer
Treasurer
SAM
Sam Outen
OUTEN
Chaplain
RICHARD
FoGLE
Richard Fogle
Advise·
rs
A
dvisers
DR
\IV.iLBERT Chappell
CHAPPELL
Dr. Wilbert
MR. Raus
R.-\US Hanson
HAN SO N
Mr.
SONNY SPINKS

-

Sonny Spinks

SONNY SPINKS

This Christian Association
Association welcomes
welcomes and
and seeks
seeks to
to include
include
in its fellowship all men
men in
in the
the institution,
institution, whether
whether student
student or
or
faculty, who are in sympathy
sympathy with
with the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this organorganization. In the fellowship
fellowship of
of the
the Christian
Christian church
church they
they seek
seek
the will
will of
of God
God through
through worship,
worship,
to understand and do the
study, and action, and strive
strive to
to realize
realize itit both
both in
in personal
personal
living and in working
working toward
toward aa new
new society.
society. The
The Y.M.C.A.
Y.M.C.A.
takes an active part
part in the
the annual
annual Christmas
Christmas Pageant
Pageant and
and FriFriday chapel.
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Ill
III.

PUBLICATIONS

The Breeze
Editm·-in-C hief
Editor-in-Chief
Patricia Nicholas

PATRICIA NICHOLAS

B1tsiness Manager
Business
MARILYN Thomas
THOM AS
Marilyn

Adviser
:-IR.
vV. A. Laughrun
LAUGHRUN
Mr. W.
Instructor in Journalism
and Director of Public
Relations

Patricia Nicholas

PATRlCIA NICHOLAS

The Breeze
B ·reeze is
is aa student-published
student-publi shed weekly
weekly newspaper.
newspaper. Its
Its
The
main functions
function s are
are to
to inform,
inform, entertain,
entertain, provide
provide aa medium
medium by
by
main
which students
students may
may voice
voice opinions
opinions and
and offer
offer students
students an
an opopwhich
and develop
develop journalistic
journalistic knowledge.
knowledge.
portunity to learn and
The
Ed
itor-inChief
and
the
Business
Manager of
of The
The
The Editor-in-Chief and the Business Manager
Breeze
are elected
elected by
by the
the student
student body
body for
for aa term
term of
of one
one
Breeze are
year. Members
Members of
of the
the editorial
editorial staff
staff are
are appointed
appointed by
by the
the
year.
Editor-in-Chief,
whi le the
the Business
Bu siness Manager
:tvianager selects
selects her
her asasEditor-in-Chief, while
sistant from
from aa group
group of
of volunteers.
volunteers. Since
Since The
The Breeze
Breeze isis the
the
sistant
college
paper, anyone
anyone desiring
desiring to
to work
work on
on its
its staff
sta ff need
need only
only to
to
college paper,
contact the Editor-in-Chief.
Editor-in-Chief.
The Breeze
Breeze is
is now
now in
in its
its thirty-sixth
thir ty-sixth year
year as
as aa Madison
Madis on
The
publication.
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The Schoolraa
Schoolma'am
am

Editor-in-Chief
Anne Lee Chapman

ANNE LEE C HAPM AN

Business Manager
Elizabeth Dawson

ELIZABETH DAWSON

Advisas
Advisers
Dr. Crystal Theodore
Mns Mona
MoNA Coffman
CoFFMAN
Mrs.

D H. CHYSTAL THEODOHE

ANNE Lee
LEE Chapman
CHAPM.~N
Anne

The Schoolma'am, Madison's
JI.Iadison's yearbook,
yearbook, enjoys
enjoys the
the distinction
distinction
been the
the first student
student publication
publication issued
issued at
at the
the
of having been
in its fiftieth
fiftieth year,
year, itit still
still maintains
maintains the
the
College. Now, in
preserving those
those memories—scenes
memories-scenes and
and events
events
purpose of preserving
accomplishments-which have
have made
made the
the year
year at
at Madison
Madison
and accomplishments—which
seem significant.
The Editor-in-Chief and
and the
the Business
Business Manager
Manager of
of The
The
elected in
in the
the annual
annual school
school elections.
elections. Each
Each
Schoolma'am are elected
classes elects
elects aa representative
representative to
to serve
serve as
as class
class
of the four classes
section. Other
Other members
members of
of the
the editorial
editorial staff
staff
editor for its section.
the Editor-in-Chief.
Editor-in-Chief.
are appointed by the

The Schoolma'am
School1na'am offices
offices are
are in
in Alumnae
Alumnae Hall.
Hall.
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IV.

CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS

Inter-Faith Council
The Inter-Faith Council is composed of the
the presidents
presidents of
of
the various church organizations on campus,
campus, their
their ministers,
ministers,
rom the
advisers, and a representative ffrom
the Y.M.C.A.
Y.M.C.A. and
and from
from
the Y.W.C.A.
Y.W. C.A. The purpose of the Council
Council isis to
to promote
promote aa
unified relationship among the campus church
church groups.
groups.
A regular meeting is held each month.
month.
PEGGY Crockett
CROCKETT • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • President
Peggy
President
DEAN Ruth
RuTH Jones
J oNEs Wilkins
WILKINS . • . • ••• • •• • ...•••• . ••••••••••••• Adviser
Dean
Adviser
Mr.
MR. George
GEORGE Raymond
RAYMOND Hicks
H I CKS .. •• ••••••.•.••••••• •••• •• ..•• •• Adviser
Adviser
MRs. Ruth
RUTH M.
M . Hofstra
HoFSTRA .•.••.. . . • . . . . • • • • . . •... .. • • • • • . . ..• Adviser
Adviser
Mrs.
Baptist Student Union
NANCY Gunter
GuNTER • •••••.•• • .••••••.•••• • ••••• • •••• • ••••••• • President
Nancy
President
Mrs.
MRS. Dennis
DENNIS Ryan
RYAN ••.•. •• ••••••••••••• • •• • .• • • • . • Student
Student Director
Director
Canterbury Club
CAROL Campbell,
CAMPBELL, Nancy
NANCY C. MooRE
Carol
Moore . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • . .• . Co-Presitdent
Co-Presidentss
MRs. Percy
PERCY Warren
\V ARREN • . • • . . • . • . • • . • . . • . • . • . • • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . Adviser
Mrs.
Adviser
MR. and
AND Mrs.
1\-!Rs. Alfred
ALFRED Eagle
EAGLE . ••• • • • ••••• •• • •••• •• •• • •••••• Advisers
Mr.
Advisers
Evangelical and Reformed Church
Evangelical United Brethren
Junior Sisterhood
Lutheran Student Association
SARAH Lindsey
L1 NDSEY • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . • . • . • • • . • • . • • President
Sarah
President
Mr.
Alexander ••.•• • •••• • . •••• . •• .•• . • • • Adv1'sers
Advisers
J\iR. and
AND Mrs.
MRs. Joseph
JosEPH ALEXANDER
Mr.
Sheets
Advisers
~fR . and
AND Mrs.
1\-fRs. Rudolph
RuDOLPH SH
EETS •••••••• • • • .••••• • ••••••••• Advisers
Newman Club
Peggy
PEGGY Crockett
CROCKETT • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • President
President
Father
Adviser
FATHER John
JoHN F.
F. McMahon
McMAHON •• • . • .••••. • • •• ••• ••••.• • .•••••• Adviser
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Schwarzenau Club
GARBER . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • . . . . •. • . . . • President
Pr eside1~t
Kitty Garber
MR.
AND Mrs.
MRs. Lawrence
LAWRENCE Hoover
H oovER . .......... . ... ... . . . . .... Advisers
Adviser.!
Mr. and
M
AND Mrs.
MRS. Olen
OLEN MILLER
Mr.R. and
Miller .. . . .. . . .. ..... . ...• .•....... . Advisers
KITTY

Wesley Foundation
CAROLYN Smith
SMITH
Carolyn
~!ISS
TITSWORTH
Miss Tits
worth

President
Adviser

Westminster Fellowship
Pres-ide1tt
Sandra Hull
President
J\IR.
AND Mrs.
MRs. Samuel
SAMUEL Shrum
SHRUM . ..... .. . .... .............. . . Advisers
Mr. and
Jib
.• No Mrs.
MRs. David
DAVID McCorkle
M cCORKLE ... ... .. ....... .. . .. ... . . . . Advisers
Mr.. and
s.-\NO RA H ULL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . •.• . . • . . . . .

V.

CHURCH DIRECTORY

ADVENTIST,
North High
High Street—The
Street-The Rev.
Rev. J.
J . G. Mitchell
Mitchell
Adventist, North
BAPTIST,
East Market
Market Street—The
Street-The Rev.
Rev. Lynn
Lynn C.
C. Dickerson
Dickerson
Baptist, East
Church of
Brethren, Water
CHURCH
oF the
THE BRETHREN,
\ :Vater Street—The
Street-The Rev.
Rev.
Robert
Sherfy
Robert Sherfy
Church of
CHURCH
O>" Christ,
CHRIST, East
E ast Market
Market Street—The
Street- The Rev.
R ev. John
John E.
E.
Grasty
Grasty
Church
Harold
C
H U RCH of
OF the
THE Nazarene—The
NAZARENE- T h e Rev.
Rev. H
arold Headows
Headows
622 Roosevelt
Roosevelt Street
Street
622
EPISCOPAL,
South l\Iain
S treet- The Rev.
Rev. Francis
Francis Bayard
Bayard Rhein
Episcopal, South
Main Street—The
Rhein
EvANGELICAL
AND REFORMED-South
M.-in Street—The
Street-The Rev.
R ev.
Evangelical and
Reformed—South Main
Edward Taylor
EvANGELICAL
UNITED Brethren—West
BRETHREN-West Market
Street-The R
ev.
Evangelical United
Market Street—The
Rev.
ames A.
A. Swain
Swain
JJames
Hebrew, North
Main Street—Student
HEBREW,
North Main
Street- Student Rabbi
Rabbi
Lutheran,
Rev. Dickson
L
u THERAN, East
East Market
M arket Street—The
Street- The Rev.
Dickson W.
W . Taylor
Taylor
Mennonite, Chicago
l\lENNONITE,
Chicago Avenue—The
Ave nue- The Rev.
Rev. Harold
H arold Eshleman
Eshleman
Methodist, South
The
METHODIST,
South Main
M ai n Street—
StreetThe Rev.
Rev. James
James M.
M. Turner
Turner
Peoples Church,
PEOPLES
CHURCH, South
South Main
l\'l ain Street—The
Street- The Rev.
Rev. Lloyd
Lloyd Gochenour
Gochenour
Presbyterian, North
North Court
Rev. L.
PRESBYTERIAN,
Court Square—The
S quare- The Rev.
L. Randolph
Randolph
Harrison
Harrison
Roman
R
o><AN Catholic,
CATHOLIC, North
Nor th Main
Main Street—Father
Street-Father John
John C.
C. McMahon
McMahon
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VI.
YI.

CLASSES

Senior Class
Ann CCarol
Younkins
AtlOL Y
ouNK IKS . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Barbara Culler
Vice-President
V
·ice-President
Mary LEF.
Lee HATHAWAY
Hathaway .. . . .... .•. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Secrptary
Secretary
MARY
Louise
BrookingG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . T1·eas·
Treasurer
Lou
i SE BROOKIN
n re1·
Annie LEE
Lee JJernigan
Reporter
ANNIE
ERNIGA N . . . . . . . .... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... Reporte1·
Kay Daggy
Business Manage1·
Manager
KAY
DAGGY •.. . . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Bttsiness
Mr. and
Mrs.
William J.
J. DELONG,
DeLong^ JJrR. . . . . . . . . . ..Sponsors
::\IR.
AND MR
s . WILLTAM
S ponsors
AN N

BARBARA CuLLER . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. • •...•... • .

Junior Class
Jean
Harrison
President
TEA N HA
RRI SO){ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... . . . . . . President
Barbara .TJacobs
A COBS . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . Vice-President
Ellen RAINES
Raines ... . . . . . . . . . • ...•. .. . . ... • .. .... ... Secretary
ELLEN
Martha M
McManaway
Treasurer
MARTHA
c MA NAW AY .. . •. . . ... .. . . . . . ... . . .... T1·eas~wer
Faye M
Morgan
Reporter
FAYE
o RGAN ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. .. ..... . . . . . .. R
eporte·r
Carolyn M
Musser
Parliamentarian
CAROLYN
usSER . ... . . ... ... . .... . . ... .. . Padiamentcwiau
Dr.. .and
Mrs. LESTER
Lester S.
S. BucHEH
Bucher . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . Sponsors
Sponsors
DR
AND Mns.
BARBARA

I!

Sophomore Class
!

Alma Brown . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .... . . . . . . .. ?'·
President
resident
Billie Jean Cook . .. ... ..•• . . .• . . . . . . .... . . VVice-President
ice-President
Stinson .. .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • ...• .. ... . . . . . Secreta~·)•
Secretary
JJune
uNE SnxsoN
Sally
Ann LAWRENCE
Lawrence . ... . •• . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Treasw·er
Treasurer
SA
LLY ANN
KittyY RoGFRS
Rogers
Reporter
KrTT
... ... . .. . •. . .. ... .... .• . . . . .. Repo1·te1·
Dr.. and
Mrs.
E. L. ToLBERT
Tolbert . . . . .. • .... . . . . .... . . SSponsors
DR
AND M
tl S . E.
ponsors
ALMA B ROW K

B tLLT E _TE:IN CooK

Freshman Class
After stud
students
have had
had aa chance
chance to
to get
get acquainted
acquainted with
with
After
ents have
each other,
other, the
the officers
officers of
of the
the Freshman
Freshman class
class are
are elected,
elected, aa
each
fall.
ll.
month after school opens in the fa
81
81
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VII.
VII.

CLUBS
DANCE CLUBS

Cotillion Club
Club
Blue-Stone Cotillion
Blue-Stone Cotillion Club,
Cl ub, the
the oldest
oldest dance
dance club
club on
on campus,
campu s,
is beginning its twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth year.
year. Throughout
Throughout the
the year
year itit
will sponsor a cabaret dance,
dance, aa formal
formal dance
dance week
week end,
end, aa
se rvice project,
project, and
and aa picnic
picnic at
at the
the end
end
jazz concert, a social service
of the year to honor the
the seniors.
seniors. Cotillion
Cotillion also
also assists
assists with
with
the May Day Dance.
Dance.
Bids to Cotillion are sent
sen t out
out each
each fall
fall to
to seniors,
seniors, juniors
juniors
and sophomores and in the
the spring
spring invitations
invitations go
go out
out to
to
second semester freshmen.
For Mid-Winters for the
the past
past three
three years,
years, Cotillion
Co tillion and
and
German have joined
joined to
to sponsor
sponsor aa full
full dance
dance week-end.
week-end. Last
Last
year Dean Hudson and
and his
his orchestra
orchestra were
were featured
featured with
with the
the
theme, Southern Serenade. Completing
Completing the
the week-end
week-end was
was an
an ininformal dance with a combo Friday
Friday evening,
evening, aa jazz
jazz concert
concert
Saturday and the formal
formal dance
dance Saturday
Saturday evening.
evening.
To further
f urther an enjoyable social
social life
life on
on the
the campus
campus isis
Cotillion's prime purpose.
KESTERSON
Wilda Kesterson

WILDA

DR.
Dr.

• • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . .

AND Mrs.
MRs. Glenn
GLENN
and

ADVISERS
ADVISERS
DR .
S"ITH
C. Smith
Dr.

President
President

AND Mrs.
MRs. Charles
CHARLES CaldWell
CALDWELL
and

German Club
The German Club, which
which is
is beginning
beginning its
its twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh
year on campus, has as
as its
its objective
objective the
the furthering
furthering of
of ininand aa variety
variety of
of other
other social
social activities.
activities.
terest in dancing and
Bids for membership are sent
sent out
out each
each year
year to
to seniors,
seniors, juniors,
juniors,
semester freshmen.
freshmen.
sophomores and second semester
The club begins each year with
with an
an informal
informal Cabaret
Cabaret Dance.
Dance.
Last September the
the club
club ventured
ven tured into
into an
an Ebb
Ebb Tide
Tide theme
theme
with the gym draped in
in fish
fish nets,
nets, and
and sea
sea shells
shells adorned
adorned each
each
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table. In March the
the German
German Club
Club brought
brought aa bit
bit of
of the
the Old
Old
South back to our campus
campus with
with SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN SERENADE,
SERENADE,
Dean
the season's mid-winter dance.
dance. Music
Mu sic was
was supplied
supplied by
by Dean
orches tra. This
This dance
dance was
was co-sponsored
co-sponsored by
by
Hudson and his orchestra.
the Cotillion Dance Club.
In addition to sponsoring dances,
dances, the
th e German
Ge~man Club
Club enjoys
enj oys aa
Christmas
Chri
stmas Tea, assists
a ssists with
with the
the May
May Day
Day and
and Commencement
Commencement
the Year's
Yea r's festivities
festivities are
are topped
topped off
off with
with aa gala
gala
Dances,
Dances, and the
picnic.
picnic.
Regular meetings are held on
on the
the first
first Wednesday
vVednesday of
of every
every
month.
month.
Allene
A LLE NE Cross
CR OS S . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . President
P resid ent
ADVISERS
ADVISERS
Dr. and
Mr.
DR.
AND Mrs.
MRs . R.
R. C.
C. Dingledine,
DI NGLEDI N E, Jr.
JR .
M R. and
AND Mrs.
MRS. Thomas
THOMAS Leigh
LEI GH

VIII.

DEPARTMENTAL
DEPARTMENTAL CLUBS
CLUBS

Alpha
Rho Delta
Delta
Alpha Rho

t

i

Alpha Rho Delta, the
the classical
classical club,
club, isis open
open to
to Latin
Latin students
students
and others interested in
in the
the fine
fine arts.
art s. Membership
::viembership isis by
by ininvitation and it must be
be maintained
maintained in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
constitution
constituti
on of the club. The
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this club
club isis to
to create
create
and appreciation
appreciation of
of the
the arts
arts and
and proproa better understanding and
mote a general interest in
in this
this field.
field .
The scheduled time
time for meetings
meetings isis the
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday of
of
each month.
month.
Jackie
J
AC K! E Jeffries
JEFFRI ES .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . .. .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .•. . . . . • . President
President
Mr. John
MR.
J o HN Stewart
STEWART •.• •• •••••• ••••••. • . •. .••• . ••• • •. .. • •• Adviser
Adv iser

Art Club
The Art Club consists of art
The
art majors
maj ors and
and minors
minors and
and other
other
students
in art.
art. The
The club
clu b
studen
ts who have a genuine
genuine interest
interest in
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annually sponsors an assembly program and the Miss 1IadiMadison Contest. It has exhibitions, sets high standards for floral
arrangements and poster construction, undertakes Christmas,
May Day, and dance decorating. By the participation
participati on of its
li fe it is creating a fuller
fu ller
members in all phases of campus life
appreciation of art at Madison.
The scheduled time for meetings
T
uesday of each month
Tuesday
month..

I S the first and third
is

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .President
Preside1~t
CRYSTAL Theodore
THEODORE
Dr. Crystal

DR.

. . . . . • . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

Adviser
Adviser

Association For Childhood Education
T
he Madison College Branch of the Association for
The
Childhood Education was formed
fo rmed for the purpose of bringing
together those girls who are especially interested in young
children and in elementary education. It is affiliated with
other national and world organizations concerned with child
welfare, development, and education. Membership is by inviE lementary Curriculum and Y Curtation to everyone in the Elementary
riculum.
The scheduled time for meetings is the second Thursday
in each month at 6:45 P.M.
ToMLISON .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .• . . . , . . • . . . President
Catherine Tomlison
President
Dr. RAYMOND
Raymond Poindexter
PoiNDEXTER . . .• . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . • ••. . • . • .. • .. . Adviser
Adviser

CATHERINE

DR.

The Curie Science Club
T
he purpose of the Curie Science Club is to establish and
The
maintain on campus an association of persons particularly
interested in science and scientific research, to provide for
social experience among its members. Membership is open
to second semester freshmen and upperclassmen majoring or
minoring in science who have a 2.00 average or better.
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time for
for meetings
meetings isis every
every second
second and
and
The scheduled time
fourth Tuesday evenings
e,·enings in
in the
the month.
month.
~ANCY Lee
LEE Heatvvole
HEATWOLE .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . President
President
Nancy
DR. Raymond
RAYMOND Cool
CooL ..
.. ...... •. ......... .. . ... . ............... Adviser
Adviser
Dr.
. Adviser
Adviser
DR, ,Lewis
LEWIS Toller
TOLLER . .
Dr.

El Club Espanol
Espanol
El Club Espanol
Espanol is composed
composed of
of Spanish
Spanish students
students who
who have
have
semester of
of college
college Spanish
Spanish or
or who
who
completed at least one semester
and who
who meet
meet certain
certain grade
grade rereare currently taking Spanish and
The purpose
purpose of
of the
the club
club isis to
to foster
foste r high
high ideals,
ideals,
quirements.
quirements. The
spirit toward
toward Spanish,
Spanish, and
and to
to knit
knit aa closer
closer
to promote a better spirit
tie among students.
students.
The scheduled
sched uled time for meetings
meetings isis the
the first
first and
and third
third
vVednesdays of every month.
month.
Wednesdays
Peggy
PEGGY Bales
BALt: s . . . . . , . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . President
P resid e1tt
Dr. Fernando
DR.
FERN.I\NDO Martinez
1\1 A RTI NE Z • • . • • • . . . • • . • . . . • • • • • • . • . . • . • . • • . . . Adviser
Adviser

Ex Libris
The purpose of Ex Libris isis to
to keep
keep abreast
abreast of
of literary
literary dedeopportunity to
to meet
meet outstanding
outstanding libralibravelopment, to provide opportunity
rians, and to develop
develop unity
unity among
among prospective
prospective librarians
librarians inin
the state. Membership includes
includes students
students registered
registered in
in library
library
science courses and interested library
library assistants.
assistants.
The scheduled time for meetings
meetings isis the
the third
third Thursday
Thursday of
of
every month at 77 :30 P.M.
P .M.
Annette
AR NE T TE Stinson
STlKSON . . . . . . . . . • . . . , . ••. . . . . . . • . . •• . • • • • . •. .•. President
P resident
Mr. J. W.
W. Kraus
KRAUS ••• • ••• .•••• . •••••••••••••.•••••••••• ••••• Adviser
Adviser
Miss
M
rss Milbrey
:\l rL BREY L.
L. Jones
JoNES •••• ••• • . ••••••••••••••••.••••••• .. • Adviser
Advise~·

MR.

Frances Sale Club
The Frances
F ran ces Sale Club, named
named in
in honor
honor of
of Miss
Miss Frances
Frances
Sale, the first home
home economics
economrcs teacher
teacher at
at Madison
Madison College,
College,
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is open to all students
students majoring
majoring in
in home
home economics.
economics. The
The
to sponsor
sponsor activities
act1v1t1es and
and to
to create
create ininpurpose of the club is to
terest in the field of
of home
home economics.
economics.
BETTY
l-IAMMOCK ...
. . . . . .. .. . . , . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . President
P1·esideut
Betty Hammock
. Adviser
Miss Martha Sieg .
M1
ss Dorothy
DoROTHY Rowe
RowE ... . .. ...... .. . ... .. . ... . . .. . . ... ...... Adviser
Adviser
Miss
MISS MARTHA SIEG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , •••••••

Future Business
Business Leaders
Leaders of
of America
America
The Future Business
Business Leaders
Leaders of
of America
America isis aa national
national
organization for
for students
students majoring
majoring in
in business.
business. Its
Tts main
main
purposes are
a re to foster aa better
better understanding
understanding of
of business
business rereoperations by
by making
making contacts
contacts with
with local
local
quirements and operations
encourage and
and guide
guide high
high school
school chapchapbusiness firms, and to encourage
ters in their activities, particularly
particularly in
in the
the study
study of
of ParliParlimentary Law. Membership
Membership is
is open
open to
to any
any student
student majoring
majoring
in business.
The scheduled meeting time
time is
is the
the second
second Thursday
Thursday in
in
each month at 77 :00 P.M.
ELLE
RAI N ES . . .. . .. .. . ...... .. . .. . ... . .. . ... .. .. .. . .. . . President
President
EllenN Raines
EARLENE A.
A . Smith
S MI T H
. .. • •.. . . . .. . . .. •. •. . .. . . • . . . • ..• . Adviser
Adviser
Mrs. Earlene

l\1R s .

Le Cercle Francais
Francais
The purpose of the Le
Le Cercle
Cercle Francais
Francais isis to
to instill
instill the
the love
love
of well-spoken French
French in
in its
its members
members and
and to
to increase
increase interest
interest
French customs
customs and
and literature.
literature. Membership
Membership
on campus in French
is by invitation, and itit must
must be
be maintained
maintained in
in accordance
accordance
of the
the club.
club.
with the constitution of
The scheduled meeting
meeting time
time isis the
the second
second and
and fourth
f ourth
Tuesday of each month.
month.
~fARILY N Miller
Marilyn
MILLER .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. .•. ..• . .. . . . . . President
P ·r esident
Dr. Margarete
Adviser
MARGARETE Woelfel
\VOELFEL
Adviser
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Mathematics Club
1lathematics Club is composed of mathematics majors
The Mathematics
ha Ye completed at least six semester hours
and minors who have
ooff college mathematics
mat hematics and have taken or are taking a course
which includes the basic ideas of Cartesian Geometry. The
purposes of the club are to promote mathematical interest on
the campus and to bring mathematics students of the college,
~f em bership is by invitation, and it must be
closer together. Membership
maintained in accordance with the constitution of the club.
The scheduled meeting time is the second Thursday in
m onth at 7:00 P.M.
P .M. in Burruss
Bunuss Hall.
every month

Mae
:11AE Smith
SM I TH • • . . . . . . . . . •. .•. •. • •. . • . ••. . • . . • . • . • . . . • .•.•. President
P resident
Dr.
DR. J. Emmert
EMMERT Ikenberry
IKENBERRY • . . • . . . . • . •• ..••••••••...•• • ••••• Adviser
Adviser
~ilss Annette
AN N ETTE Wilcox
\VI L COX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adviser
Miss

Student Education Association
The G. Tyler
T yler Miller
~rill er chapter of the Student National EduE ducation Association
A ssociation was formed to give
g ive the opportunity for
ex plore the opportunities of education as a career;
students to explore
to evaluate their own aptitudes, capabilities and interests as
prospective professional educators and to interest the most
acqu aint students precapable in education as a career. To acquaint
paring
pal·ing to teach with the history, ethics, services, purposes and
accomplishm ents of the Virginia Education Association
A ssociation is
accomplishments
another of its purposes. SSEA
E A works to establish a closer
relationship between local SEA
SEA chapters and the VEA and
other national
nati onal and local organizations
organi zations concerned with education.
~{embership is open to all individuals of Madison College
Membership
who are in the educational curricula.

Betty
BETTY Barbour
B ARBOU R . . . . . . . . . . . •• .. • .. . . . . • . . . • .. . . • . . •.. • • .. . President
Pres£d e nt
Dr.
DR. Elmer
E Dl E R Smith
S M I T H •• . • • . ..• • • • • . • • ••• .. • • • • . • ••••. . .••• ••. • Adviser
Adviset·
Mr.
~I R . John
J OH N Stewart
STE WART
Adviser
Adviser
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MUSIC CLUBS
College Band
The College Band provides playing experience in selections
rrangements and clasrranging
anging from
f rom marches to modernistic
moderni stic aarrangements
sics. The organization
organi zation plays concerts on aand
nd off campus
cam pus and
activiti es. Anyone who is interparticipates in other campus activities.
ested may
m ay play, and class credit is given for membership. The
T he
m eets on Tuesday evenings at 77:00
.:\I. and on Wed'Neclband meets
;00 PP.M.
a fternoons at 5S :00
:00P.M
nesclay
nesday afternoons
P.M..
President
Richard Fogle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . President
T. Marshall
MAR SH ALL . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . Co11ductor
Mr. C. T.
Condxictor

R r cHAR D F o GLE

MR.

Diapason Club
The Diapason Club is composed of those students who take
o r have studied oorgan
rgan one
o ne semesprivate instruction in organ or
ter or its equivalent at Madison. This club is devoted to
t o the
study and appreciation
apprecia tion of organ
o rgan music. Students are encouraged to participate
pa rti cipate in student recitals
r ecitals in addition to sponsoring
sponso ring
a ppearance of musical
mu sical artists
ar tists on campus.
the appearance
campus.
The club meets
m eets the first
fir st Tuesday of each month
m onth at
a t 3:30
3 :30
P. M
M..
B t;RNETTE . . . . . . . .. . . .• . . . • . . . . .. . • . . . • . .•• •. . . . . President
P resident
Martha Bvrnette
R
AYMO N D Hicks
HI CK S .•.• • .• • .• . .• . ••••• • •.•• • • •• • • • ••. •. . . Adviser
Adviser
Raymond

l\1AnT H A

l\1R.
Mr.

Concert Choir
T
The
he Glee Club serves for many campus functions.
f unctions. It offer
offerss
many
m
any varied
va ried musical opportunities
opport unities and experiences. It gives
g ives
th e community
communi ty and also tours yearly. Memberconcerts in the
ship is by invitation, ffollowing
ollowing voice tests by the director of
the organization. Class credit
cr edit may
m ay be given for membership.
Scheduled
m~e ting hours are every Monday, Tuesday and
S
cheduled meeting
T
Thursday
hu rsday from
f rom 4:30
4 :30 P.M.
P. M . to 6:00
6 :00 P.
P . M.
:M.

Jane Henson
H ENSON . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . President
President
Dr.. LLester
DR
t:STER S.
S. Bucher
B uCH ER . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. Director
Director
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The Madison College
College Chorus
Chorus
The ::-Iadison
cho rus is
is an
an organization
organization for
for those
those
Madison College chorus
students who enjoy singing
singing with
with aa group
group but
but do
do not
no t wish
wish to
to
audition for the concert choir.
choir. The
The chorus
chorus serves
serves mainly
mainly as
as aa
choi
Y\VCA and
and the
the Friday
Friday chapel
chapel services,
ser vices, for
for cercer choirr for the YWCA
tain holiday
hol iday programs
programs and vesper
vesper services.
services. This
This group
g roup also
also
makes occasional appearances
appearances in
in local
local churches
church es and
and in
in nearby
nearby
commumties. There are no
no tryouts
tryouts for
f or membership.
membership. Officers
Officers
communities.
aare
re elected in the fall.
f all.

Madison College
College Concert
Concert Orchestra
Orchestra
The Orchestra has as its primary
primary purpose
purpose the
the promotion
promotion of
of
hi gh standards of playing.
playing. It
It is
is always
always available
available to
to furnish
f urnish
high
music for and fulfill the
the musical
musical needs
needs of
of the
the College.
College.
hroughout the year,
year, concerts
concerts are
are presented
presented at
at various
various
T
Throughout
state. Membership
Membership isis open
open to
to any
any college
college
schools f1 in the state.
student, after an audition,
a udition, who
who shows
shows proficiency
proficiency with
with an
an
oorchestral
rchestral instrument.
instrum ent. Class
Class credit
credit isis given
given for
for membership.
membership.

Dick Barnes
BAR NES .. . . .. . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .• . . . , . . President
Preside1tt
i\lR. C.
C. T.
T. Marshall
~L\RSHALL . . • •••.. •••• •. •• • • . •.•••• • • • •• • ••• ••• Conductor
Condu.ctor
Mr.

DI CK

'·

The Madrigal Singers
Singers
Th
Jladrigal Singers
S ingers are
are aa mixed
mixed ensemble
ensemble limited
limited in
in
Thee Madrigal
number.
number. Singers are chosen through
through auditions
auditio ns by
by the
the director.
director.
O ld English
English Madrigals,
Madrigal~, The
The Madrigal
Madrigal Singers
Singers
Specializing in Old
perform around the
the community,
community, being
being very
very popular
popular as
as enterentertainment for social and
and dinner
dinner meetings
m~etings of
of clubs.
clubs. Class
Class
cr
edit is given for membcrshm.
membershin.
credit
KA
NCY Wood
\ Vooo . . ...... . . ... .. . .. .. . .. . ... . . . . . . .. .. ... . .. . President
Pre.n:d en.t
Nancy
DirectD't
Miss Gertrud Burau
Director
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUBS
CLUBS
Fencing Club
The purpose of the Fencing Club
Club is
is to
to stimulate
stimulate interest
interest in
in
the sport of fencing and to
to provide
provide an
an opportunity
opportunity for
for interinterested persons to fence. Members
Members are
are selected,
selected, upon
upon the
the comcomor the
the equivalent,
equi valent, at
at the
the bebepletion of eight weeks of fencing or
times during
during the
the fencing
fenc ing season.
season.
ginning and several
several other times
The club offers
offers opportunities
opportunities to
to fence
fence extramurally,
extramurally, and
and also
also
participation in intramurals.
intramurals.
GoH E AGA N
Jane Goheagan

}ANE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

P1·esidcnt
President

Mercury Club
The Mercury Club is the organization
organization to
to which
which all
all majors
maj ors
and minors in physical education
education may
may belong.
belong. The
The aims
aims of
of
this club are to promote a better
better professional
professional attitude
attitu•e among
among
its members, to advance good
good fellowship
fellowship among
among members
members
of the profession, and
and through
through social
social and
and recreational
recreational proprograms to put to practical
practical use
use training
training in
in physical
physical education.
education.
FosTER
Marie Foster

l\1ARlE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P1·esident
President

Orchesis
The members of Orchesis, the
the modern
modern dance
dance club,
club, are
are seselected by tryouts at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the year
year and
and at
at the
the
end of each eight weeks' period.
period. ·Throughout
the year
year the
the
Throughout the
of dance
dance programs
programs including
including parparmembers present a series
series of
ticipation in the dances
dances for May
May Day.
Day. The
The annual
annual recital
recital prepresented in the spring semester is
is the
the major
major production
production of
of the
the
Orchesis. As one of the
the club
club projects
IJrojects aa select
select group
gr oup of
of
dancers attends the annual
annual Arts
Arts Forum
Forum at
at Woman's
Woman's College,
College,
University of North Carolina.
Carolina. The
The Orchesis
Orchesis affords
affords each
each
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member the opportunity to
to perform
perform with
with creativity
creativity and
and leaderleadership.
Group , Understudies,
U nderstudi es, offers
offers experience
experience
The Junior Dance Group,
prepa res those
those who
who wish
wi sh to
to tryout
tryout for
for Orchesis.
Orchesis.
in dance and prepares
CAROLE Jean
JEAK Hicks
HICKS
Carole

President
President

Porpoise Club
The Porpoise Club was organized
organized to
to foster
foster aa wider
wider interintershow the
the merit
merit of
of water
wat~r sport.
sport. The
The
est in swimming and to show
members of the club endeavor
endeavor to
to create
create aa consciousness
consciousness of
of
swimming and
and to
to practice
practice all
all strokes
strokes
personal safety while swimming
and synchronized swimming skills
skills and
and obtain
obtain aa maximum
maximum of
of
each . To become
become aa member,
member, aa student
student isis rereproficiency in each.
quired to pass tryouts, in
in which
which the
the swimmer's
swimmer's form
form and
and
skill, displayed in various
various strokes,
strokes, are
are judged.
judged. During
During the
the
the Porpoise
Porpoise Club
Club presents
presents their
their annual
annual
second semester the
aqua pageant,
pageant, an event to
to which
which the
the whole
whole campus
campus looks
looks
forward.
SusAN Matthews
J\!ATTHEWS . . . . . • . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
President
Susan

IX.

CLUBS
GENERAL CLUBS

Criterion Club
Club

i

The Madison College literary
literary club
club has
has been
been organized
organi zed for
for
an appreciation
appreciation of
of literature
literature in
in all
all its
its
the purpose of inspiring an
the club
club is
i s to
to provide
provide students
students with
with the
the
aspects. The aim of the
opportunity to develop literary
literary talents
talents and
and interests.
interests. The
The
sponso rship of
of aa literary
litera ry magazine.
magazine.
club shall assume sponsorship
schedul ed time for
fo r meetings
meetings is
is every
every second
second and
and fourth
fourth
The scheduled
'vVednesday
the month.
month.
Wednesday evenings in the

Peggy
PEGGY Frith
FRITII . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . President
PresideJtt
Mrs.
MRs. Martha
MART HA Fodaski
FonASKI .•.•••••.•• .. . •• • •••••••• .. ••. .•. •••• Adviser
Adviser
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Granddaughters' Club
Cluh
The purpose of this club is to cherish the traditions and
memories of Madison College as passed on from mother
to daughter, to honor our mothers, and to create a fraternal
spirit among the daughters of previous students. The daughter of any former student who attended Madison for at least
one winter quarter or one summer term is eligible for membership.
The scheduled meeting time is the second Thursday in
every month at 6:4S
6 :45 P.M.
President
Lynn Latham . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . • . . . • • . . . . . President
Adv·i ser
Mrs. Agnes Derrick .. • . . . .. . .. • • .••.• ••• • .• ..•••• • . .• . •.• Adviser
.
.
.
•
•
.
•
•
.
••
•.••••..••.
.
••..•.
.
..
.
•.
Adviser
Mrs. Agnes Dingledine
Adviser

LYNN LATH .t..M

MRs. AGNES DERRICK

MRs. A G NES DINGLEDINE

Sesame Club
The Sesame Club is an organization of the women day
students. The purpose of the club is to promote the welfare
of its members aand
nd to draw them into closer relationship
with the College and its activities. It holds regular meetings each month and the members enjoy several occasions,
such as parties and luncheons.
President
Nancy Driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . President
Mrss
FERNE Hoover
HoovER .....•......... . . . . . .. . ...... • ...• .. . .. Adviser
Miss Ferne
DR.
GLENN C.
C. Smith
SMITH •. .•. •• • •• • . • • . . . . •• •• ...••• • •• .• • . . . . Adviser
Dr. Glenn

NANCY DRIVER

The Stratford Players
The Stratford Players promote an interest in all phases of
dramatic work, including acting, directing, staging, properties,
and make-up. All those Interested
interested in either backstage work
or acting may participate. Member
ship is by invitation which
Membership
follows successful associate membership and the accomplisho£ work.
ment of a certain high standard of

Joanne Snead
S NEAD . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
MARY E.
E. Latimer
LATIMER • . .. .. • • . . . . .• •••.. ••.. .• . . . .
Dr. Mary

JoA NN E

DR.
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President
P ·r csident
. . Adviser
Advise·r

X.

SOCIETIES
HONOR SOCIETIES
Kappa Delta Pi

Alpha Chi is the local chapter
chapter of
of the
the national
national organization,
organization,
an Honor
Honor Society
Society in
in Education.
Education. Its
Its purpurKappa Delta Pi, an
encourage high professional,
professional, intellectual,
intellectual, and
and perperpose is to encourage
sonal standards and to
to recognize
recognize outstanding
outstanding contributions
contributions to
to
education. Members are elected
elected on
on the
the basis
basis of
of strong
strong
scholarship and leadership potentiality
potentiality from
f rom the
the juniors
juniors and
and
seniors who are preparing to
to teach.
teach.
time is
is the
the first
first Thursday
Thursday of
of
The scheduled meeting time
every month.
LOis Hardy
HARDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . PresMenl
Presitlent
Mary Lois
FRANK •.. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •..• . . . . . . . •.. . • . . . . Adviser
Adviser
Miss Helen Frank
Mrss
GERTRUD Burau
BuRAU •••••••••••••••••••••.••• • •••• ••• •••• Adviser
Adviser
Miss Gertrud

ThfARY

1o.1:Iss HELEN

Pi Omega Pi
Beta Nu
N u is the local
local chapter
chapter of
of Pi
Pi Omega
Omega Pi,
Pi, national
national
frate rnity for students
students of
of business
business education.
education. A
A
honorary fraternity
order to
to become
become aa member,
member, must
must
student in businesss,
businesss, in
in order
meet the qualifications
qualifications of fifteen or
or more
more hours
hours of
of college
college
credit in business and education,
education, high
high scholastic
scholastic rating
rating and
and
personal merit.
Pi Omega Pi aims to
to promote
promote scholarship
scholarship and
and high
high ethical
ethical
standanis,
betterment in
in colleges
colleges and
and to
to teach
teach
standards, to aid in civic betterment
as the
the basis
basis of
of all
all worthy
worthy enterprise.
enterprise.
the ideal of service as
The scheduled meeting
m eeting time is
is the
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
in the
the
the second
second floor
floor of
of Alumnae.
Alumnae.
month at 77 :00 P.M., on the
President
Anne Benesek . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . President
CoFFMAN . . •• . . • • • • • . . . . . • . , • . . .. ••. . •. • • . . ••
Adviser
Coffman
Adviser
DR.
Dr. Z.
Z. S. Dickerson
DICKER SON . • . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . Adviser
Adviser
•t\ N NE BENESEK

MRs.
:MoNA L.
Mrs. Mona
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Sigma Phi Lambda
Sigma Phi Lambda, aa local honor society,
society, has
has as
as its
its
purpose to promote and maintain scholarship and
and to
to provide
provide
social experience. Membership is limited to
to women
women students.
students.
F
reshmen with a three point average at
Freshmen
at the
the end
end of
of the
the first
first
semester and upper classmen with aa "cumulative"
"cumulative" record
record of
of
re admitted.
three points or above aare
The scheduled meeting time is the third
third Thursday
Thursday of
of
each month at 6 :45 P.M
P.M..
•<\Ll CE HARRI
Alice
HarrisS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• . • . . • . • . . . . . President
President
D
IE RI
C l-tARDSON .•••. •. • ••. • • .• .• • . . ..• • •• ••• ••. . ••• Adviser
Dr.R. BESS
Bessie
Richardson
Adviser

XI.
XL

SORORITIES

Panbellenic
Panhellenic Council
This association, composed of three representatives
representatives from
from
purpose to
to maintain
maintain
each sorority on campus, has as its main purpose
on a high plane sorority life and inter-sorority
inter-sorority relationship,
relationship,
to co-operate with college authorities in
in their
their effort
effort to
to mainmaintain high social and scholarship standa
rds throughout
standards
throughout the
the
whole College, and to be aa forum for
for the discussion
discussion of
of quesquestions of interest to the College and sorority
sorority world.
world.

followed in
in the
the past
past years,
years, isis
A policy, which has been followed
for two
two regular
regular semesters
semesters
that a student has to be on campus for
before she may be rushed by a sorority,
sorority, except
except in
in the
the case
case of
of
a transfer who may be ru
shed after
rushed
after one
one semester, provided
provided
she meets the standards. In order to be
ushing
be eligible
eligible for
for rrushing
a student must have aa scholastic cumulative
cumulative 2.00
2.00 average
average as
as
well as a 2.00 for the preceding
preceding semester. No
No girl
girl can
can be
be
rushed, pledged, or initiated while on strict
strict campus
campus or
or during
during
from
suspension resulting fr
om a major offense.
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Panhellenic Creed
\11/e,
f raterni ty undergraduate
underg raduate members,
member s, stand
stand for
fo r good
good
We, the fraternity
scholarship, for
fo r guardians
g uar dians of
of good
good health,
healt h, for
fo r whole
w hole hearted
hea rted
scholarship,
coope rati on with our college's
college's ideals
ideals for
for student
stud ent life,
life, for
for the
th e
cooperation
fin e social
social standards,
standard s, and
and for
fo r the
th e serving,
se r ving,
maintenance of fine
a bility, of
of our
om college
college community.
community. Good
Good
to the best of our ability,
college citizenship
citi zenship in
in the
th e larger
large r world
wo rld of
of alumnae
alumnae days
days isis the
the
sha ll guide
g uid e our chapter
chap ter activities.
aCtiviti es.
ideal that shall
vVe, the
th e fraternity
f rate rnity officers,
offi cer s, stand
stand for
fo r loj'a!
loyal and
and earnest
earnest work
wor k
We,
th ese standards.
standards. Cooperation
Cooperation for
fo r mainmain fo
forr the realization of these
f r aternity life
lif e in
in harmony
ha rmony with
wi th its
its best
best possibilities
possibilit ies
tenance of fraternity
is the ideal
idea l that
th at shall guide
g uid e our
ou r services.
servi ces.
W e, the
th e fraternity
f ra ternity women
women of
of America,
Am eri ca, stand
stand for
for preparation
prepa ration
We,
·fo
se rvice through
th rough the
the character
character building
bui lding inspired
inspired in
in the
the close
close
forr service
f ri end ship of
of fraternity
f r aternity life.
li fe. To
T o us,
u s, itit isis not
not
contact and deep friendship
th e enjoyment
enjoym ent of special
special privileges,
privileges, but
but an
an opportunity
oppo rtunity to
to
the
fo r wide
wid e and wise
wi se human
hum an service.
se r vice.
prepare for
}A N Baldwin,
BAL D WI N , Zeta
Zeta Tau
T au Alpha
A lpha . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . .. . . .. Chairman
Cha1'rman
Jan
SuzA N NE Sneadegar.
S NEADEGA R, Sigma
Sigma Sigma
S igma Sigma
Si gma .. . . .. . . . .. Chairman
Chm'nnan Elect
E lect
Suzanne
C H ARLOT TE Gush,
G usH, Alpha
Alpha Sigma
S ig m a Alpha
Alpha . . .. . . . .... . .. Social
Social Chairman
Chai.-man
Charlotte
A NN E Lee
L EE Chapman,
CHAPMAN, Pi Kappa
Kappa Sigma
Sigma ... . . . . .. . Recording
Reco1·ding Secretary
Secretary
Anne
GRACE Booker,
Boo K ER, Theta Sigma
S igma Upsilon
Upsil on ... . . .. . Corresponding
Correspond ing Secretary
S ecretary
Grace
1v1
ARY Lee
LEE Hattaway,
HATTA WAY, Alpha
Alpha Sigma
Si gma Tau
Ta u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
Treas·ttrer
Mary
J oA N Lambert,
LAM BE RT, Sigma
S igma Sigma
S igma Sigma
Sigma ...
. .. Handbook
}[and boo k Editor
Ed-it01· and
and Historian
H ·i storian
Joan
:Mrs.
MRs. Bernice
BER N I CE R.
R . Varner
VAR NER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Adviser
A dv is er

f
I

Alpha Sigma Alpha (Carter
(Carter House)
House )
Eo WA R DS . . .. . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . ••. . . .. . . • . . • . President
Presid ent
Barbara Edwards
MisS
LoursE Boje
BoJE . ••• •• .. . • . . . •• • • • • • . •• . • • ••• •• •• • •• • • .••. Adviser
Advise.Miss Louise
BARBARA

A1pha
(Zirkle House)
House)
Alpha Sigma Tau (Zirkle
J u nv Wise
\VI SE •..• • . • • .. • ... . • .•.. . . •• . . ••.. . . . . •.••.... • • .. President
President
Judy
Mi
ss Helen
H ELEN Frank
FRA N K ••• . • • •• • . •.••••• . • •• • • •• • •••• • • • •• • •••. Adviser
Miss
Pi Kappa Sigma (Shenandoah
(Shenandoah House)
House )
DoROT HY Dean
D EA N • . • . . • . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . • . . . • . President
Preside nt
Dorothy
M
Rs. Glenn
GLENN C.
C . Smith
SM IT H .•.•• •••• • • • • ••• •••• • • •• •• •• • • • • • • . •••. Adviser
A dviser
Mrs.
.M Rs. Walter
\VALTER Trobaugh
T RO BAUGH • • • • • • • • • • : • •••••••••• .• • • •• . ••. • ... Adviser
Advise~·
Mrs.
9:-.>

Sigma Sigma Sigma {Sprinkle
(Sprinkle House)
A NNE Silman
SIL !.IAN
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . President
P res ident
Anne
n~h ss Agnes
AGNES Dingledine
DINGLEDI N E
Adv iser
Miss
Adviser
0

0

•

••

0

••

•

•

•

•

0

•

••••••

•••

•••

•

0

0

•

••••

•

Theta Sigma Upsilon {Messick
(Messick House)
~<\ N ITA Balderson
BALDERSON . .. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . President
P resident
Anita
Miss Jean Copper
Adviser
~t~~
li:L~R~~y.;;E;
~~~i~~~
Miss Milbrey
Jones ·: : :::.·:::.·:: : .·: .·:.·:. ·. ·:.·: .·: : : : .·.·. ·:::: : :. Adviser

Zeta Tau Alpha {Nicholas
(Nicholas House)
P AT Hubers
HUBERS . . . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . President
Preside1tt
Pat
GRACE Herr
HERR .. .. .. . . . . • . . . . .... . ... .. •. • .. .. .. . . . . . • ..Adviser
Adviser
Miss Grace
Miss
GLADA B. Walker
WALKER . . ......... .... . •.... . .... .... . .. ... Adviser
Adviser·
Miss Glada

XII.

MEN'S FRATERNITY

Sigma Delta Rho
Sigma Delta Rho is the men's fraternity on the Madison
campus. The purpose of the fraternity is to give the men
students a chance to fraternize with each other and discuss
various problems on campus. Some of the projects for the
fraternity this year were helping to decorate for the Panhellenic dance, debating with various sororities on national and
annu al picnic at the colinternational affairs, and holding the annual
lege camp. Sponsor's night is always a big event of the year
for the fraternity.
JoHN O'Neill
O ' NE I LL . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• President
P resideu,t
John
:Mr.
MR. and
AND Mrs.
MRs. London
LoNDON Sanders
S AN DERS
Advisers
Advisers

%

GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR
FOR
ORGANIZATIONS
standing committee
committee called
called the
the Student
Student
1. There shall be a standing
Organization and Activities Committee
Committee to
to coordinate
coordinate stustudent activities and
and record
record honor
hono r points.
points. This
Thi s committee
committee
shall consist of four students
students approved
approved by
by the
the Student
Student
Council, the Recorder of
of Points,
Points, the
t he Dean
Dean of
of Women
·women and
and
appointed by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the
three faculty members appointed
College. The Recorder of
of Points
Points shall
shall act
act as
as chairman.
chairman .
submit each
each semester
semester aa report
report toto
2. Each organization shall submit
the Dean
D ean of Women
\Vomen and to
to the
the Recorder
Recorder of
of Points.
Points.
3.

shall set
set up
up aa budget
budget for
fo r the
the year
year and
and
Each organization shall
shall submit a detailed
detailed financial
financial report
repor t to
to the
the College
College
Treasurer each semester.

may arrange
a rrange for
fo r aa Monday
Monday assembly
assembly
4. Each organization may
o r a Wednesday assembly
assembly program
program during
during the
the
program or
organization wishes
w ishes to
to plan
plan aa MonMonschool year. If an organization
the President
President shall
shall contact
contact the
the
day assembly program the
President of the Student Government
Government Association;
Association; for
for aa
assemb],y, the President
President shall
shall contact
contact the
the
Wednesday assembly,
Chairman of the
the Assembly
A ssembly Programs
Programs Committee.
Committee.
of regular
reg ular meetings
meetings of
of all
all campus
campus oror5. The time and place of
ganizations shall be cleared
cleared with
with the
the Chairman
Chairm an of
of the
the
Student Organizations
Organizatio ns and
and Activities
Activities Committee.
Comm ittee.

:J.

a.

meetings have
have priority
priori ty over
over special
special
Regularly scheduled meetings
or called meetings.

of organizations'
o rgani zat ions' meetings
meetings ists made
made availavailb. The schedule of

fJ7
07

able to the student body by the Chairman of the Student Organizations and Activities Committee.
6. The point system provides that
a.

wh ose previous semester average was 3,7
3.7 or
a student whose
higher may have unlimited points
points;;
a student whose previous semester average was 3.5 to
semester ;
3.7 may carry 14 points during the current semester;
a student whose previous semester average was at 3.00
may carry 12 points during the current semester;
a student whose previous semeister
seme.ster average was at least
2.00 may carry 10 points during the current semester;
a student whose previous semester average was below
2.00 may carry 3 points during the current semester.

b. The president of each organization shall report to the
Recorder of Points the names ooff all members, officers, and any changes occurring during the year.
c.

Each woman student shall have a record filed with the
Recorder of Points, containing a list of all her activities, club memberships, and offices held under the point
system, and the points received by her.

d. No student shall hold the presidency of more than
one organization that comes under the point system.
e.

All points for officers shall include points for membership.

f. A student can be a member of only one of the following: Glee Club, Orchestra, or Varsity Teams.
T eams.
g. No student shall hold the same office two years in
succession without the permission of the Student Organizations and
an d Activities Committee.
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h.
I

i

If an organization is formed, or if new officers are
created within an organization, the organization shall
have the authority to evaluate the points its respective
resp ecti ve
officers shall hold, and submit the same to the ReS tudent Organizations and
corder of Points and the Student
appr oval.
Activities Committee for approval.

i. The Recorder of Points shall notify the President of
an organization, as well as the officer involved, regarding any overload of the number of points carried by
that particular officer. Any student carrying more than
her maximum number of points during a semester shall
be required to drop her excess number of points
immediately.

1.

!

j.j . The Student Organization and Activities Committee
has the power to reduce the number of allowable
points of the president of an organization if she is
delinquent in submitting her semester reports.
rep orts.

r

7. Any organization applying for admission on this campus
must file a request for status with
wi th the Chairman of the
Student Organizations and Activities Committee, the Faculty, and the President of the College.

I

I

8.

In order to maintain official status on this campus every
cop y of its current constitution
organization must have a copy
filed with the Chairman of the Student Organization and
an d
Activities Committee and the Dean of Women.
a. The Student Organizations and Activities Committee is
authorized to place an organization on probation if
advisable.
advisable.
b.

An organization may dissolve
di ssoh·e by giving
g tvmg written notice
to the Student Organizations and Activities Committee
and arranging for the disposal of its funds.
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POINT SYSTEM OF STUDENT
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Athletic Association
President ..... ... .......... .. .. .... ...... .. ....... ... . ...10
10
Vice-President ...... ... ...... .......... .................. S5
Secretary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5
Treasurer ... .. . . ..... ... . .... ..... . . .. .... . ... ... ... . . .. 44
Le:1rle r . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . ... .. . .. . . . . . . ........ 33
Sports Leader
Extramural Coordinator ............ . .... .. ...... . ........ 33
Intramural Coordinator
33
Class Representative ... . ..... .. . ......... . .......... . . . .. 22

Breeze
Editor-in-Chief ... ... . .......... .. . ..... .. . . .. . ..........10
10
Business Manager . . . .. .... .. ... .. .. . ....... ... .. .. . . .. ... 99
Associate Editor .. .. ... . ... . ... . ... ... ....... ... .. .. ... . 66
News Editor . ........... . .. . ......... . ........ .......... 55
Copy Editor .. ..... ... .. ... .. ... . . .. . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . .. . 55
Headline Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Jviakeup Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5
Makeup
Feature Editor . . .. ... . . . . ....... .... ... . . ..... .. ... ...... 55
Rewrite Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Editorial Editor ......... . . . ....... . .. .. . . . ...... . ...... . 33
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Circulation Manager , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Advertising Manager . ... . . ...... . ... .. .......... . . . . . . . .. 55
Photographer ................. ... .... . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. ..... 33
Typist .. . ..... .. . . .. . . ........... .. .. . . .. . . ............... 22
Ad Collectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Head Reporter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Reporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Distributors . . . . . . . . .
. .. . .. . . .. . ..... .... . . .... . . ... . . 1
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Classes
Senior Class
President ..... ... . ...... ... ... . .... .... . . . .. ... .. . . . . ... .
Vice-President ............................................
Secretary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Business Manager . ... ... ... ..... . ... . . ... . ... .. ... ... . . . .
Class Sports Leader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Class Reporter ... . .. . ......... . ... ... ....... .... .. ..... . .

8
5
4
5
4
2
1

Junior Class
President ...... . .... . .. ........... ... . ... ............... .
Vice-President . .. . .... . ........... . ... . ....... .......... .
Secretary . . ....... . ........... ... . ... .. ... . . . . .......... .
Treasurer ................................... . ... .. . . ..... .
Class Sports Leader . .. .. . . .... . .. .. . . . ...... .. .... . . ... . .
Class Reporter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P arliamentarian
Parliamentarian

77
55
3
4
2
1I
1
1

Sophomore Class
President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vice-President ......... .. .... . .. . . . . . ......... . . . ... . ....
Secretary . . ............ . . .. ........ .... .. . . .. ... . .. .....
T
reasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Treasurer
Class Sports Leader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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COLLEGE SONG
Bluestone Hill
(Tune, Juanita)
Dedicated to the Harrisonburg State Normal
School as its first Alrrui
Alma Mater.
Fair on yon mountain, Gleams the light of morning skies;
Fair
Firm on yon hill crest Bluestone towers rise.
Proudly waves Old Glory, White and red and blue above,
Proudly
Write
'vVrite with freedom's story, Sign of truth and love.
CHORUS:
CHORUS;

Mater, Alma Abater,
Mater,
Mater, Though afar we bless thee still;
And may love forever smile on Bluestone Hill.
And
Far o'er the Valley, When at eve the world is still,
Shine through the
Shine
th e gloaming Lights from Bluestone Hill.
Thus afar out-streaming, O'er the land and o'er the sea,
Thus
Like the stars e'er gleaming,
Like
gleamin g, May thy glory be,—(Chorus)
be.-( Chorus)
Queen of the Valley, Alma Mater,
Queen
Mate r, thou shall be;
Round thee shall rally Those who honor thee;
Round
All thy daughters
All
daughte rs loyal,
loyal , One in heart and one in will,
Alany
Many gifts and royal Bring to Bluestone
Bl uestone Hill...
Bill... (Chorus)
Noon, night and morning We attend thy signal bell,
True to its warning
warnin g Till we say farewell.
farewel l.
Through
Through the
the years,
years, swift
swift winging,
winging, Oft
Oft will
will come
come aa quickening
quickening
thrillthrill—
In
In the
the sou!
soul still
still ringing,
ringing, Bells
Bells of
of Bluestone
Bluestone Hill!—(Chorus)
Hill !-(Chorus)
—John W. Wayland

-]OHN W. WAYLAND
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COLLEGE SOJNG
SONG
Alma Mater-1932-1940
Mater—1932-1940
(Tune, Old Refrain)
Music. omitted becm;se
Music
because the t1me
tune is copyrighted.
copyrighted.

As shines the light divine on seekers near,
So gleams thy power, 0O Alma Mater dear.
For finer truth in love and strength to live
'vVe
We come, accepting all, that we may give.

CHORUS
CHORUS::
The daughters of thy pride we long
Inspired to nobleness and loyalty;
Afford us wisdom from thy wid'ning
Sight us with visions fading never

to be,
store;
more.

We love thy hills uprising to the blue,
Thy soft grays blending with the sunset hue.
Show us the beauty of our friendships rare;
Teach us the worthiness of such to share.

—Garnet
GARNET L.
L, HAMRICK
H

-
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DORMITORY TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

•
CoLLEGE
College (during day) . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

4-6756

CoLLEGE
closed )
College (when local exchange closed)
Dean of Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heating Plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4-6757
4-6758

Ashby Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st
ht Floor

4-9121

Floo r
Ashby Hall ....... . ... .... .. ... . .. 2nd Floor

4-9122

Ca rter House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-9139
Carter
CJe,·eland
Cleveland Hall ........... . . .. .•... 1st Floor

4-9136

Cleveland Hall

2nd Floor

4-9137
4-9137

Cleveland Hall

3rd Floor
F loor
3rd

4-9138
4-9138

Converse Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st Floor
F loo r

4-9123
4-9123

Co nverse Hall
H all
Converse

2nd Floor
Floo r
2nd

4-9124
4-9124

Co
nverse Hall
Converse

F loor
3rd Floor

4-9125
4-9125

Day
Students Room
Room . . ·. .. .................. .. .. .... .
Day Students
Gifford Hall . ......... .. . . .... .... 1st Floor
Gifford Hall .... . ..... . . . ........ 2nd Floor
Gifford Hall
H all ..... ...... . .. .... .... 3rd Floor
4th Floor
4th
Floor . .. .. .

Gifford H
a ll
Hall
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4-9045
4-9045
:,

I

H ome Management House
H ouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-9117
4-9117
Home
1st Floor
Floor
Jackson Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st

4-9126
4-9126

2nd Floor
Floor
Jackson Hall ..... . .. . . ...... .. . . . 2nd

4-9127
4-9127

1st Floor
Floor
Johnston Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st

4-9132
4-9132

2nd Floor
Floor
Johnston Hall . . . . .. . .. ..... . ... . . 2nd

4-9133
4-9133

Lincoln
L incoln House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-9143
4-9143
Logan Hall .. . . ..... ... ... . ....... 1st
1st Floor
Floor

4-9058
4-9058

2nd Floor
Floor
Logan Hall ... ····· · . ....... . .. .. 2nd

4-9056
4-9056

3rd Floor
Floor
Logan Hall ........ .. .. .... .. .... 3rd

4-9057
4-9057

Messick
).i[essick House

4-9141
4-9141

N icholas House
Nicholas
Sheldon Hall

1st
1st Floor
Floor

4-9120
4-9120

2nd Floor
Floor
Sheldon Hall ..... . . .. . . . .. . . .... . 2nd

4-9131
4-9131

Shenandoah House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4-9142
4-9142

Spotswood Hall .. .... ..... ....... 1st
1st Floor
Floor

4-9134
4-9134

Spotswood Hall . . .... .... . . . . . . . . . 2nd
2nd Floor
Floor

4-9135
4-9135

Sprinkel House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4-9130
4-9130

Wayland Hall ... .. . . .... . .... . ... 1st
1st Floor
Floor
Wayland Hall

2nd
2nd Floor
Floor

Wayland Hall
H all

3rd
3rd Floor
Floor

Wayland Hall

4th
4th Floor
Floor
. 4-9lj'>

Zi rkle House
Zirkle
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79
Inter-Faith Council
College Band
Band . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
88 Inter-Faith
College
Intoxicants
13
College Camp
Camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
53 Intoxicants . . . . . . .. . .. o . .... .. 13
College
Committee
on Public
Public Exercises
Exercises
Committee on
and
and Entertainments
Entertainme nts .. . ... . 36-37
36-37
C lass ... . .... .. .... . . . . 81
8i
Junior Class
Concert Choir
Choir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
88 Junior
Concert
Junior
S is ter hood ... . . . ... . . . . 79
79
Junior Sisterhood
Participation
in
Participation in
14-1 .1 Ju
ry System
System . . .... . . . . . . ... . . 31
31
Jury
Community Activities
Activ ities
Community
14-15
Constitution
of Men's
l\fen's
Constitution of
Student
Student Government
Government
Kappa
Delta
Pi
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
93
Kappa Delta Pi
93
Association
66-76
Keys to
Co~!~~~~i~~~no{
66-76 Keys
to Rooms
Room s ..... . . .. . . .... 11
11
Constitution of \¥~~~;;.~
Women's
Stude!1t _Government
Governme n t
Student
Laundry
Assoctatwn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-33
16-33 L
aund ry . . . . .. .. . . .... .. ...... 60
~~
Association
Criterion Club
Club .. .. . . .. .... ... . 91
91 LeCercle
Francais .......... . . 86
Criterion
LeCercle Francais
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
C
urie Science
Science Club
C lub . . . , .. .... . 84
84 Library
10
Curie

· ·· ·
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INDEX
Senior Privileges
Privileges . . . . . . . . . . . 40-42
40-42
Lost and Found . . • . . . . . . . . . . 6161 Senior
Sesame Club
Lutheran Student
Student Association
Association . 79
79 Sesame
Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
92
Lutheran
Sigma
Delta
Sigma Delta Rho
Rho . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
96
Sigma Phi
Sigma
Phi Lambda
Lambda • . . . . . . . . . . 94
94
Sigma Sigma
Sigma Sigma
Sigma . • . . . . . . . . . 96
96
Madison
Madison College
College Chorus
Chorus . . . . . . . 89
89 Sigma
Sitting
with
Children
53
Sitting
with
Children
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.13
Madison
College Concert
Concert
Madison College
Smoking . . .... ... ... ... .. .... 60
60
Orchestra . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 89
89 Smoking
Orchestra
Social
Committee
28-29
Soctal
Committee
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
28-29
The
Madrigal
Singers
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
89
The Madrigal Singers
89 Social Regulations
Regulations . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
37
Map,
Madison Campus
Campu s . . . . . . . . . 44 Social
Map, Madison
Sophomore Class
Class ......... . .... 81
81
Mathematics
Club . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
87 Sophomore
Mathematics Club
Sororities
Sororities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
94
Men's Student
Student Government
Government
Men's
Standards
55-57
Standards
..................
55-57
Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66-76
66-76
Association
Standards Committee
Committee . . . . . . . . . 28
28
Mercury Club
Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
90 Standards
Mercury
88
Stationery Store
Store . . . . . . . . . . . .
Money ..... . ..... . ........... 10
10 Stationery
Money
92
Stratford Players
Players . . . . . . . . . .
92
Movies
42 Stratford
Movies ........... .. ... ... .... 42
Strict Campus
Strict
Campus Regulations
Regulations ....
. . . . 52
52
Student Education
Education
Student
Association
Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
87
79
Newman
79
Newman Club
Club
Student-Faculty Relations
Relations
Student-Faculty
Committees
Committees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
27
Student Government
Governm ent Association
A ssociation 62
62
Office Hours
Hours . . ........ .. .
Office
74 ~ Student
Student
Student Organizations
Organizations . . . . . . 62-66
62-66
Off
48
Off Limit
Limit Establishments
Establishments
Student
Student Organizations
Organizations and
and
90
Orchesis
Orchesis .............. .
90
Activities Committee
Committee . . . . . . . . 37
37
Activities
Out-of-Town Dances
Dances and
and
Out-of-Town
Study
Study Hours
Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
60
Engagements . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49-50
49-50 Summer^
Engagements
Summer Session
Session Regulations
Regulations .. 33-36
33-31>
Ovei-night Absences
Absences from
from
Overnight
Sunbathing
Sunbathing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
53
Campus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50-51
50-51
Campus
Overnight
Guests
in
Overnig?-t 9uests in
Dorm1tones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
61
Dormitories
Tea
Tea Room
Room .................... 88
Telephone Directory
Telephone
Directory
(Dormitories)
(Dormitories) . . . . . . . . . . 109-110
109-110
Panhellenic
Panhellenic Creed
Creed . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
9.1 Tennis
Tennis ....................... 61
61
Panhellenic Council
Panhellenic
Council . . . . . . 94,
94, 95
95 Theta
Sigma Upsilon
Upsilon . . . . . . . . . 96
96
Theta
Sigma
Pets ..... . . ....... . .......... 60
60 Trial
Pets
Tr-ial Rights
Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
32
Pi
Pi Kappa
Kappa Sigma
Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
95
Pi
Pi Omega
Omega Pi
Pi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
93
Plain
Plain Campus
Campus Regulations
Regulations ....
. . . . 51
Sl
Upper Class
Class Privileges
Privileges . . . . . 40-42
40-42
Pledge
to Honor
Honor System
System ....
. . . . 23-24
23-24 Upper
Pledge to
Point System
Point
S:yste_m of
of Student
Student
Orgamzatwns . . . . . . . . . . 100-104
100-104
Organizations
Porpoise Club
Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
91 Vacations
Vacations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
60
Porpoise
Post Office
Office . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 10
1 0 Visitors
Visitors on
on Campus
Campus . . . . . • . . . . 61
61
Post
Pr~inciples of
of Self
Self Government
Government . 15
15
Principles
Washing
Washing Machines
Machines . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
60
Qualifications of
of Officers
Officers .. .
Bualifications
27
27 Wesley
Wesley Foundation
Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . 80
80
uiet Hours
6060 Westminister
8080
Quiet
Hours ............ . .
\Vestminister Fellowship
Fellowship

Registration ^ of
Registration
of Students
Student s . . . . . . 10
10 Young
Young Men's
¥e_n's Christian
Christian
Room
Room Restriction
Restriction . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
52
Assoctatton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
76
Association
Young Women's
Young
Women's Christian
Christian
Association
Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
65
Schoolma'am
Schoolma'am
7878
Cit;b · ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. · · · · 80
Schwarzenau Club
80
Senior
Senior Class
Class ............•.. .. 81
81 Zeta
Zeta Tau
Tau Alpha
Alpha . ......... . ... 96
90
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BELLE
MEADE MOTEL
MOTEL
BELLE MEADE
and

and

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

One
of the
the cou:
n try's
One of
country's
largest
and finest
finest
largest and
120
Air-Conditioned Rooms
120 Air-Conditioned
Rooms
Excellent 400
Seat Restaurant
Restaurant
Excellent
400 Seat

Private
Private Dining
Dining Room
Room
For Banquets
For
Banquets and
and Parties
Parties
U. S. HWY. ll11—iy
U.
1%2 MILES SOUTH
HARRISONBURG
URG
OF HARRISONB

113
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Compliments

JOHN
JOHN W.
W. TALIAFERRO
TALIAFERRO
SONS
SONS
JEWELERS
JEWELERS

Diamonds,
Diamonds, Watches,
Watches,

Complete
Line ol
All Popular
Complete Line
of All
Popular
Patterns
In Sterling
Patterns In
Sterling Flatware
Flatware
54 SouTH
South MAIN
Main STREET
Street

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

WATCH
WATCH REPAIRING
REPAIRING and
and
ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING
114

BREEN'S
BREEN'S WILLOWBANK
WILLOWBANK
SANDWICH
SANDWICH SHOPPE
SHOPPE
and
and

MOTEL
MOTEL
Curb
Curb

Service
Service

A
A Modern
Modern Motel
Motel
Near
Near The
The College
College

1%
ILES South
SouTH OF
l1/^ M
Miles
of MAmsoN
Madison CoLLEGE
College
OPPOSITE HOWARD JOHNSON'S

115
115

Wait
You
Wait 'Til
Til You
GET
GET

T
0
TO

HARRISONBURG
HARRISONBURG
To
To Buy
Buy Your
Your

Room
Furnishings
Room Furnishings
ALWAYS
ALWAYS
*74

V

MAKE
MAKE
tww

STORE

DEPT.

INC

YOUR
YOUR FIRST
FIRST STOP
STOP

116

Jl(i

Harrisonburg's Leading
FASHION

STORE

n

a

a

A
o. SOO-lo

WE'RE
MASTERS OF
MAJOR FASHIONS FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
We run the gamut of smart fashions, everything
eYerything
from from jeans to tulles! Fashions for your
room or for yourself, for classes, for leisure,
for dates, for any time.

UARRISONBURG,\A.
11 7
117

PLAN
TO SHOP
SHOP
PLAN
TO
"At the Sign of the Big Yellow Pencil"

FOR
THE BEST
BEST BUYS
FOR THE
BUYS
IN
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
IN SCHOOL
Madison Seal
Stationery
Madison
Seal Stationery
Parker
and Esterbrook
Esterbrook Pens
Pens
Parker and
Merriam-Webster Dictionaries
Dictionaries
Merriam-Webster
Widest
Selection of
of
Widest Selection
Notebooks, Fillers
Fillers and
and Spirals
Notebooks,
Spirals
Desk
Lamps and
and Pin-Up
Pin-Up Boards
Boards
Desk Lamps
Portable Typewriters
Typewriters
Portable
~

SERVICE
SERVICE

~ 'tatiottetl.~.
South Main at Bruce Street

_ _ _ _ ASSIGNMENT BOOK
I- K t £ F0R
FOR every
EVERY STUDENT
STUDENT

F REE

We Give S. &
& H. Green Stamps
Stamps
118
118

NOVELTY NEWS
NEWS

NOVELTY

Madison
College Souvenirs
Souvenirs
Madison College

All Types of
Magazines and
and Newspapers
Newspapers
Magazines
All Types of

Adjacent to Virginia Theater
Theater

FAMOUS
RESTAURANT
FAMOUS RESTAURANT
across from Post Office

Specializing
Specializing

.

1n
in

Sea
Food
Sea Food
Steaks,
Chops, Cutlets
Cutlets
Steaks, Chops,
Southern
Southern Fried
Fried Chicken
Chicken
Good Food
Good
Food —
- Clean
Clean —
- Fast
Fast
119

ECHO RESTAURANT
ECHO

RESTAURANT

2 Mi. So. Harrisonburg-On
Harrisonburg—On U.S. Route No. ll
11

Serving
Serving Good
Good Food
Food

Private
Private Dining
Dining Room
Room
PHONE 4-7059

Fountain Service

Air Condition

JULIAS
AU RANT
JULIAS REST
RESTAURANT
City Parking Lot No. 2, 50 Yards East
Serving Steaks and Regular Meals
PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY
OLD VIRGINIA HAM
201 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va., Dial 4-4991

JOHN W.
W. TALIAFERRO
TALIAFERRO
JOHN
ESTABLISHED 1879

-—. JEWELERJEWELER —
DIADMONDSDIADMONDS — WATCHESWATCHES — SILVER
Dial 4-4693-83
4-4693 — 83 S. Main StreetStreet — Harrisonburg, Va.
120

Meals,
Meals, Sandwiches,
Sandwiches,
Soft
Drinks, Stationery
Stationery
Soft Drinks,

DOC'S
TEAROOM
DOC'S TEAROOM
Opposite Madison College

MILES
COMPANY
MILES MUSIC
MUSIC COMPANY
Your
Music . Headquarters
Your A^us/c
Headquarters
RADIOS —
- RECORDS —
- SHEET MUSIC
MUSICAL SUPPLIES.
SUPPLIE~::.

124 Newman Avenue

P E N N E Y ' S

Always First Quality

Always First Quality
Harrisonburg,
Harrisonburg~ Ya.
V a.
121
121

SUSAN-JANE'S
SUSAN-JANE'S
Flower &
Flower
& Gift
Gift Shop
Shop

162 South Main Street
Street
HARRISONBURG,
Harrisonburg,

VIRGINIA
Virginia

DAY or
OR NIGHT
PHONE 4-6773
State
State Theater
Theater Building
Building
A Susan-Jane
Susan-] ane Arrangement
Arrangement
Is More Than Just
lust Flowers
Flowers

Me*

(?».

50-60 MtMftLt/Stieet
JioWuioiibuJig, VfagiMicu

houiardJoh niorif
"Landmark far
for Hungry Americans"
Americans"

ij

U.S.
South
U. S. Route 11 South
HARRISONBURG, VA.
122

Welcome Madison College
College Students
Students

FINK'S
JEWELERS, INC.
INC.
FINK'S JEWELERS,
Gorham
GoRHAM

and Lunt
LuNT Sterling
Sterling Silver
Silver

80 SO. MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA.

Records
Sheet Music
Supplies
Music Supplies

^

AT
AT

LOEWNER'S
MUSIC SHOP
SHOP
LOEWNER'S MUSIC
17 E. Market Street
Street
Curb
CURB Service
SERVICE

''KILES''
"KILES"
Amoco
Amoco and
and Grocery
Grocery Service
Service
Your
Country Store
Store in
in Town
Town
Your Country

Dial 4-7098

1050
1050 S.
S. Main
Main Street
Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Virginia
123

THE
KAVANAUGH HOTEL
HOTEL
THE KAVANAUGH
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
HARRISONBURG,
Located in
in the Heart
Heart of
of the
the Shenandoah
Shenandoah Valley
Valley
On Route
Route 11
11
Directly On

Convenient
to all
all Caverns
Caverns
Convenient to
Southern Entrance
Entrance to
to Shenandoah
Shenandoah National
National
Park and Scenic
Scenic Skyline
Skyline Drive
Drive

JARRELLE'S SHOE STORE

JARRELLE'S SHOE STORE

92 South Main Street
Street
HARRISONBURG, Virginia
VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg,
WE CARRY A COMPLETE
COMPLETE LINE
LINE
OF PETERS SHOES
SHOES FOR
FOR
ALL THE
THE FAMILY
We Give SS & H Green Stamps
Stamps

CHARLES
& POLLY
POLLY
CHARLES &
Photographers

Photographers

"Excelling in Drape
Drape and
and Vignetted
Vignetted Portraits''
Portraits"

122 S. Main Street
Street

Phone
Phone 4-2933
4-2933
124

"Shenandoah Valley's Largest
L argest and
and Most
Most Popular
Popular
Furniture Store"

SCHEWEL
FURNITURE
SCHEWEL FURNITURE
COMPANY,
Incorporated
COMPANY, Incorporated
135 South Main Street, Harrisonburg,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Virginia

Hummel's
Drive-In
Hummel's Drive-In
DAIRY
RITE
DAIRY RITE
Air Conditioned Dining
Dining Room
Room
CURB SERVICE
Beside the College
"Where Everything Is Music and
at1d
Music Is Everything"

WHITESEL MUSIC
WHITESEL
MUSIC
149 South Main Street,
Street, Harrisonburg,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Virginia
REPAIR WORK GUARANTEED
Radios and Record Players
Players REPAIR
REP AIR

GITCHELL'S
GITCHELL'S
STUDIO
& CAMERA
CAMERA SHOP
SHOP
STUDIO &
Your Eastman Kodak Dealer
Dealer &
& Distributor
Distributor
Dial4-7362E . Market
Market St.
St.Harrisonburg, Va.
Va.
Dial 4-7362 — 79 E.
— Harrisonburg,

Portrait and Commercial
Commercial Photography
Photography
125

Harrisonbu rg
In Harrisonburg
It's

THE QUALITY
QUALITY SHOP
SHOP

THE

39 East Market Street

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Ready-to-Wear
and Accessories
Accessories
and

Ladies'

P A T R 0 N I Z E,

PATRONIZE

OUR

OUR

ADV
E RTISERS
ADVERTISERS

126

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

McClure Co., Staunton, Vu.

o*4 Co
EART
rttousrny
»SONV>

